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INTRODUCTION 

This document serves as a basic instructional and informational guide to ImportOmatic™ for The 

Raiser’s Edge®.  It covers the general working and processing of the application at the user level 

and is directed at a general audience of end users or those looking to better understand the 

application interface. 
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OVERVIEW 

ImportOmatic (IOM) imports data from various outside sources and formats into The Raiser’s 

Edge (RE).   IOM can import constituent biographical data, relationship data, volunteer job 

assignment data, and gift data from a single data file, allowing dynamic mapping of import file 

data fields to specific fields within RE.  The user may create, save and edit import profiles 

(templates of file layouts) for re-use with frequently imported file data formats.  

Once configured to handle a specific file layout, IOM can be used continually to update existing 

records and/or enter new records.  Exceptions or errors that are generated during the import 

process are logged for review.  IOM uses the standard security, business rules, duplicate 

matching and processing logic found within standard RE, providing consistent results and 

reliable maintenance of data integrity during data imports. 
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INSTALLATION 

INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS 

Ensure that you are running The Raiser's Edge version 7.85 or higher.  

1) To check your version, log into The Raiser's Edge and select Help - About The Raiser’s Edge from the 

toolbar. 

 
 

 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

ImportOmatic can be installed either as an AppOmatic app or as a traditional Raiser’s Edge plug-

in.  To avoid version conflicts, do not install both versions on the same workstation. 

 

APP INSTALLATION 

If you are an existing ImportOmatic user and already have a plug-in version of IOM 

installed, you must uninstall it on all workstations before installing the ImportOmatic app. 
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Install the ImportOmatic app from the AppOmatic App Marketplace.  Hover over the 

ImportOmatic app to access the menu and click the Download button or simply click on the app to 

open the About Page.   

 

 

Then click the Install button on the About Page. 

 

If ImportOmatic has not yet been purchased, a More Info button replaces the Install button. 

 

 

TRADITIONAL INSTALLATION 

You will install ImportOmatic on each workstation that will be using IOM. 

Follow these same steps for updating to newer versions of IOM. 
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If The Raiser’s Edge is being used in the OnDemand (hosted) environment, ImportOmatic plug-in 

must be installed by Blackbaud’s OnDemand support team. 

 

If The Raiser’s Edge is installed locally but security restrictions prevent the software from being 

installed normally, please work with your system administrator to obtain appropriate rights prior 

to implementation. 

 

1) Exit The Raiser’s Edge. 

2) Download the latest version of the IOM installer from Omatic Software’s ImportOmatic Updates 

forum. 

3) If you downloaded the installer in a .zip archive, extract the contents of the .zip file. 

4) Right-click on the setup.exe file and select Run as administrator.  Depending on your operating 

system and settings, you may receive a dialog asking if you want to run the installer. 

 

Using Run as administrator will prevent Windows User Account Control from interfering 

with the installation. 

 

5) Click Run to launch the installer. 

6) Click Next to begin installation. 

7) Review the license agreement and select I Agree to activate the Next button. 

8) Click the Next button. 

9) Choose an installation path.  You must install IOM into your Raiser’s Edge Plug-ins folder. 

 

http://www.omaticsoftware.com/Forums/tabid/108/afv/topicsview/aff/12/Default.aspx
http://www.omaticsoftware.com/Forums/tabid/108/afv/topicsview/aff/12/Default.aspx
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If the Raiser’s Edge has been installed into a non-standard folder, locate and select the Plug-

Ins folder as your installation path.  Otherwise, ImportOmatic will not appear in your 

Raiser’s Edge Plug-Ins menu.   

 

10) Click Next to continue your installation. 

11) Click Next again to complete setup, and click Close when finished. 

12) Repeat the installation on all workstations that will be running ImportOmatic. 

 

 

AFTER THE INITIAL INSTALLATION 

After installing ImportOmatic, launch IOM to update the database.  Access the General Settings 

screen to enter your license key.   

 

If using the IOM plugin, run this step as Administrator:   

 

Exit The Raiser’s Edge. 

Right click on The Raiser’s Edge program icon and select Run as administrator.   
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Using Run as administrator will prevent Windows User Account Control from interfering with the 

database updates.  This is only necessary for the first login after installing or updating IOM. 

 

 

 

IMPORTOMATIC APP AND IMPORTOMATIC PLUGIN 

1) Launch ImportOmatic.  See Run ImportOmatic for more info. 

2) Click Configuration.  You will see a window with a navigation bar along the left side with options for 

Profiles, Dictionaries, Duplicate Criteria, General Settings,Workflows, Solicitor Groups, and 

Research Point. 

3) Click on the General Settings option.  Activate ImportOmatic by entering your license key in the 

License Key field and then clicking Save.   

4) Exit IOM by closing the app (app installation) or by clicking on any other Raiser’s Edge module 

(plugin installation), then re-open IOM to initialize the license key. 

 

You will receive a temporary license key during implementation.  Once your organization is 

current on a maintenance plan you will receive your permanent license key.  Follow steps 1)- 4)  

to replace the temporary key with the permanent one.   

 

If your temporary key expires prior to receiving a permanent key, you will be unable to run an 

import.  You will be “locked out” but none of your profiles, duplicate criteria, or dictionaries will 

be lost – they will be accessible and usable once your organization becomes current on 

maintenance. 
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The license key is saved to the database so it is not necessary to re-enter it when installing 

additional workstations or when updating to a newer version of IOM. 

 

UPDATING TO A NEWER VERSION 

After updating IOM, a popup massage will warn you when you are about to run the newer version 

of IOM for the first time; clicking OK will update the database with the new version number. 
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If using the ImportOmatic plugin, the same version of ImportOmatic must be used on all 

workstations that connect to the same Raiser’s Edge database.  When updating a workstation 

with a newer version, ensure that you also update all other workstations or those workstations 

will no longer be able to run the application.   

  

Once a newer version of IOM has accessed your database, you can not uninstall and reinstall an 

older version of IOM unless you also restore your database from a backup that was created prior 

to installing the update. 

 

 

RUN IMPORTOMATIC 

IMPORTOMATIC APP 

Once installed, ImportOmatic can be launched from the App Marketplace or it can be placed on 

your AppOmatic canvas and launched from there.  Hover over the ImportOmatic app to access 

the menu and click the Run button or simply click on the app to launch IOM.   

 

 

IMPORTOMATIC PLUG-IN 

ImportOmatic is accessed from the Raiser’s Edge Plug-ins page. 

If you are running Windows XP or Windows 7 and IOM does not appear on the plug-ins page 

following the installation, it is likely that Microsoft .Net 4.0 Framework is not installed on your 
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workstation.  You can download and install it from Microsoft’s support site:   

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=17851 

 

If you already have a newer version of the framework installed, you may simply need to “Repair” 

it in Control Panel. 

 

 

 

THE IMPORTOMATIC MAIN SCREEN 

ImportOmatic consists of three areas: Configuration where settings are defined and profiles that 

map your data are created, Import Processing where data files are imported, and List Management 

where list files are imported and lists are managed. 

List Management is an optional module to ImportOmatic.  To find out more about List 

Management, please contact your Omatic Software account manager at 888-662-8426, option 1.   

  

   

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=17851
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CONFIGURATION 

IOM’s configuration is done at two levels, first at the program level for parameters such as email 

server settings and data translation dictionaries, then individually, for each profile, allowing 

granular control over all types of file imports.  IOM configuration data is stored within the 

Raiser’s Edge database and is, therefore, shared by all users on all workstations that have the 

plug-in installed.  Configuration settings are retained through any program updates. 

It is important to keep in mind during initial setup and when any making configuration changes 

that IOM settings are shared between all workstations.  Configuration changes made on one IOM 

workstation will affect all other IOM users in your organization.  Settings such as file and folder 

locations must be appropriate for all workstations (particularly file path information, set in 

Profiles). 

 

Configuration tasks are arranged in the navigation bar from most frequently used (Profiles) to 

least frequently used (General Settings).  If using the List Management optional module, 

additional configuration tasks specific to List Management follow.   

Configuration tasks are presented here in reverse order. 
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LIST MANAGEMENT 

Parameters on these screens are used by the optional List Management module.  Please refer to 

the ImportOmatic List Management Guide for more information. 

 

 

GENERAL SETTINGS 

In general, the settings on this screen are set once.  You may, however, make changes as needed. 

 

 

GENERAL 

Only allow users with Supervisor rights to access Configuration 

If you wish to restrict any configuration changes only to users with Supervisor rights, check this 

box.  Users with a lower level of permissions will still be able to import files, but will not be able to 

modify settings on this tab, or within any profiles.  
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Default error and exception file output folder 

When an import file is processed, any errors or exceptions that occur will be logged to an error 

file.  This file will contain the line number of the offending record and a detailed error message.  

Additionally, an exception file will be created that will contain an exact copy of the offending 

record(s) in the same layout and format as the original source import file.  This will allow an easy 

re-import of the exception records once the source of the error/exception has been corrected.  

These two files are named with a date/time stamp followed by “_error.txt” and “_exceptions.csv” 

respectively (for example,  “20121212_084921_Error.txt” and 

“20121212_084921_Exceptions.csv”). 

To set the default location that IOM should use to save error and exception files, click the … 

button to the right of the path field to open a Browse For Folder dialog.  Use this dialog to select a 

location. 

 

 

This setting, like all IOM settings, is shared between all workstations that are using IOM.  If IOM 

is installed on multiple workstations, this setting should be set to a common shared network 

location, and typically a UNC path designation or common mapped network drive should be 

used.  This location must be the same, and available to all users of IOM.  Additionally, 

appropriate “read/write” access rights should be available to each user/computer using IOM.  A 

new error and exception log will be created (only when an error/exception occurs) for each import 

in which an error occurs.  
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The default location can be overridden on a profile by profile basis by setting a different path 

within each profile on the Output>Files page.  

 

If IOM is unable to create the error and exceptions files in the designated path, they will be 

written to the same folder as the imported file. 

 

License Key 

This is the key specific to your organization for your license of ImportOmatic. 

 

FOLLOW UP VALUES 

Follow up values are a legacy feature which has since been replaced by more powerful 

functionality.  If you are a new client, you do not need to use the follow up values fields.  

Follow up value functionality is presented in Appendix C, Using Follow Up Values, for long time 

clients who may still have profiles that use them. 

 

ALTERNATIVE DATABASE CONNECTION 

In some network configurations there may be a connectivity issue with the Raiser’s Edge 

database.  If that is the case, select this option and enter the server name, database name, and 

login credentials.  The Test Connection button ensures that all settings are correct. 

 

EMAIL NOTIFICATIONS 

You may configure ImportOmatic to send an email notification when an import has been run 

which contains import details and any exceptions that occurred.  Recipients are configured on 

each profile; general email settings are configured here.  See Import Completion for more 

information on email notifications. 

If you have the Scheduler option and run imports unattended or overnight, it is recommended 

that you set up email notifications so that you receive notice about any records that were 

exceptions. 
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‘From’ email 

Enter the email address that the email should appear to have been sent from.  This should be a 

valid address on your organization's email system.  

‘From name’ 

Enter the information you wish to appear with the ‘From’ email address. 

SMTP server 

Enter the address of the SMTP server that will be used to send the emails.  

SMTP user name  

Use this text box to enter the user name for a valid SMTP account on the SMTP server entered 

above.  

SMTP password  

Enter the password for the SMTP user entered above.  

SMTP port number  

Enter the SMTP port number to be used on the SMTP server entered above.  This field is optional. 

This mail server requires a secure connection (SSL) 

Select this option if the SMTP server requires a secure connection. 

Send test email 

This sends an email to the address entered in the ‘From’ email field using the settings entered 

above.  A popup window alerts you as to whether the email was sent successfully or not. 

 

 

DUPLICATE CRITERIA 

ImportOmatic uses duplicate search criteria for both Individual and Organization constituent 

matching.   
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You may configure different criteria sets for different types of file imports, or even combine 

several sets of criteria within each profile to allow matching on any of the criteria sets. 

For users on versions 7.85 or 7.91 of The Raiser’s Edge: the IOM duplicate search parameters are 

similar to the Raiser’s Edge duplicate search parameters.  However, IOM duplicate criteria 

settings are configured separately and do not affect RE settings. 

 

Add 

Click Add to create a new criteria set. 

Edit 

Highlight an existing criteria set and click Edit to open it.  You may also highlight it and double 

click. 

Delete 

Highlight a criteria set and click Delete in order to remove it. 
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Configure criteria sets by selecting the desired fields in the order in which they are to be checked 

with the length of the character string to be matched.  Matches are made using exact character 

string matching, including punctuation and spaces. 

Consider your criteria settings carefully.  Criteria that are too loose, such as a few characters of 

the last name only or address line only, may result in many poor matches.  Criteria that are too 

strict may result in missed matches. 

 

 

  

 

Select the Default checkbox to make this criteria set a default.  You may designate one or more 

criteria sets as defaults; any new profiles will automatically have these criteria sets preselected.  

However, you may select and de-select any of the criteria sets in a profile at any time. 

Once you define a new set of duplicate search criteria, it becomes available for use in any import 

profile. You can create different criteria sets for individual and organization records — each acts 

independently of the other, and can be used alone or in combination with another. 

 

 

DICTIONARIES 

IOM uses built-in, customizable dictionaries to provide field value translation during import 

processing. IOM dictionaries allow you to specify multiple possible field values to be translated to 

a single value.  IOM dictionaries can be applied to any field. 
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Sort 

Dictionaries are listed in the order they were created.  Click on a column header to sort your 

dictionaries in ascending or descending order based on the value for that column.  To return to 

creation order, close and reopen IOM Configuration.   

Add 

To create a new dictionary, click the Add button.  IOM will present you with a dialog asking if you 

want to use an existing RE table to pre-populate your dictionary. 

 

 

Choosing a table and clicking “Yes” will bring all the fields from the table you selected into the 

dictionary Replacement Values editing window (see below).  Only user-configured tables, such as 

Titles, Attributes, and Actions are available for automatic population.  Tables with hard-coded 
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values set by Raiser’s Edge (e.g., Pay Method, Gender) are not available to select here, though you 

can create a dictionary by manually entering the translation and matching RE values.  If you are 

not using a table entry field, click “No” to start with a blank dictionary. 

 

 

SET UP TRANSLATION VALUES 

If starting with a blank dictionary, add the Replacement Values by entering each value into the 

Replacement Values field and clicking ‘+’ to add it to the list.  Ensure that these are in the format 

that you wish to import into RE.  Then highlight a Replacement Value in the left-side column 

(“Captain” in this example) and add all possible data values to the Values to Match On column by 

entering each value in the Values to Match On field and clicking ‘+’ to add it to the list.  Highlight 

the next Replacement Value and add each of its Values to Match On until the dictionary is 

complete. 

When a value in the source data matches exactly to any of the values in the right-hand side Values 

to Match On column, that source data will be replaced by the value to which the matching value is 

mapped to in the left-hand side Replacement Values column.  In our example, if the source data 

contains the value “Cpt.” It will be replaced by the value “Captain” during the import.  However, 

if the source data contains the value “Cap.” it will be imported as is, as there are no matching 

values among the Values to Match On. 

The Replacement Values column can include any string value and is not limited to RE table values.  

The Values to Match On must match the entire field value and cannot be just a partial match.  For 

instance, if you have a Value to Match On of “Street” and apply it to a field in the source data, the 

field value of “19 Front Street” will not be translated because it does not exactly match the value 
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“Street”.  However, the matching is case-insensitive, so “Street” will match “street”, “STREET”, or 

“StReEt”. 

You can set up as many dictionaries as you need (up to 999), using any combination needed for 

imports.  If you have a large number of dictionaries to create, you can paste values into a 

dictionary from a spreadsheet, saving a lot of time over manual data entry.  To do so, first create 

two columns in Excel.  In the first column list the desired values and in the second the values to 

match.  Optionally, you may be working with Regular Expressions (covered in greater detail 

next).  In this case a third column can be added with the value of either True or False which will 

control the Regular Expressions checkbox.  

After you have set up your spreadsheet, highlight the columns and copy them to the clipboard 

(Ctrl-C).   

 

 

If using Regular Expressions, add a third column with the values TRUE or FALSE for whether the 

Replacement Value uses Regular Expressions.  If pasting in only two columns, regex is assumed 

to be FALSE. 

 

Then, on the dictionary screen, right-click inside either the Replacement values or Values to match 

on listbox and select “Paste values from Excel (Replacement,Value).”  Both sets of data values will 

populate your dictionary.  Note that you can also right-click in either the Replacement values or 

Values to match on column to sort the values alphabetically. 

Values will not be duplicated when pasting from Excel.  For example, if the dictionary already has 

entries for “Sgt” it will not be pasted in again but any values not already in the dictionary will be 

added. 

 

To delete either Replacement Values entries or Values to Replace On entries, select one or more 

rows and click the DELETE key. 
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REGULAR EXPRESSIONS 

Dictionaries at the basic level do not employ “fuzzy logic,” or partial text string mapping.  The 

values to be translated must be a complete match to the value entered, though you can have 

several possible values mapped to one replacement value, such as “Cap”, “Capt.”, and “Capt” all 

to be translated to “Captain.” 

However, IOM does support the use of Regular Expressions, a system of advanced pattern 

matching which can be used to find and standardize partial text string values, such as changing 

”St. Paul St.” to “Saint Paul Street” or changing “1201” to “01201”.   The use of Regular 

Expressions takes some technical expertise, and Omatic Software does not currently offer 

training or sample files in this area.  There are, however, numerous articles available on the 

Internet for anyone interested in pursuing this method.  Some users have also generously shared 

Regular Expressions that they have written in the user forums on www.omaticsoftware.com.  The 

return for implementing Regular Expressions in your imports can be significant, minimizing 

manual data manipulation and clean-up. 

To use Regular Expressions in a dictionary, each Replacement Value must have the Use Regular 

Expression checkbox selected (note the tiny superscript “RegEx” for each value checked.) With 

this checkbox selected, enter your possible match values.  We recommend that you always test 

your syntax to ensure you have the desired translation.  

  

 

You can assign/unassign the Use Regular Expressions checkbox to multiple entries at once.  

Simply multi-select the appropriate rows before clicking the checkbox.  

http://www.omaticsoftware.com/
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TEST TRANSLATION VALUES- 

To test your syntax, click the Test button to open a new window.  Enter a value for a Value to 

Match On and click the Test button to see how your dictionary value translates the text string.  

Select Whole Dictionary to test all entries in this dictionary or Selected Item to test just the 

highlighted entry.  

 

Edit 

Select a dictionary from the main Dictionaries screen and double click or click the Edit button to 

open the dictionary for editing. 

Copy 

Select a dictionary from the main Dictionaries screen and click the Copy button to create a new 

dictionary based on the selected one.  You may then rename and edit the dictionary as needed. 

Export 

Export a dictionary by right clicking on that dictionary from the main Dictionaries screen.  Values 

are exported to a .csv file containing three columns for the Replacement Values, Values to Match 

On, and whether this replacement value uses regular expressions.  This file can be shared with 

someone for proofreading, or can be edited and then pasted into a dictionary. 
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Delete 

Select a dictionary from the main Dictionaries screen and click the Delete button to remove a 

dictionary.  If the dictionary is not assigned to a profile, it will be removed.  If it is assigned to a 

profile, an error message is displayed and the dictionary is not removed. 

 

 

PROFILES 

The configuration menu’s Profiles area controls the mappings, processing rules, and settings for 

importing data to the Raiser’s Edge and for importing Lists with the optional List Management 
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module.  Each profile defines the layout and field values for a particular import file/record type 

and customizable options for handling imported data, minimizing the need for manual record 

editing after an import. 

Profiles allow you to create multiple import templates for multiple import jobs.  For example, you 

might use one profile to import alumni information from your alumni database and a second 

profile to import donor information from your online donation system.  Import profiles can also 

be used to import address changes, Tribute gifts and information, Event participation payments 

and registrations, Membership sales and renewals, Volunteer, and Proposal records.  In addition, 

you can create output queries which will allow you to verify your data additions and changes.   

List Management profiles are used to import and manage lists of people you wish to contact but 

perhaps you are not ready to create full constituent records for them in The Raiser’s Edge. 

List Management is an optional module to ImportOmatic.  To find out more about List 

Management, please contact your Omatic Software account manager at 888-662-8426, option 1.   

  

 

PROFILE DIRECTORY 

Existing profiles are listed in the order created, oldest to newest.  Information displayed includes 

the profile ID, description, created date, created by user, modified date, modified user, last run 

date, and last run by user. 

Profiles created prior to IOM version 2.5.0 will display blank created date and user information.  

Modified date and user and last run date and user will be populated on existing profiles if/when 

they are populated/run. 
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Filter 

Use the filter option to view all profiles, only “regular” or non-list profiles, or only list 

management profiles. 

Sort 

Profiles are listed in the order they were created.  Click on a column header to sort your profiles in 

ascending or descending order based on the value for that column.  To return to creation order, 

sort on the Created column or close and reopen IOM Configuration.   

If you are having difficulty viewing all of the columns, drag the window frame to resize it. 

 

Add 

Click the Add button to create a new profile.  See Configure a Profile for detailed steps on creating 

and configuring a new profile. 
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Edit 

Double click on an existing profile or highlight a profile and click the Edit button to open a profile 

for editing.  See Configure a Profile for detailed steps on configuring a profile. 

Copy 

If you need to create a new profile that is similar to an existing profile, it may be easier to copy the 

existing profile and then edit the copy to make any necessary changes.  To copy a profile, 

highlight the profile and click the Copy button.  A window opens up to allow you to name and 

save the new profile. 

 

Delete 

Highlight a profile and click the Delete button to permanently remove the profile.  Once deleted, 

any import processes relying on this profile will no longer function.  

Export 

There may be times when it is necessary to export a profile - for example, you may be asked by 

Omatic Support to email a profile as a follow up to an issue.  To export a profile, highlight the 

profile and right click and select Export profile to an XML file. 
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A window opens up to allow you to browse to a folder and save the profile. 
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After you have selected a folder and clicked OK, a window will display the exported file name.  It 

will be in the format IOM_Profile_Export_profile id.xml; for example, for profile “Lockbox”, the 

export file is named IOM_Profile_Export_Lockbox.xml 
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CONFIGURE A PROFILE 

The following chapter describes how to create and configure a new profile.  Refer to these same 

topics for editing an existing profile. 

  

CREATE A PROFILE 

Settings are unique to each profile, and you will want to review all available options as you create 

each new profile.  They can be modified at any time at the profile level. 

When you create a new profile it is always a good idea to test your settings using a test file with 

only a small number of records.  This way you can be sure that record processing settings are 

correct for your needs. 

 

To create a new profile, you must first have available a source data file (or a sample file) with a 

column header row in it to select for mapping.  This file must be in comma-separated value (.csv) 

format or in comma-delimited or tab-delimited text (.txt) format.  

To create the new profile, click the Add button.  A window opens for you to browse to the location 

of your source data file and select it. 

 

Select your file and click the Open button.  A new profile opens and displays the Field Map screen.  

Field names are automatically populated with the column names from the header row of your 

source file, saving you data-entry time and ensuring that the columns in the file correspond to 

the rows in the mapping. 
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Enter a Profile ID and Description.  The ID and description will be used to identify the profile you 

are creating.  Only the ID is required.  Check the Default Profile box if this is your first profile or if 

it will be used more frequently than other profiles 

 

 

FIELD MAP AND FILE LAYOUT  

The Field Map is the mapping of the source data to its appropriate destination location in RE.  

When a new profile is created, the mapping grid displays the column header values from the 

import file.  The mapping configured here will determine where field values are assigned in RE.  

The mapping grid contains the following columns: 

Column 

This column designates the position of the field in the source file.  This numbering format 

matches MS Excel’s header numbering format (A, B, … AA, AB, ...), to ensure easy comparison 
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between the source file and profile.  This column is read-only, but automatically adjusts when 

any changes are made in the number of lines in the profile. 

Field Name 

This column contains the description of the fields as defined by the header row in the source file.  

This field can be modified by clicking into the field name, highlighting it, then typing a new 

name.  

Record Type 

The Record Type designates the general area within RE where data will be imported (Constituent, 

Address, Gift, etc.).  See Field Mapping for further information on mapping data fields. 

Value Type 

The Value Type specifies the actual field or granular section of the Record Type to which the data 

will be imported (e.g. First Name, City, Gift Amount, etc.).  See Field Mapping for further 

information on mapping data fields. 

# of Relationship Group 

This value designates the relationship group of each data field, allowing multiple relationships to 

be imported in one file.  For example, all fields related to a spouse would be grouped as individual 

relationship group 1, and all fields related to each child would be grouped as individual 

relationship groups 2, 3, 4, etc.  Though the default value of “1” will be automatically entered for 

the first relationship group of each relationship type (individual, organization, education), this 

value can be modified as appropriate for the data in the file. 

Although most commonly used for relationships, grouping is used when importing multiples of 

any record that itself could have multiple fields, such as actions, event participation fees, 

proposals, membership benefits, etc. 

 

When relationship grouping is applied to a field, the group number will appear in this field. 
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Dictionary 

Dictionaries are mapped at the field level.  There is no limit on the number of dictionaries that 

can be used within a profile, however only one dictionary can be assigned to a field.  

Click on the field to assign or remove a dictionary. 

 

 

When a dictionary is mapped to a field, a “stack of books” icon will appear in this field. 

 

 

Apply Function 

A function allows you to automatically manipulate your data during the import, eliminating the 

need to manually change it in Excel or another program prior to each and every import.   IOM 

provides five standard functions (four of which are available in the Field Mapping screen) plus 

several data services functions.  However, users who have programming skills can create their 

own functions using IOM’s API feature.  See Launch Code Editor for further information. 
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To assign or remove a function, click on the field.   

 

 

Uppercase 

When this function is assigned, the imported data for this field will be converted to all upper 

case.  For example, if the file contains the value “Charleston” it will be imported as 

“CHARLESTON”.  This is useful for address standardization requirements. 

If assigning both a dictionary and the upper case function, the dictionary is applied first and then 

the upper case function.  

 

Lowercase 

This function converts data to lowercase. 

Static Field (field name) 

Use this function when all rows of your file must import the same value regardless of the actual 

values in the file.  For example, you may need all rows to import a value of “Online” to indicate 

that they donated via your website.  Some rows may have a value of “web”, some may have 

“internet”, some may be blank, etc.  While it is possible to use a dictionary to translate each of 

these possibilities to the value “Online”, it would require that all possible variations be translated 

in that dictionary - this may be an impossible task if this field was free form text that the donor 

wrote notes into.  And rather than editing the file in order to standardize this field, you can 

simply use the Static Field function.  This function will use whatever value you define as the Field 

Name and import that for every row. 
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Current date 

Use this function to import the import date into this field. 

ODS functions 

The Omatic Data Service can standardize address fields to USPS standards, provide additional 

address data such as county and Congressional District, and parse fields containing full names 

into their components.  See Data Services Mapping for more information on using the ODS 

functions. 

 

When a function is mapped to a field, a “cog” icon will appear in this field. 

 

 

Proper Case 

Select this option to proper case the incoming data.  For example, values of “south hills road” and 

“SOUTH HILLS ROAD” would both become “South Hills Road”.   

Proper case capitalizes the first letter of each word and does not perform mixed casing.  For 

example, a salutation of “bob and martha jones” will become “Bob And Martha Jones” and not 

“Bob and Martha Jones”. 

 

To assign or remove proper case, click on the field.  When proper case is mapped to a field, the 

checkbox will be selected. 

 

 

 

 

FIELD MAPPING 

Each field in the source file that is to be imported must be mapped to the proper Record Type and 

Field Type.   
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See APPENDIX A – RECORD AND FIELD TYPES for a listing and detailed description of each 

Record Type and Field Type. 

 

Select the Record Type from the dropdown.  Similar types are listed together – for example, 

constituent and constituent-related choices are together in the list, gift and gift-related choices 

are together in the list, etc.  If a field in the source file should not be imported, select "Ignore" in 

the Record Type column. 

 

 

Once the Record Type has been selected, select the Value Type.  Value types are specific to the 

record type and are listed alphabetically.   

 

 

Some record type and value type labels are lengthy and may not be fully viewable in the 

dropdown list if the column widths are too narrow.  You can resize the columns via one of the 

following methods if you have difficulty reading the full record type and value type labels: 

 

Resize the columns by dragging the separator in the column headers   

 

Resize the window by dragging the window frame   
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Maximize the window by clicking the maximize button   

 

Continue until all fields are mapped. 

 

 

 

PHONE MAPPING 

Constituent Phone and Constituent Email fields can be configured in three ways, depending on 

the data provided.  The first and most common scenario is that in which a source data file 

contains phone information with a single column for a phone number where all phones in that 

column are of the same type (e.g. “Home”).  In this case, that column can easily be mapped to the 

correct record type (“Constituent Phone – Number”) and the value type is mapped to the correct 

phone type (“Home”). 

View Usage
View Usage
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If a separate phone type column is provided in your source file and that phone type may change 

from one row to the next, both the phone number and phone type must be mapped to their 

respective fields.  In this instance, the phone type’s Record Type column should be mapped to 

“Constituent Phone – Type” and the Value Type column should be left blank.  The phone 

number’s Record Type column should be mapped to “Constituent Phone – Number” and the 

Value Type column should indicate which column in the source file is the phone type column 

that describes this field in the phone number column (this will be the last entry in the dropdown 

list).  Each phone type column can only modify one phone number column. 

 

 

In a third, less common, scenario the phone number or email address column can be assigned the 

same type by selecting a default phone/email type on the Defaults section of this profile (see 

Default Contact Types for more information). 

 

 

This method predates the ability to set the phone type directly in the value type column (the first 

method described) and is provided to maintain backwards compatibility with existing profiles.  
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It is possible to import the same phone number or email address multiple times, as long as the 

Phone Type is different for each instance.  For example, a constituent may wish to have his Home 

Phone also listed as his Emergency Contact.  Or, you may wish to store several email addresses 

from different sources; the address may be the same, but the Email Type will differ. 

Though phone numbers and email addresses are stored in the same manner in RE, they are 

divided into different record types in IOM’s profile mapping because IOM uses email addresses 

for duplicate searching.  If you do not want IOM to search for possible duplicates using email 

addresses, simply map the email address as a “Constituent Phone – Number” and ensure that its 

type is mapped to the appropriate email phone type. 

 

ATTRIBUTE MAPPING 

Attribute fields are specified by a Category, Description, Date, and Comments.  The attribute 

category, required by RE, can be mapped in two ways.  First, if there is a column in the source 

data that specifies the attribute category, that column can be mapped as the attribute (see line AU 

in the image below) and the attribute description can be associated with that field by selecting the 

field number (“Field AU” below) in the Value Type column.  The date and comment fields should 

then be associated with the attribute description by mapping them both to “Field AV” in the value 

type column.  These fields are optional, and may or may not be included in your file.  You may 

elect to populate the attribute date in RE with the import processing date; this option is selected 

on the General Settings screen. 

 

 

Alternately (and more commonly), an attribute can be mapped with no attribute category column 

at all. Simply map the Record Type column to the attribute description and select the desired 

attribute category in the Value Type column (“Image – Check Front” in the example below).  Date 

and comments can then be associated with this description field, Field AV. 
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Special feature: the Constituent Attribute - Remove option allows you to remove existing attributes 

during the import process.  To remove attributes, add a column to your import file or add a 

virtual column to your profile that has the word "remove" or “Remove” in it.  When mapping, 

choose Constituent Attribute - Remove as the record type and associate it with the field that has 

the corresponding attribute description.  When you import your file, it will remove all matching 

attributes from the record.   

 

Your mapped attribute fields become the criteria for matching.  For example, if the attribute 

category, description, comments, and date are mapped, then all must match in order for an 

attribute to be removed.  If just the attribute category and description are mapped, then only 

these fields must match in order for an attribute to be removed.  If a mapped field is blank, it can 

only match a blank value; it will not match to any value other than blank.  If a field is not mapped 

at all, that field is not considered a criteria in the matching and can be any value or blank on the 

attribute. 

 

 

NOTEPAD MAPPING 

Multiple constituent and gift notepads can be imported per profile.  Selection of a Notepad Type 

field is required, and all other fields in a notepad must be associated with that type field.   

When mapping a notepad record, first map the Notepad Type field, then map the other fields and 

link them to that Notepad Type field in the Value Type column.  The illustration below shows 

how all the fields for a single constituent notepad are mapped to the Notepad Type field in “Field 

AU” (Column AU in the source file).  This method associates all the fields for a single notepad 

record and thereby allows multiple notepads to be defined in a single profile.  Any notepad fields 

required in RE configuration will have to be mapped and supplied in the source data for the 

notepad to be created. 
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DATA SERVICES MAPPING 

Omatic Data Service is a subscription-based service that can provide name variants to use when 

searching for potential matches in your Raiser’s Edge database, parsing of combined names into 

individual fields (for example, a field containing “Mr. Robert and Mrs. Wendy Hernandez” can be 

split into its component fields), conversion of US and Canadian addresses to postal standards 

during the import, and additional address data such as county and congressional district. 

If using data services mapping, be sure to enable the service by selecting the option Use the 

Omatic Service to find name variants for duplicate searching in Constituents - Duplicate Search 

or by selecting the option Format addresses using the Omatic Service in Addresses.  Internet 

access is also required. 

 

IMPORTING ODS VALUES 

Begin by mapping the record type and value type fields based on where the value will be imported 

into The Raiser’s Edge.  In the function field, select the appropriate ODS value.   

 

There are two options when mapping ODS fields: always use the value returned by the service and 

use the value returned by the service only when the field in the import file is blank.  For example, 

your import file may contain a county value for some rows but not all – to use the ODS value for 
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all rows, use the ODS- County function; to use the value in your file for the rows that have it and 

the ODS value for the rows that are blank, use the ODS- County (if empty) function. 

 

PARSING CONSTITUENT FIELDS 

The service can also parse fields containing full name data in formats such as “Mary Jones”, “Bob 

and Linda Meyer”, or “Mr. James B. Smith Jr. & Dr. Sarah C. Brown MD” into separate fields for 

proper mapping.  First map the appropriate record type (constituent, individual relationship, or 

participant guest) and use value type ODS – Fullname for parsing.   

 

Then use virtual fields with the ODS functions to parse the name into specific fields in RE.  Main 

refers to the first name in the full name field and Secondary refers to the second name in the full 

name field. 

 

Leave the Seed column blank when mapping the ODS fields.  

 

 

See Field Map - Virtual Fields for information about virtual fields.  See Mapping a Full Name Field 

using ODS and Virtual Fields in Appendix C for a step by step example. 

 

The Omatic data and address service is a subscription based service that provides optional name 

variants and address standardization for duplicate searching and optional address 

standardization of your data for import.  See APPENDIX B - THE OMATIC DATA AND ADDRESS 

SERVICE  for more information. 
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MODIFY EXISTING MAPPING 

As you have seen, each field in the import file is mapped to its specific destination in The Raiser’s 

Edge based on its column position.  If the columns do not match up correctly, you may receive 

errors during import or data may import to the wrong fields.   

What if your file layout changes?  It is not necessary to create an entirely new profile when faced 

with changes to the structure of your import file.  You can edit your existing profile, adding new 

fields or deleting fields that are no longer used.  For example, if you have modified your import 

file structure by adding a field for Individual Relationship Gender, you can edit its IOM profile to 

add this field by right-clicking on the Field Name field, then selecting the desired option from the 

pop-up menu. 

 

In the example above, if you select Insert row before, a new blank row is created after row F (“ZIP”) 

and before row G (“rel first”) creating a new row G.  Subsequent rows are renamed: what was row 

G is now row H, etc.  Click inside this row to type in your field name then map this new field to 

reflect your import file. 
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To delete rows, follow the same procedure, right-clicking on any rows you wish to remove from 

the profile, and select the Delete option from the pop-up menu.  The above example shows 

deletion of row G, “rel gender”.  Subsequent rows are renamed: what was row H is now row G, 

etc. 

When you are finished editing, be sure to save the changes to your profile.  You can now import 

files with the new structure using your updated profile.  All processing rules which you had 

defined previously remain in effect. 

 

 

SET RECORD TYPES FOR MULTIPLE FIELDS AT ONE TIME 

It is possible to select a group of fields in a profile and set the Record Type for all of them at one 

time, rather than doing each row individually.  As an example, you may wish to set all Individual 

Relationship Record Types at once, and then proceed downward in the Value Type column with 

your mapping. 
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First, select the fields you wish to assign.  To select multiple fields at once, either hold down the 

CTRL key and select each desired record, or, for continuous records, select the first Record Type 

field, hold down the SHIFT key, then select the last field in your group.  You may also select the 

first Record Type field, hold the left mouse button, and drag the mouse to the last field in your 

group.  Your desired fields will be highlighted, as shown above.  To select all fields, hold the CTRL 

key and click the letter A.  Once you have selected your fields, right-click on one of the 

highlighted fields and choose Set record type in the pop-up menu.  Choose the desired record 

type and all records will be assigned the same value.  You can then finish mapping the value types 

for each field.  
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IOM will not allow you to save the profile until each field has a mapped Value Type. 

 

This functionality is identical for both new profiles and existing profiles, allowing you to change 

existing Record Types quickly.  This feature can be especially helpful if you are copying and re-

using a profile for multiple-pass imports, for example, changing many fields at once to “Ignore” 

status. 

 

EXPORT FIELD MAPPING 

You may export your field mapping as a .csv file for proofing or other purposes.  Select a field 

then right-click and choose Export field mapping to CSV.  You will be prompted for the file name. 

 

All rows are exported, including virtual fields.  See Field Map - Virtual Fields for more info. 
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FIELD MAP - VIRTUAL FIELDS  

Virtual fields are just that – fields that don’t exist in your import file but that are mapped and 

imported as if they did exist.  For example, an import file may contain one date along with gift 

information.  You need to import this date into the gift date field and also into the acknowledge 

date field.  Without virtual fields, you would need to manually edit the file and copy the gift date 

column into a new acknowledge date column before creating the profile and then repeat this step 

each time the file is imported.  Instead, you can create a virtual field that copies an actual field (in 

this case, gift date) and maps it to a new acknowledge date field. 

In the field mapping area of the screen, right click and select Insert Virtual Column. 

 

 

A new row is added and the row numbering continues from the actual file mapping.  For 

example, if the actual file has rows A – J, the first virtual field is row K.  Edit the field name and 

map the record type, value type, and relationship group number fields.   

 

View Usage
View Usage
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Function 

In the Function column, select the appropriate function.  IOM provides four standard functions.  

However, users who have programming skills can create their own functions using IOM’s API 

feature.  See Launch Code Editor for further information. 

Copy Field 

Use a field as is from the import file. 

Uppercase 

Use a field from the import file and apply uppercasing. 

Static Field (field name) 

Use the value assigned in the Field Name column.  See above for additional information on static 

fields. 

Current date 

Use this function to import the import date into this field. 

ODS functions 

The Omatic Data Service can standardize address fields to USPS standards, provide additional 

address data such as county and Congressional District, and parse fields containing full names 

into their components.  See Data Services Mapping for more information on using the ODS 

functions. 

Seed 

For both Copy Field and Uppercase, use the Seed column to indicate which of the actual fields 

should be copied in order to create the virtual field.  For example, if the date field is in column E 

then select this for creating the virtual acknowledge date field. 

 

Dictionary 

Assign a dictionary to translate values prior to import.   
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Proper Case 

Apply proper case to this column. 

Repeat this process to add additional virtual fields.  Right clicking within the column grid adds a 

row above the selected row; right clicking in the area below the rows adds a row to the end.  You 

may add several virtual fields, multi-select, then right click and assign the record types all at 

once. 

Although the sequence of fields is crucial when mapping actual fields to your file, the sequence is 

not important when creating virtual fields. 

 

To delete virtual rows, highlight a specific row or multi-select several rows, then right click and 

select Delete Column.   

 

 

LAUNCH CODE EDITOR 

We’re aware that many organizations use Microsoft Access or Excel to massage, or clean up, their 

data before importing into the Raiser’s Edge.  With the ImportOmatic API, you now have a tool 

that can reduce or even eliminate the need for maintaining disparate systems to prepare the data 

for import.   

ImportOmatic provides a powerful API tool that allows for almost unlimited import options.  For 

example, a dictionary may be applied conditionally to a ZIP code field based on the value of the 

country field.  Or a # character within an address line can be changed to “Apartment” if the 

constituent is an individual or to “Suite” if the constituent is an organization.  And these are just 

the beginning! 

The use of the API takes considerable programming expertise, and Omatic Software does not 

currently offer training or sample files in this area.  However, we are happy to discuss custom 

programming options with you in order to meet your needs.  To find out more about custom 

programming services, please contact your Omatic Software account manager at 888-662-8426, 

option 1.   

 

Access the API editor via the Launch Code Editor button.  See the Introduction to the ImportOmatic 

API documentation for further information on getting started with the code editor. 
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TEST CODE 

The test code feature is used to verify custom API functions.  However, it can also be used to 

preview and verify your dictionaries, functions, proper casing, name parsing, and virtual fields 

prior to running an import.   
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The Incoming Data pane contains the data you wish to test.  Click the Load from File button and 

select your import file.  You will be prompted for how many rows within the file you would like to 

test. 

 

Click OK to load the data.  You may also type data directly into each cell. 

 

Click the green arrow button    to begin the test.  The Computed Data pane displays the data 

as it will be imported, applying dictionaries, functions, proper casing, and virtual fields. 
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The Errors and Process tabs are for use with testing API functions.  See the Introduction to the 

ImportOmatic API documentation for further information on getting started with the code editor 

and test code features. 

 

 

GENERAL SETTINGS 

The General Settings options configure processing rules that apply across field types in an import 

file — for example, across all attribute date fields or create new code table entries.  

 

Add Table Entry value if it does not already exist  

Selecting this option indicates that during import, any field value that is mapped as a Raiser’s 

Edge table entry (e.g. titles, suffixes, notepad types, some attribute vales, etc.) should be added 

to the list of table entry values in the Raiser’s Edge configuration if it does not already exist.  If 

this option is not selected, a table entry value in a field that does not already exist in the RE 

configuration will cause an exception when a record is imported. 
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Replace escaped characters in Notepad text 

This option allows for standard RE escape characters to be used in Notepad fields.  The escape 

characters represent a value that cannot be emulated or displayed correctly in most import file 

formats: 

\n or /n - Replaced with a line feed 

\r or /r - Replaced with a carriage return 

\t or /t - Replaced with a tab 

Add bank to Banks table if it does not already exist 

Selecting this option indicates that, when importing Financial Relationship information, a Bank 

that does not already exist in the RE configuration should be added.  If this option is not selected, 

a non-existing Bank will cause an exception when a record is imported. 

Rename processed import files to add a timestamp (YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS) 

This option specifies that any import file that is processed should be renamed after processing is 

complete.  The format of the new name is the original name of the file with a new extension, 

formatted as 4 digit year, 2 digit month, 2 digit day, the underscore character, 2 digit hour, 2 

digit minute and 2 digit second.  The date/time formatting is based on the time the file was 

processed (e.g. ImportFile1.csv.20120117_121431).  Checking this option ensures that you 

cannot accidentally import the same file twice, as IOM will not “see” the renamed file when you 

are selecting another file to import. 

Default new attribute dates from process date 

If selected, the Date field on new attributes will be populated with the file import date. 

Use BBDM for Finder Number 

If you are using the Blackbaud Direct Marketing module, you may choose to retrieve constituent 

bio information from BBDM.  In your field mapping, map the BBDM Finder Number to the Record 

Type Gift Field and the Value Type Finder Number.  Then select this field to tell IOM to pull 

constituent bio information from BBDM.  Click here to learn more about Blackbaud Direct 

Marketing. 

When using the BBDM Finder Number, constituent information is retrieved from BBDM and any 

constituent bio information contained in the import file is ignored. 

http://www.blackbaud.com/products/directmarketing/bbdm.aspx
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When importing a tax declaration, set the end date on all open declarations to be one day 

earlier than the new declaration’s start date (UK use only) 

Select this option to add an end date to all declarations that do not have an end date.  The date 

will be one day earlier than the start date on the imported declaration.  Use this option if the 

status on a new declaration will conflict with existing declarations. 

 

LIST MANAGEMENT 

Parameters in this section are used by the optional List Management module.  Please refer to the 

ImportOmatic List Management Guide for more information. 
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CONSTITUENTS 

 

 

CONSTITUENT FIELD UPDATES 

Use side by side comparison utility for updating bio fields 

When selected, this option allows you to interactively compare and select potential changes to 

the bio fields you have mapped for update.   

If not selected, IOM automatically updates constituent biographical fields on matched Raiser’s 

Edge constituent records based on the imported data.   

Whether or not the Use side by side comparison utility for updating bio fields is selected will 

determine the behavior of the following options.  Please read carefully. 
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The following settings also determine program behavior for the following options: 

Relationships>Individual>Use side by side comparison utility for updating bio fields 

Relationships>Organization> Use side by side comparison utility for updating bio fields 

Participants>Guests> Use field by field comparison utility for updating bio fields 

 

SIDE BY SIDE COMPARISON FEATURE IS NOT SELECTED 

 

   

When a new value is imported for an existing constituent, update: 

Select any or all of these checkboxes to indicate which bio fields automatically overwrite existing 

values in RE with new values from your imported file.  Fields that are not selected are not 

imported, so that the original values are retained in RE.  Each of the choices includes multiple 

fields; hover your mouse over each one to see which fields are specific to a checkbox.   

These options apply when a data row in your import file is matched to an existing constituent 

record; all mapped fields are imported for new constituents regardless of these settings. 

 

 

Bio1 name fields 

Update First, Middle, Last, Maiden, Nick, and Organization Names when a Bio1 name field value is 

present in the imported data. 
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Bio1 other fields  

Update SSN, Birth Date, Deceased Date, Marital Status, and Gender when a Bio1 “other” field value 

is present in the imported data. 

Bio1 title or suffix fields  

Update Title 1 and 2 or Suffix 1 and 2 when a Bio1 title or suffix field value is present in the 

imported data. 

Bio2 fields 

Update Target, Income, Mem Status, Mem Type, Home Branch, and Industry when a Bio2 field value 

is present in the imported data.  

Bio1 checkbox fields 

Update Inactive, Solicitor, Anonymous, No Valid Addresses, No Email, and Deceased when a Bio1 

checkbox field value is present in the imported data.  

Primary addressee/salutation for new Constituents 

Define the primary addressee and salutation fields for new records. These fields will apply to new 

constituent records plus any new full or non-constituent relationship records created by the 

import.  If these fields are mapped in the import file or defined via default sets, the mapped fields 

or default set values will be applied.   

Existing constituent records are not updated unless a value for the Primary Addressee and/or 

Primary Salutation field is present in the import file; that value will be written to the existing 

record, overwriting the value on the record. 

 

SIDE BY SIDE COMPARISON FEATURE IS SELECTED 

 

 

When a new value is imported for an existing constituent, select these fields for updating by 

default 

When using the side by side comparison feature, all fields are available for the user to 

interactively select which fields are updated and which are not.  Select these fields in the profile 
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to have IOM pre-select them for updating in the side by side comparison window.  See Side by 

Side Comparison for more information about using this feature. 

 

THE REMAINING PARAMETERS ARE NOT AFFECTED BY YOUR SIDE BY SIDE COMPARISON 
SELECTION  

Remove leading zeroes from constituent IDs 

Certain source systems may use ID values that contain leading zeros. If your RE data does not use 

leading zeroes, this option allows you to remove any leading zeros from the field mapped to 

Constituent ID before attempting to match on that value or update the field. 

Update existing Constituent Notepads by matching on Title and Type 

When this option is selected, if an existing notepad value is found to match based on Notepad 

Title and Type, the notes on that notepad will be updated on the existing constituent record. 

Update existing Constituent Alias by matching on Alias Type 

When this option is selected, constituent aliases will be updated if the alias type matches. 

Do not add new constituents if they do not match an existing record 

When this option is selected, any record being imported that does not match an existing 

constituent in RE based on ID or duplicate matching will not be imported into RE and will be 

reported as an exception.  This option is rarely used, but can be useful on several occasions, such 

as processing an import file in which no records are expected to be new records. 

Clear ‘Has no valid addresses’ checkbox whenever an address is added or updated 

Select this option to have IOM clear the “Has no valid addresses” checkbox when importing a new 

address or updating an existing address on a constituent. 

 

 

CONSTITUENT AND SOLICIT CODES 

Default new constituent code dates from process date 

If selected, the Date From field on new constituent codes will be populated with the file import 

date. 
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If imported constituent code already exists 

There are several settings to determine what happens when an imported constituent code already 

exists on the constituent record.    

Update existing 

This option will update both the From and To dates on the existing code with the data from the 

import file.  If an incoming date is blank, it will not erase the existing date on the record. 

Update existing with date processing 

This option will conditionally update the From and To dates on the existing code with the data 

from the import file.  Selecting this option enables two more parameters: Update Date From and 

Update Date To.  Choices for each of these are: 

Always 

Dates are updated if the incoming date is populated.  If the incoming date is 

blank, it will not erase an existing date on the record. 

Never 

Dates are not updated, even if the existing date is blank and the import file has a 

date. 

If existing value is blank 

Blank dates are updated; non-blank dates are not updated. 

If existing value is newer 

If the existing date is newer than the imported date, it is updated with the 

imported value; if the existing date is older, it is not updated. 

If existing value is older 

If the existing date is older than the imported date, it is updated with the 

imported value; if the existing date is newer, it is not updated. 

For date comparisons, fuzzy dates of MM/YYYY are treated as MM/01/YYYY; fuzzy dates of YYYY 

are treated as 1/1/YYYY. 

 

Add as new 

This option will add the imported code without changes to the existing code.  This could result in 

multiple instances of the same code on the constituent. 

Treat the data row as an exception 

This option will not import the row and instead add the row to the exceptions file so that you can 

later investigate the issue.  
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Set constituent code in [Field #] as primary 

Use this option to designate one of the constituent codes in the import file as primary – it will 

become the first code in the list of codes on the constituent’s bio 2 tab and will display first in the 

list at the bottom of the bio 1 tab.  Codes not designated as primary are added to the end of the 

list. 

Use Solicit/Constituent Code removal character (“-“) to remove existing codes 

When this option is selected, placing the "-" character at the beginning of a Solicit or Constituent 

Code value in the import file triggers the import process to search the constituent’s existing 

Constituent or Solicit Codes for that value and remove it from the record. 

 

CONSTITUENT AND RELATIONSHIP ATTRIBUTE UPDATES 

When new attribute values are supplied for existing attributes: 

You have three options if the attribute has not been defined as unique in RE 

Add new attribute 

When this option is selected, a new value of the given attribute type will be added to the 

constituent record, even if another attribute of that category already exists. 

Update existing 

When this option is selected, an existing attribute matching by category will be updated with 

data from the import file if one already exists.  Otherwise, the new attribute will be added. 

Ignore new value 

When this option is selected, an existing attribute matching by category will be left unchanged 

and the value in the source file will be ignored. 

 

Unique attributes 

These options apply to attribute types designated as “Allow only 1 per record” in the Raiser’s Edge 

Attributes Configuration section. 
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Update existing 

When this option is selected, an existing attribute matching by category will be updated with 

data from the import file if one already exists.  Otherwise, the new attribute will be added. 

 

Ignore new value 

When this option is selected, an existing attribute matching by category will be left unchanged 

and the value in the source file will be ignored. 

 

DEFAULT PRIMARY ADDRESSEE/SALUTATION FOR NEW CONSTITUENTS 

When new RE Constituent records are created, default Primary Addressee and/or Salutation 

values may be generated.  These values are created using the same formulas as defined in RE 

Configuration.  These options are not required and may be left blank.  These options will not 

overwrite or update values on existing constituents. 

 

 

When importing relationship records as full constituent records, these default Addressee and 

Salutation values will also be used to generate Addressee and Salutation records for the new 

relationships, both on the relationship and the constituent records. 
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CONSTITUENTS - ID MATCHING  

 

If a constituent ID in the data file does not match to a constituent ID in the Raiser's Edge: 

Options are as follows: 

Treat the data row as an exception (default setting) 

A record from the import file that contains a constituent ID or Import ID but that ID does not 

match an existing constituent record in RE should be considered an exception and not imported. 

If matching on SSN and no matches are found, IOM will always continue processing the row. 

 

Continue processing the data row 

A record from the import file that does not match an existing constituent record in RE by 

constituent ID or Import ID should continue to be processed normally.  Selecting this button 

opens up an additional option. 

View Usage
View Usage
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If matched to an existing constituent, update the constituent ID from the file 

This option will update the Constituent ID field on any RE record matched by duplicate matching 

with the value in the source file.   

The Import ID can NOT be updated on existing records. 

 

 

CONSTITUENTS - DUPLICATE SEARCH 

Determine whether IOM should search for a matching record if it is not found via Constituent ID, 

Constituent Import ID, or SSN. 

 

Perform a duplicate search when a record cannot be matched by ID 

This option, selected by default, activates duplicate searching during import.  IOM will use the 

duplicate matching criteria defined in the IOM Duplicate Criteria screen for individual and 

View Usage
View Usage
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organization records.  See Duplicate Criteria for information on configuring duplicate criteria 

sets and Constituents - Duplicate Search - Criteria for information on assigning criteria to a 

profile. 

Search for non-constituent spouse record match 

This option, also selected by default, enables the duplicate search process to use search criteria to 

check RE Spouse records that are not full Constituent records (e.g. strictly Spouse relationship 

records). 

Use the Omatic Data Service to find name variants for duplicate searching 

Does your import file contain informal first names such as Bob Smith while your records in The 

Raiser’s Edge have formal first names such as Robert Smith?  Wouldn’t it be great if IOM 

somehow knew that Bob and Robert are the same name? 

The Omatic data and address service is a subscription-based service that can provide name 

variants to use when searching for potential matches in your Raiser’s Edge database.  If your file 

contains Bob, IOM will search for Bob when not using the service (based on the duplicate search 

criteria selected – see Constituents - Duplicate Search - Criteria).  With the service IOM will not 

only search for Bob but also name variants such as Robert, Rob, Bobby, etc. 

Select this option to activate the service for this profile.  When selected, Omatic data and address 

service in use is displayed at the bottom of the profile.  This is displayed on all profile screens so 

that you will be aware of your selection. 

      

 

The Omatic data and address service is a subscription based service that provides optional name 

variants and address standardization for duplicate searching and optional address 

standardization of your data for import.  See APPENDIX B - THE OMATIC DATA AND ADDRESS 

SERVICE  for more information. 

 

Show search results screen even when no matches were found 

Select this option to display the standard IOM duplicate search results screen even if no duplicate 

records are found. 

 

 

file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/Word - latest versions/View Usage
file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/Word - latest versions/View Usage
file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/Word - latest versions/View Usage
file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/Word - latest versions/View Usage
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CONSTITUENTS - DUPLICATE SEARCH - CRITERIA  

You can select a combination of several different criteria configurations to fine-tune how IOM 

will find potential duplicates.  

 

You can use one or several of the available duplicate criteria sets (which were created on the 

Duplicate Criteria tab) to refine your duplicate search for each import profile.  IOM will 

individually process each of the duplicate criteria sets that you have selected for your import 

profile, finding matching constituents based on any of the selected criteria. 

You must select at least one individual and organization duplicate criteria sets. 

 

Include email addresses in duplicate searching 

In addition to the selected duplictate criteria sets, IOM can perform duplicate matching based on 

email address.  A constituent will be considered a match if an email address in the incoming data 

matches to any email address on the preferred address. 

View Usage
View Usage
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To use email matching the type codes used to designate email addresses must have a Phone 

number type of Email Address in RE Configuration.  

 

 

Include phones in duplicate searching 

In addition to the selected duplictate criteria sets, IOM can perform duplicate matching based on 

phone number.  A constituent will be considered a match if a phone number in the incoming data 

matches to any phone number on the preferred address. 

To use phone matching the type codes used to designate phone numbers must have a Phone 

number type of Telephone Number in RE Configuration. 

 

 

Phone matching requires an exact match.  Therefore, 843-555-1234 will match 843-555-1234 

but will not match (843) 555-1234, 8435551234, 843.555.1234, etc. 

 

 

CONSTITUENTS –  DUPLICATE SEARCH –  AUTO-PICK 

The auto-pick feature allows you to save time by bypassing the duplicate search results screen 

when one and only one matching Raiser’s Edge record is found by the search.  If that record then 

passes the auto-pick evaluation, IOM will automatically select that record. 
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Auto-pick record from search results if a single record exactly matches: 

Selecting this option causes the import process to bypass the matching form and automatically 

select a constituent record if it is the only record in the search results and it meets the selected 

auto-pick criteria.  This will greatly speed up an import when you know that you will have a large 

number of matches. 

Select one or more auto-pick options.  If a row in the data file matches one and only one Raiser’s 

Edge record based on your duplicate search criteria and that record further matches based on any 

of the selected auto-pick options, it will be automatically selected. 

All auto-pick options - except for score – require that the import data and the record found by the 

search results are exact matches (exact spelling, exact punctuation, and exact abbreviations).  

The score option allows you to set a threshold in which a match is “close enough” for auto-

picking. 

 

View Usage
View Usage
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First & Last or Org Name 

If only one match is found based on the duplicate search criteria and that record exactly matches 

the constituent first and last names or organization name, IOM will automatically select that 

record. 

First & Last or Org Name, Email 

If only one match is found based on the duplicate search criteria and that record exactly matches 

the constituent first and last names or organization name and any email address on the preferred 

address, IOM will automatically select that record. 

First & Last or Org Name, Address Block 

If only one match is found based on the duplicate search criteria and that record exactly matches 

the constituent first and last names or organization name and the address block of any address, 

IOM will automatically select that record. 

First & Last or Org Name, Alias 

If only one match is found based on the duplicate search criteria and that record exactly matches 

the constituent first and last names or organization name and any alias, IOM will automatically 

select that record. 

Email 

If only one match is found based on the duplicate search criteria and that record exactly matches 

any email address on the preferred address, IOM will automatically select that record. 

Alias 

If only one match is found based on the duplicate search criteria and that record exactly matches 

an alias with the indicated type, IOM will automatically select that record. 

 In your profile, map the alias to record type Constituent Alias – Match or Add and select the 

appropriate alias type in the value type column. 

 

Score 

If only one match is found based on the duplicate search criteria and that record meets or exceeds 

the duplicate similarity score, IOM will automatically select that record. 

Email & Alias 

If only one match is found based on the duplicate search criteria and that record exactly matches 

any email address on the preferred address plus exactly matches an alias with the indicated type, 

IOM will automatically select that record. 
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AUTO-PICK EXCLUSIONS  

Select any of the following options that you do not want to be used when evaluating auto-pick 

matches. 

Do not auto-pick 

Examples are provided for illustration and assume one and only one duplicate search result has 

been found. 

Exclusions are most often used in conjunction with the Score option.  While any of the exceptions 

can be selected with any of the auto-pick options, only some of those exclusions may be relevant 

depending on the auto-pick options selected. 

 

On maiden name match 

Select this option to not auto-pick if the match is a result of last name-maiden name matching.  If 

not selected, Mary Jones would be considered a match to Mary Smith if Mary Smith’s maiden 

name is Jones.  Relevant for Email, Alias, Score options.  

On nickname match 

Select this option to not auto-pick if the match is a result of first name-nickname matching.  If not 

selected, Buddy Smith would be considered a match to Robert Smith if Robert Smith’s nickname 

is Buddy.  Relevant for Email, Alias, Score options. 

On business address 

Select this option to not auto-pick if the matching address is the constituent’s primary business 

address.  Relevant for all options. 

On spouse match 

Select this option to not auto-pick if the match is a non-constituent spouse.  If not selected, Linda 

Greene would be considered a match to Mark Greene if Mark Greene’s non-constituent spouse is 

Linda Greene.  Relevant for all options. 

On first name initial match 

Select this option to not auto-pick if either first name field contains only an initial.  If not 

selected, E. Brown would be considered a match to Elwood Brown and Richard Conte would be 

considered a match to R. Conte.  Relevant for Email, Alias, Score options. 

On name variant match 

Select this option to not auto-pick if the match is a result of name variant-first name matching.  If 

not selected, Bob Hernandez would be considered a match to Robert Hernandez.  Relevant for 

Email, Alias, Score options. 
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Name variant matching is available when using the Omatic data and address service. 

 

On middle name to first name match 

Select this option to not auto-pick if the match is a result of middle name-first name or middle 

name-middle name matching.  If not selected, John Elliot Thompson would be considered a 

match to either Elliot Thomson or J. Elliot Thomson.  Relevant for Email, Alias, Score options. 

If gender does not match 

Select this option to not auto-pick if genders are known and do not match.  If not selected, Pat 

Holmes (female) would be considered a match to Pat Holmes (male). Relevant for all options. 

If names are not an exact match 

Select this option to not auto-pick if names are not an exact match.  If not selected, Susan Kelly 

would be considered a match to Susanne Kelly.  Relevant for all options. 

If suffixes are different 

Select this option if suffix 1 values do not match.  If not selected, George Washington Jr. would be 

considered a match to George Washington Sr.  Relevant for all options. 

Records in this query 

Select this option to not auto-pick any record in the indicated query.  This query may be board 

members, major donors, VIPs, or any one you prefer to manually match.  Relevant for all 

options. 

 

DUPLICATE SIMILARITY SCORE 

Each record returned in the duplicate search results is assigned a duplicate similarity score.  This 

score is a measure of how close of a match that record is based on an evaluation of several fields.   

When selecting the auto-pick score option use the slider to select a score value; if one and only 

one record is returned by the duplicate search results, auto-pick will automatically select that 

record if it meets or exceeds the value you have set.   
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The duplicate similarity score evaluates various fields for how closely they match and weights the 

fields for how much of an impact each has on an overall confidence for matching.  For example, a 

record that has a blank first name and matching last name may score lower than a record with a 

matching first name variant (eg, Bob vs Robert) and matching last name, and it may score higher 

than a record with an obviously different first name and matching last name.  Likewise, an exact 

match when only first name and last name are mapped may score differently than a mismatch on 

first and last names with an exact match on address, phone, email, birthdate, gender, etc. 

Records that are close but not an exact match may score highly but they will not score 100.  For 

example, matching the first name to the nickname will not score as highly as matching first name 

to first name. 

 

Duplicate similarity scores are always calculated the same way – using exclusions will not alter 

the scores.  Exclusions may prevent a highly-scoring record from being auto-picked but the score 

itself is not reduced based on exclusions.  

 

 

CONSTITUENTS  -  RELATIONSHIPS  

IOM can import an unlimited number of relationship records in one import pass.  You can define 

the desired parameters for each type of relationship in your import profile. 
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The first screen for this section applies to individual andorganization relationship types in the 

file. 

Automatically reciprocate relationships 

If the relationship is a full constituent, you may optionally add reciprocal relationships during 

import.  In addition to creating a relationship from the primary constituent to the relationship 

constituent, this setting creates a second relationship from the relationship constituent to the 

primary constituent. 

 

ADDRESS LINKING OPTIONS 

When new relationship is not an existing RE constituent 

Select whether the constituent’s address should be copied to the new relationship’s address or 

copied and shared with the new relationship for new spouse relationships, new individual 

relationships, and new organization relationships.  If the address is not copied, the relationship 

address will be blank. 

View Usage
View Usage
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When relationship addresses are linked and new relationship address info is in import file 

You may choose to break address sharing when importing new relationship address info and the 

existing relationship address is linked to the constituent address for spouse, organization, and 

other relationships.  When not selected, changes made to a shared relationship address are also 

reflected on the constituent address.  When selected, the address is updated on the relationship 

and the address link to the constituent is broken, leaving the constituent address as is. 

These options are for importing relationship address information.  They do not apply if only 

importing constituent address information. 

 

 

CONSTITUENTS –  RELATIONSHIPS - INDIVIDUAL  

The following parameters pertain to importing individual relationships.  This may be an 

individual who is related to another individual constituent or an individual who is related to an 

organization constituent. 
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DUPLICATE SEARCHING 

Indicate whether IOM should search the constituent database when importing individual 

relationships. 
 

Do not search for duplicate constituent records and add as a non-constituent record (Default) 

Select this option to add the relationship as a new non-constituent without searching RE for a 

possible match.  If the constituent has existing relationships, you can match the incoming 

relationship to an existing non-constituent relationship record based on First and Last Name, 

First and Last Name and Relationship Type, or simply Always add the record as a new non-

constituent relationship. 

Search for possible duplicates first but add as a non-constituent if no matches are found 

Duplicate searching scans existing records using the same duplicate search criteria defined above 

for constituents.  A found duplicate will open the duplicate search results window to allow you to 

choose how to handle the record (match to a selected record, add as a new record, etc).  New 

records are added as non-constituents. 

View Usage
View Usage
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Search for possible duplicates first but add as a full constituent if no matches are found 

Duplicate searching scans existing records using the same duplicate search criteria defined above 

for constituents.  A found duplicate will open the duplicate search results window to allow you to 

choose how to handle the record (match to a selected record, add as a new record, etc).  New 

records are added as full constituents. 

Treat any existing relationships as a possible match 

When this option is checked, the duplicate search results will offer all existing relationship 

records on the main constituent as possible matches to the new relationship being imported in 

addition to any constituent records that match the duplicate search criteria.  If this option is not 

selected, only constituent records matching the duplicate search criteria are offered as possible 

matches to the relationship record being imported.   

 

INDIVIDUAL UPDATES 

Create new relationships when imported relationship type is different 

You may wish to create more than one relationship between the same two persons or 

organizations; for example, a Client may also be a Golf Partner.  This option allows multiple 

relationship links. 

Use side by side comparison utility for updating bio fields. 

This option is explained fully under Side by Side Comparison. 

The behavior of the Use side by side comparison utility for updating bio fields is determined by which 

fields are selected in Side by Side Comparison. 

 

SPOUSE GROUPING 

Treat individual relationships in group # as spouse 

If the Is Spouse field is not specified in the import file/profile, this option designates which of the 

Relationship groups in the import file should be marked as Is Spouse.  Even if there is only one 

relationship group in the file, be sure to select this option to fully populate spouse relationship 

records and to properly generate the Primary Addressee and Salutation values. 
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Use <relationship type> for relation and reciprocal 

Use this drop-down to choose the relation code that will be used for the relationship and 

reciprocal relationship for the individual relationship record.  This is typically set to “Spouse” or 

“Partner”. 

 

 

CONSTITUENTS –  RELATIONSHIPS - ORGANIZATION  

The following parameters pertain to importing organizational relationships.  This may be an 

organization that is related to an individual constituent or an organization that is related to 

another organization constituent. 

 

 

 

 

 

View Usage
View Usage
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DUPLICATE SEARCHING 

Although both individual and organizational relationship information can be imported from a 

single file, you may wish to handle these types of records differently.  IOM offers similar options 

for duplicate searching as provided in the Individual Relationships window. 

 

ORGANIZATION UPDATES 

The first two options presented here are the same as those available for Individual Relationships. 

The behavior of the Use side by side comparison utility for updating bio fields is determined by which 

fields are selected in Side by Side Comparison. 

 

Mark organization record as ‘Primary’ if it is the first to be added to a constituent 

If the constituent does not already have an organization relationship, this option will mark the 

first new relationship as the primary business relationship.  This will enable the relationship to be 

accessed via the Business button on the constituent’s Bio 1 tab in The Raiser’s Edge.  

When marking the relationship as the primary business relationship, the Is Employee option is 

also marked. 

 

This setting takes precedence over the Is Primary mapping in the source file – if the file has an Is 

Primary value of No and this option is selected, the relationship will still be marked as primary. 

 

 

 

CONSTITUENTS –  RELATIONSHIPS  -  EDUCATION  

The following parameters pertain to importing educational relationships.   

School ID is required when importing new educational relationships.  Either School ID or 

Import ID is required when updating existing records 
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Match educational relationships based on 

Use this setting to match imported education relationships to those already existing based on 

selectable criteria.  For instance, if the option “School Name and Graduation Date” is selected, 

ImportOmatic will update an existing education relationship with the incoming data if that data 

matches on school name and graduation date.  Select the option “Always add new” to bypass 

education relationship matching. 

Do not match to any education relationships that have a graduation date 

If this option is selected and a matching education relationship record is found that has a 

graduation date, it will not be considered a match and a new relationship will be added.  If the 

matching record does not have a graduation date, then that record will be updated.  This is useful 

for students who return to the same school for an additional degree and you wish to track this via 

separate educational relationship records rather than updating their previous records. 

View Usage
View Usage
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This field applies when matching via school name, etc and does not affect matching via import id.  

If a match is found using import id, that record is updated regardless of this setting. 

 

Mark education record as ‘Primary’ if it is the first to be added to a constituent 

Similar to the option for organization relationships, this option will mark the first new education 

relationship as primary if the constituent does not already have an education relationship.  This 

will enable the relationship to be accessed via the Education button on the constituent’s Bio 1 tab 

in the Raiser’s Edge.  

The Mark education record as ‘Primary’ if it is the first to be added to a constituent setting takes 

precedence over the Is Primary mapping in the source file.  If the file has an Is Primary value of No 

and this option is selected, the relationship will be marked as primary. 

 

When importing education relationship notes to existing relationships 

Select whether imported notes should overwrite or append to exisitng notes. 
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CONSTITUENTS - RELATIONSHIPS - FUND RELATIONSHIP 

 

Match fund relationships on 

Use this setting to match imported fund relationship data to existing fund relationships: if a 

match is found, that record is updated; if no match is found, a new record is created.  Choose 

“Always add new” to bypass fund relationship matching. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

View Usage
View Usage
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CONSTITUENTS - RELATIONSHIPS –  ASSIGNED SOLICITOR  

 

 

Match assigned solicitors on 

When importing Assigned Solicitor relationships IOM can search for matches based on an 

existing Solicitor.  If a match is found, that record is updated; if no match is found, a new record 

is created.    Select “Always add new” to bypass Solicitor matching. 

 

 

CONSTITUENTS –  APPEALS  

IOM can import Appeal information for new or existing constituents, a feature that facilitates 

marketing analysis for direct mailings, phonathons, or other types of appeals.  Information used 

for matching can include package, marketing segment, and other related information for an 

appeal. 

View Usage
View Usage
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Update appeals by matching on 

If you are updating Appeal information you may select from several field combinations on which 

to match, or select “Always add a new” to bypass matching. 

Automatically add Packages that do not exist on the Appeal 

If your import data contains packages that do not yet exist on your appeals, this option will add 

the packages to the appeals. 

 

 

GIFTS 

Settings on this screen apply to importing gifts either directly to the constituent or to a gift batch. 

Parameters on this screen do NOT apply to gift adjustments or recurring gift amendments. 

View Usage
View Usage
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Allow inactive gift subtypes 

This option allows new Gift records to be processed with Gift Subtype values that are marked as 

inactive. Selecting this option can be helpful when processing historical data.  With this option 

selected, IOM temporarily enables the subtype while processing gifts, then returns it to its 

inactive state when processing is complete. 

Allow inactive Campaigns, Funds, Appeals or Packages 

This option allows new Gift records to be processed with Campaign, Fund, Appeal or Package 

records that may have been marked as inactive in RE.  This can be helpful when processing 

historical data or for data that is imported after the time period of a specific Campaign or Appeal.  

IOM temporarily enables the record while processing gifts, then returns it to its inactive state 

when processing is complete. 

 

Edit...
Edit...
View Usage
View Usage
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Use with caution!  We strongly recommend that you first check with your finance 

department prior to importing to inactive Campaigns, Funds, Appeals, Packages, and/or 

Subtypes.  Often these are made inactive once the books have been “closed” and importing 

new data will render final reports inaccurate.   

 

Process Matching Gifts 

Select this option to have IOM create matching gifts (via an interactive form) when importing 

gifts and default matching gift information is found on the constituent record.  If not selected, 

matching gifts are not created. 

Process Split Gifts 

Selecting this option enables processing of split gifts found in the data file.  Each split must be in 

its own row, all rows for the same gift must be sequential in the file, and all split gifts for the same 

gift must share the same unique gift ID value.  Put the split amounts in the Gift Amount fields, 

not the total amount.  When enabled, these splits will be linked during import via the Gift ID.  

 

Gift ID must be mapped to a field in the import file.  It is not possible to define the gift ID in a 

virtual field. 

 

Donor information is taken from the first row for this gift.  Donor information from subsequent 

rows for the same split gift is ignored. 

 

You can either assign this Gift ID to the split records before you import or, if importing into a gift 

batch, allow the ID to be assigned automatically at the time of import, then modify the Gift IDs 

within the batch to be identical on each of the splits. 

To ensure that the gift IDs are unique, either assign IDs which include date information, or 

determine the current highest Gift ID in RE, and assign IDs which are larger than that. 

This functionality applies to split gift processing via gift batches and direct gift imports.  In both 

the gift batch and on the gift record, the gift acts as a single gift, with a breakdown to the proper 

Campaign, and Appeal designations.  It does not apply, however, to gifts linked to event 

participation records or to gifts linked to membership records. 
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The complete gift breakdown shows under the split gift tab in RE. 

 

If any of the splits fail to import (for example, due to a typo in the fund ID), all splits on the gift 

will fail.  This allows you to keep the splits together when later importing the exceptions file. 

 

Populate blank direct debit reference or cc authorization with constituent id and 

When importing gifts with a payment method of direct debit and the reference number field in 

the file is blank, or when importing gifts with a payment method of credit card and the 

authorization code field in the file is blank, this option will populate the reference or 

authorization fields with whatever text is entered here and the constituent id.  For example, if 

this field is “DONATION”, the reference or authorization will be populated with 

DONATION33333 (where “33333” is the constituent id).  If this option is not used, then the 

reference and authorization fields will be blank. 
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 If using this option, direct debit payments must also include the EFT? field and credit card 

payments must include the credit card number field. 

 

PLEDGES 

ImportOmatic can easily import pledge payments.  To take advantage of this functionality, the 

pledge payment file must include the Pledge ID (found on the Miscellaneous tab of the pledge gift 

as Gift ID) or the Pledge Import ID.  Make sure to map the Pledge ID to the Value Type Apply to 

Pledge ID or map the Pledge Import ID to the Value Type Apply to Pledge Import ID. 

When using a pledge ID to apply a gift to a pledge, use default pledge values.  

If you select the When using a pledge ID to apply a gift to a pledge, use default pledge values option, 

payments applied to a pledge will use the Campaign, Fund, Appeal, and Package values from the 

pledge. Alternatively, you can designate gift application that differs from the pledge by supplying 

the desired values for these gift fields. 

Campaign, Fund, and Appeal (and Package, if used) do not have to be included in your file if you 

have elected to use Pledge defaults.  

 

Create exceptions for gifts applied to a pledge from another donor. 

If you have other constituents making payments on pledges not their own, you may choose to 

have these records handled as exceptions, and you can manually apply payments later. 

It is not possible to import a split gift and have the different splits apply to different pledges. 
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RECURRING GIFTS 

As with pledge payments, make sure to map Gift ID correctly. Map the Gift ID or Gift Import ID to 

the Value Type “Apply to Recurring Gift ID,” or “Apply to Recurring Gift Import ID.”  

 

When using a recurring gift ID to apply a gift to a recurring gift, use default recurring gift 

values. 

If this box is selected, gift payments will use the recurring gift’s default Campaign, Fund, Appeal, 

and Package. 

Create exceptions for gifts applied to a recurring gift from another donor. 

Selecting this option allows you to deal with payments from other donors as exceptions after the 

import.  

It is not possible to import a split gift and have the different splits apply to different recurring 

gifts. 

 

AMENDMENTS 

Process split gift amendments 

Select this option if importing recurring gift amendments and the file includes split gifts.  Then 

indicate whether the split information should overwrite the existing splits or be added in addition 

to the existing splits. 

 

GIFT BATCH 

Import gifts to a Batch 

Check this box to specify that any Gift records created during the import should be placed into a 

new Gift Batch. After the import process, standard Gift Batch processes can be used to edit the 

Gifts in the batch and commit them to the system.  If this option is not selected, all new Gift 

records will be created directly on the Constituent records. 

If no gifts are successfully imported, no batch will be created. 

 

Any attribute or notepad values from a Gift Default Set will not appear on gifts which are 

imported into and committed from a gift batch.  Solicitor values in the Gift Default Set will be 

appended, but there will be no gift credit assigned to this solicitor, unless manually approved on 
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each record of the gift batch.  This limitation can be avoided by bypassing the gift batch and 

applying gifts directly to constituent records. 

 

If you authorize credit cards from within the Raiser’s Edge, import the credit card numbers as is – 

e.g. 4444333322221111.  Card numbers must be tokenized and the number masked after they 

are imported to the batch and prior to processing.  To do this, tab through each card number field 

in the batch – as you leave each field the number is tokenized and masked. 

 

Batch Description 

This value is used in the Description field on the newly created Gift Batch.  Note that the name of 

the file imported is automatically added to the batch description when the batch is created. 

Append Date 

Select this option to append the processing date to the Gift Batch Description field. 

Though the IOM message after a successful import will tell you that “x” number of gifts have been 

added to donor records, you will not see them on the records until after the batch is committed. 

 

Create new batch from an existing batch “template” 

By default, a gift batch only includes the fields that are mapped in your import file.  You may wish 

to have the batch import to your own configuration.  To do so, first create a batch with the desired 

layout.  Then select this option and use the “…” button to select the batch that you wish to have 

the imported batch layout based on.  This functionality is similar to the Load from Existing Batch… 

option in the Raiser’s Edge Gift Batch Setup.    
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ENHANCED PACKAGE/APPEAL PROCESSING 

 If your source data already includes all the necessary campaign/fund/appeal/package (C/F/A/P) 

data (or does not contain gift data at all), there is no need to use Enhanced Package/Appeal 

Processing.  However, if you are importing gifts and your file does not contain the requisite 

C/F/A/P information, IOM offers a few shortcuts for translating a single field value into all of 

those values.  The Enhanced Package/Appeal Processing setting determines which method is used 

to determine those missing values. 

 

The Enhanced Package/Appeal Processing feature requires the use of ID values regardless of your 

RE User Options – i.e. Campaign ID, Fund ID, Appeal ID, Package ID, and/or Solicitor ID.  Long 

descriptions can not be used with Master ID mapping. 

 

Translation method 

The four available options are: 

 

file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/in progress/User guides 01JUL12/IOM/v2.0/IOM/Edit...
file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/in progress/User guides 01JUL12/IOM/v2.0/IOM/Edit...
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The Raiser’s Edge 

This method assumes that the source data supplies a Fund ID, Appeal ID, or Package ID and that 

this field is mapped to Record Type = Gift Field and Value Type = Master ID.  Indicate which of 

these fields is in your file.  

If you are using Package ID then the ID must be unique among all packages within the Raiser’s 

Edge, which is not a rule enforced by the system.   

 

If using Appeal, IOM retrieves the default Campaign and Fund IDs from the Appeal and uses these 

as the default Campaign and Fund for the imported gift. 

If using Package, IOM finds the parent Appeal and retrieves the default Campaign and Fund from 

the Appeal. 

If using Fund, IOM uses the default Campaign from the Fund. 

Access Database  

If your organization’s C/F/A/P relationships are so complex that it is not safe to assume the 

default Campaign and Fund on an Appeal are correct, this processing method will allow your 

organization to create an Access database to map your own unique ID to a specific C/F/A/P and 

Solicitor ID distribution.   

In Access create a table called MasterIDs with fields named exactly as shown below – this includes 

no spaces in the header names, same sequence, etc. The MasterID field is the value that 

corresponds to your source data file, and the other fields are the values that will be populated by 

IOM.  If the same field is supplied in both the import file and in the Master ID table the field in the 

data file will take precedence. 

 

In your IOM profile, use the Edit link to browse for and select the Access file.  Your Access file 

must be stored in a common network location if it is to be accessed from multiple workstations. 

Excel File 

You may use an Excel file to map your own unique ID to a specific C/F/A/P and Solicitor ID 

distribution.  Create a new Excel spreadsheet (saved as .xls, not .xlsx or .csv) and create a header 

row with fields named exactly as shown below - this includes no spaces in the header names, 

same sequence, etc.  The MasterID column is the value that corresponds to your source data file, 
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and the other columns are the values that will be populated by IOM.  If the same field is supplied 

in both the import file and in the Master ID file the field in the data file will take precedence. 

 

 

In your IOM profile, use the Edit link to browse for and select the Excel file.  Your Excel file must 

be stored in a common network location if it is to be accessed from multiple workstations. 

Default Set 

You may create gift default sets and use the names of the default sets as the master ids.  In your 

import file, create a master id column and assign the appropriate gift default set name to each 

row.  Map this column as record type Gift Field and value type Master ID. 

 

 

ACTIONS 

Define the desired behavior when importing actions. 
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Match to existing actions by 

When updating actions, select which fields to use for matching the incoming data to existing 

actions.  If a match is found, that record is updated; if no match is found, a new record is created.    

Select “Always add new” to bypass action matching. 

 

ACTION ATTRIBUTE UPDATES 

When new attribute values are supplied for existing attributes 

You have three options if the action attribute has not been defined as unique in RE and two 

options if the action attribute has been defined as unique in RE.  These options are explained fully 

under Constituent and Relationship Attribute Updates 

 

 

 

 

View Usage
View Usage
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DEFAULTS 

 The Defaults section of the profiles menu stores defaults for contact types and field values used 

in your import. 

 

Default Data Folder 

This option sets the default location (or location and file name) for import files, saving the step of 

navigating to the folder location to select the file each time an import is done.  As the option is set 

at the Profile level, each profile can be mapped to network locations, or to a local hard drive, as 

appropriate.  To define the location, type in the location or click the … button to browse and select 

the proper location. 

The default data folder applies to manual importing and not to command line/scheduler 

importing. 

 

 

View Usage
View Usage
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DEFAULT CONTACT TYPES 

Phone Type 

This option sets the Phone Type value to be used if no value is specified in the import file (Type is 

a required field in RE for phone/email values). 

Email Type 

This option sets the Email Type to be used if no value is specified in the import file (Type is a 

required field in RE for phone/email values). 

Organization Address Type 

This option sets the Organization Address Type to be used if no value is specified in the import 

file and the constituent being imported is an organizational record. 

Individual Address Type 

This option sets the Individual Address Type to be used if no value is specified in the import file 

and the constituent being imported is an individual record. 

 

DEFAULT SETS 

Default Sets in RE are used to automatically populate fields when a selecting the Load defaults 

from… option on a record.  This powerful tool is used by IOM to populate a field or fields on 

records that may not be present in an import file but will be the same value for the each record in 

a specific import.  For instance, the pay method for every gift in the file might be “Credit Card,” 

but there may not be a column that specifies that value.  Rather than manipulating the source file 

to manually add that “Credit Card” column each time, a Gift Default Set record with that value (as 

well as any other desired gift default values) can be created under Tools  Organize/Create 

Defaults in the Raiser’s Edge.  That default set is then selected in the New Gifts setting, and that 

pay method will be applied to every gift created in the import.  If a field is specified in both a 

default set and in the source file, the source file value will take precedence. 

New Individuals 

Default Set to be used for new Individual Constituent records 

New Organizations 

Default Set to be used for new Organization Constituent records. 

Modified Individuals 

Default Set to be used for modified Individual Constituent records.  Data in the Default Set will 

not overwrite any populated fields on existing RE records, but will only be used to add new 

information into blank fields. 
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Modified Organizations 

Default Set to be used for modified Organization Constituent records.  Data in the Default Set will 

not overwrite any populated fields on existing RE records, but will only be used to add new 

information into blank fields. 

Individual and Organization default sets will not be applied to relationships. 

 

New Gifts 

Default Set to be used for new Gift records.  When importing gift data, default set values are 

applied first.  Data from the file is then applied - if the file contains fields that are also defined in 

the default set the data from the file supersedes the default set data.  Finally, defaults from a 

parent pledge or recurring gift are applied (if applicable and if this option is selected) – any fields 

defined in a default set or in the file are superseded by the parent gift values. 

Attributes, solicitors, and notepad values that are defined in a Gift Default Set will not be applied 

to gifts if they are being imported into a gift batch.  If gifts are imported directly to constituent 

records, bypassing a gift batch, all the values will be applied to the gift from the default set. This 

behavior does not apply to any other record types besides gifts, the only record type with a batch 

option. 

 

Note - gift default sets do not apply to the separate splits of a split gift. 

 

New Actions 

Default Set to be used when importing Actions on Constituent records.   

If you wish to add actions based on the default set, you must include action fields in your 

mapping.  IOM no longer adds an action based on the default set when no action fields are 

mapped. 

  

If you are importing multiple actions per constituent, the default set is applied to all of them. 

 

New Participants 

Default Set to be used for new Event Participation records.  This option can facilitate event 

registrations by setting default event ID, registration status, and other default values, 

minimizing data manipulation in the import file.  Note that if an import is being used to update 
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existing registration and participation records, the Default Set will not overwrite any fields on 

existing RE records, but will only be used to append new information. 

New Proposals 

Default Set to be used for importing Proposal records.  If all records have the same values in some 

fields, using this type of Default Set can significantly reduce the necessary fields in a Proposal 

import. 

New Guests 

A Default Set can be used to set values for Guests of Event Participants.  Similarly to using a 

Participant Default Set, data in RE on existing records will not be overwritten by default values 

during an update import. 

 

DEFAULT GIFT NOTEPAD 

If your file contains a column with gift note text, you can map it to a Value Type of Default 

Notepad Notes.   The notepad’s Type, Title, Date, and Description can then be defined in this 

section. 

 

 

Notepad Type 

Select the type value for the gift notepad. 

Notepad Date 

The date may be selected in one of three ways: 

Specific Date 

To use the same date for all records, select this option and enter a date or click the down arrow to 

select a date from a calendar. 

Date of Import 

This option assigns the date that the file is imported to all gift notes. 

Gift Date 

This option assigns the same date as the gift date to each gift note. 
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Notepad Title 

Enter a title for the gift notepad. 

Notepad Description 

Enter a description for the gift notepad. 

 

 

ADDRESSES 

Settings on this screen do not affect duplicate search results; they merely determine what 

happens with address information after a match in Raiser’s Edge has been selected. 
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WHEN IMPORTING ADDRESSES TO EXISTING CONSTITUENTS 

There are three options for handling addresses when an existing constituent is being updated. 

The following options apply to constituent addresses.  They do not apply to relationship 

addresses even if the relationship is a full constituent. 

 

Always add new address (added as “preferred” address unless specified in field map; main 

constituent only) 

Select this option to add the incoming address as a new address without making any changes to 

existing addresses and without any consideration as to whether the new address is a possible 

duplicate of an existing address.  The new address will become the preferred address unless the 

field mapping includes the Preferred value mapped to No.  

This option applies to the main constituent only and not relationships. 

 

Always show advanced address processing form 

Select this option to use the interactive advanced address processing form (AAP) for each and 

every imported address.  The AAP provides the user with the opportunity to make a quick but 

accurate decision on address changes by bringing all the relevant address information together in 

one place and providing four buttons to allow the user to take the proper action.  See Advanced 

Address Processing for more information about this feature. 

Calculate Address Similarity Score.  If new address scores below the Address Similarity Score 

threshold 

The incoming address block is scored based on its similarity to each of the existing addresses on 

the constituent record. If the address similarity score meets or exceeds the threshold value 

(below) that address is considered a match.  If the score is below the threshold, it is not 

considered a match. 

Select this option to calculate an address similarity score between the incoming address and each 

of the constituent’s addresses and determine IOM’s behavior based on the score. 

Always add new address (added as “preferred” address unless specified in field map; main 

constituent only) 

When this option is selected and an address in the import file does not match an existing address 

based on the similarity score, the address will be added as a new address.  The new address will 

become the preferred address unless the field mapping includes the Preferred value mapped to 

No. 
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This option applies to the main constituent only and not relationships. 

In the next tab (see New Preferred Address) you can determine how the previous preferred 

address will be handled by IOM when it is replaced with a newly-imported preferred address. 

Show advanced address processing form 

If this option is selected and address data in the import file does not match an existing address 

based on the similarity score, the advanced address processing dialog will be displayed.  The AAP 

dialog provides the user with the opportunity to make a quick but accurate decision on an address 

change by bringing all the relevant address information together in one place and providing four 

buttons to allow the user to take the proper action.  See Advanced Address Processing for more 

information about using this feature. 

Always ignore new address information (email and phone numbers will still be processed) 

When this option is selected and address information in the import file does not match an 

existing address based on the similarity score, the address will not be imported.  Note that phone 

and email address information will always be processed even if address information is ignored. 

Update existing addresses that meet or exceed the Similarity Score and have same city, state, 

ZIP with the new address data 

When this option is selected and address information in the import file matches one and only one 

existing address based on similarity score, that address will be updated with the new data.  

If the existing address has a ZIP+4 and the imported data does not, the ZIP+4 will be overwritten. 

 

If the address block similarity score is higher than the threshold but City, State, and/or ZIP/Postal 

Code values are different, the advanced address processing form will be shown. 

 

When this option is selected and more than one existing address matches (the similarity score 

meets or exceeds the threshold for more than one existing address) the advanced address 

processing form will be shown. 

When this option is not selected and address information in the import file matches one or more 

existing address based on similarity score, the address information will not be imported.   
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If multiple addresses qualify, autopick based on address type or if one is preferred 

When this option is selected and address information in the import file matches more than one 

existing address based on similarity score and one of the addresses has the same type, that 

address is updated.  If multiple matching addresses match by type and one of them is the 

preferred address, that address is updated.  If none of the matching addresses has the same type 

but one of them is the preferred address, that address is updated.  Otherwise, the advanced 

address processing form displays. 

 

SIMILARITY SCORE 

Similarity Score Scale 

When updating an existing constituent, IOM compares the new address block value with existing 

values to determine a similarity score.  Similarity score is a measure of match precision 

calculated using a procedure known as the Levenshtein Distance, which measures the number of 

individual character changes required to change one string into another.  Length of the address 

block also plays a part in the score.  For instance, a change of a single character will be a bigger 

factor in the similarity score with an address block of 10 characters than it will with an address 

block of 30 characters.  Choosing a high score means that minor differences may cause the new 

address to be classified as “different.”  Choosing a low score means that significant address 

differences may be ignored.  

Note: The similarity score is based only on the address block.  IOM views any changes in city, 

state, or ZIP/postal code values as significantly different.  For this reason, if the city, state, or 

ZIP/postal code is different, IOM will automatically consider that address significantly different.  

The exception to this rule is for ZIP codes where the only difference is the existence of a “plus 

four” code on one of the addresses.  

 

To get a feel for the nuances of the similarity score, a link to a Similarity Simulator is provided on 

the screen just below the similarity score threshold slider.   

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Levenshtein_distance
file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/Word - latest versions/Similarity Simulator
file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/Word - latest versions/Similarity Simulator
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The similarity simulator allows you to experiment with the sensitivity levels of the similarity 

score using the same criteria used during actual import processing.  Enter two variations of an 

address block and click the Test button to see the similarity score. 

 

Continue testing scores until you can determine the similarity score threshold that you are most 

comfortable with – this is the value that you can confidently say that addresses with scores below 

that value are not a match and addresses with scores meeting or exceeding that value are a 

match.  Then click and drag the pointer in the sliding scale to the desired score.   

To tightly control address formatting, you will want the slider close to the high end.  When 

address checking is not critical, move the slider lower down on the scale, which will speed up 

your processing and not present as many address records for inspection during import. 

Many new users will ask what to set their threshold score to.  While every organization’s data 

needs vary, a threshold value in the low-mid 80’s is fairly common.   

 

Ignore new addresses with no address block (email and phone numbers will still be processed) 

Select this option to ignore addresses in the source file without any address block data (address 

lines 1 – 5).  Email addresses and phone numbers will still be processed even if the address is 

ignored.  In this case, any email and phone values provided in the source file will be added to the 

preferred address if they do not already exist on another address record. 

 

ADDRESS FORMATTING 

Are you importing data from a website or other source where data entry standards can not be 

enforced and your import file contains a mishmash of address formats such as 172 Northwest 

King Street, 172 North West King St, or 172 King Street NW?  Do you need to standardize your 

addresses to follow postal standards before importing into The Raiser’s Edge?   
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The Omatic data and address service is a subscription-based service that can convert US and 

Canadian addresses to postal standards during the import. 

Format addresses using the Omatic service (currently only US and Canadian addresses) 

Select this option to activate the service for this profile.  When selected Omatic data and address 

service is in use is displayed at the bottom of the profile.  This is displayed on all profile screens so 

that you will be aware of your selection.  

      

 

The Omatic data and address service is a subscription based service that provides optional name 

variants and address standardization for duplicate searching and optional address 

standardization of your data for import.  See APPENDIX B - THE OMATIC DATA AND ADDRESS 

SERVICE  for more information. 

 

ADDRESS ATTRIBUTE UPDATES 

You have three options if the address attribute has not been defined as unique in RE and two 

options if the address attribute has been defined as unique in RE.  These options are explained 

fully under Constituent and Relationship Attribute Updates. 

These settings apply to constituent, individual relationship, organization relationship, and guest 

address attributes. 

 

 

ADDRESSES –  NEW PREFERRED ADDRESS 

When a new preferred address is imported the previous preferred address becomes an alternate 

address.  The following parameters define additional options for the new and previous addresses. 

file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/Word - latest versions/View Usage
file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/Word - latest versions/View Usage
file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/Word - latest versions/View Usage
file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/Word - latest versions/View Usage
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WHEN ADDING A NEW PREFERRED ADDRESS, WITH THE PREVIOUS ADDRESS: 

Uncheck “Send Mail to this address” 

Select this option to uncheck this value on the previous address. 

Set “Type” to Selected Address Type 

Select this option to assign the previous address the specified address type. 

Set “Date to” to current date and set “Date from” on new 

This option will assign the import date to the appropriate fields on both the new and old 

addresses. 

Copy attributes to new address 

Should the new address have the same attributes as the prior address?  This selection will 

automate the process. 

 

View Usage
View Usage
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Copy phones/emails to new address 

This checkbox will copy all phone and email records from the previous preferred address to the 

newly-imported address. 

Copy the data to a new address record and update the existing preferred address record to 

preserve links when the imported constituent is an individual 

Select this option if the previous address is shared with other addresses and it is necessary to 

continue those links with the new address information.  When selected, the previous address 

information is copied to a new alternate address record.  Then the existing preferred address 

record is updated with the new information.  The preferred address is still shared albeit with the 

new info.  

If not selected, a new address record is created with the new information and the previous 

address record becomes an alternate address.  The alternate address – with the previous info - is 

still shared. 

Copy the data to a new address record and update the existing preferred address record to 

preserve links when the imported constituent is an organization 

This option applies the same behavior as above to organization constituents. 

 

 

ADDRESSES –  PHONES/EMAILS  

On this screen you will define how IOM will handle new phones/emails that have the same phone 

value as an existing phone/email. 
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WHEN A PHONE/EMAIL OF THE SAME TYPE EXISTS ON A RECORD 

This set of options determines the method used to process phone numbers and email addresses 

when a phone number and/or email address of the same type (e.g., “Home,” “Office,” “Email”) 

but different values are in both the existing and imported records.  

In order to properly process phone number and email matching, the type codes used to 

designate phone numbers must have a Phone number type of Telephone Number and those 

used to designate email addresses must have a Phone number type of Email Address in RE 

Configuration. 

           

View Usage
View Usage
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Ignore new value 

When this option is selected, any phone number or email type in the import file that already 

exists on a matching Constituent record will not be imported.   

Suppress duplicate phone type notification 

A message box will be raised to alert the user each time so that the information can be noted and 

addressed after the import.  Select this option to not receive notification. 

 

Update existing 

When this option is selected, phone number or email types in existing Constituent records will be 

updated with data from the import file. 

Move old value to an attribute 

When this additional option is selected, the phone or email address values present on the existing 

record will be archived in an address attribute with the category selected from the drop-down list. 

Add new value as attribute 

When this option is selected, any phone number or email type in the import file that already 

exists on a matching Constituent record but has a different value will be added as an address 

attribute with the category selected from the drop-down list. 

The address attribute drop-down list will show all address attribute categories, but the selected 

attribute category must be a table entry data type, and the specific table for that attribute category 

must be the Phone Types table.  This lets the attribute keep track of the original phone type and 

date it was archived; the original phone number is stored in the comments. 
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Assign available matching phone type with a different number (e.g. use “Email 2” if “Email” 

and “Email 1” are in use) 

When this option is selected, any phone or email type in the import file that already exists on a 

matching Constituent record but has a different value will be added as the same type appended 

with the next available number.  For example, if importing a phone number with type “Home” 

and phone numbers with type “Home” and “Home 1” already exist on this constituent record, the 

new number will be imported as “Home 2”.    

The additional phone types must have a space between the type and the number – i.e. it will use 

“Email 2” but not “Email2”. 

 

Start at the lowest number if specified phone type is in use (e.g. use “Email 1” if “Email 3” is 

in use) 

When this option is selected and a phone or email type is already in use, it will assign the next 

available type beginning with the base type.  For example, if the imported phone is mapped to 

“Home 3” and “Home 3” is in use, the import will attempt to import it as “Home”, then “Home 1”, 

then “Home 2”, etc until it finds an available type. 

When this option is not selected and a phone or email is already in use, it will assign the next 

available type following the mapped type.  For example, if the imported phone is mapped to 

“Home 3” and “Home 3” is in use, the import will attempt to import it as “Home 4”, then “Home 

5”, then “Home 6”, etc until it finds an available type. 

Create new phone type table entry if all matching types are in use 

When this option is selected and the next available phone type does not exist in the RE Phone 

Types table, the import will add the next available type to the table.  The new table entry will have 

the same configuration as the base type. 
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TRIBUTES 

The Tributes section of the Profiles menu defines how Tributes, Tributees, and Acknowledgees 

are imported.   

ImportOmatic can import tribute and acknowledgee information.  It can also link gifts to existing 

tributes.  Because the tribute must first exist before tribute gifts can be imported, it is often 

necessary to import a file in multiple passes.  Refer to the examples in the IMPORTING TRIBUTES 

AND TRIBUTE GIFTS section of Appendix C for a step-by-step guide to importing tributes, 

tributees, acknowledgees, and linking gifts to tributes. 

 

 

Tribute Profile 

This option must be selected when importing tribute, tributee, and acknowledgee information.   

View Usage
View Usage
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Do not select this option when importing tribute gifts. 

 

 

Match to existing Tribute using Tribute Type (active Tributes only) 

Select this option to update an existing tribute of the same tribute type.  If no matching tribute is 

found or if a matching tribute is inactive, a new tribute is created. 

 

TRIBUTE PROFILE DEFAULTS FOR ALL RECORDS 

Use the following fields to apply default values to all new tribute records. 

Constituent is an acknowledgee 

Select this option to mark the constituent as an acknowledgee of the tribute. 

Default Tribute Type 

Select the tribute type value to apply if it is not defined in the import file. 

Default Tribute Fund 

Select a tribute fund, if desired. 

Default ‘Date From’ to Today 

Select this option to have the starting date of the tribute be the date of the import. 

Default Acknowledgee Letter 

Choose which letter acknowledgees receive. 

 

 

TRIBUTES –  GIFT LINKING  

ImportOmatic can link gifts to tributes. The tribute must already exist in The Raiser’s Edge and 

the file must include the tribute import ID mapped as a gift field.   

ImportOmatic can import tribute and acknowledgee information.  It can also link gifts to existing 

tributes.  Because the tribute must first exist before tribute gifts can be imported, it is often 

necessary to import a file in multiple passes.  Refer to the examples in the IMPORTING TRIBUTES 

AND TRIBUTE GIFTS section of Appendix C for a step-by-step guide to importing tributes, 

tributees, acknowledgees, and linking gifts to tributes. 
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Default Gift Fund from Tribute Fund 

If the tribute has a default fund, select this option to use that fund on the gift records. 

Default Tribute Gift Acknowledgee Flag Date from Gift Record 

Use this option to have the acknowledged date on the tribute gift link be the same as the 

acknowledged date on the gift record.  If not selected, the acknowledged date on the tribute gift 

link will be blank. 

View Usage
View Usage
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PARTICIPANTS 

The Participants tab and its child tabs of the profiles menu defines how event participants, 

registration fees, and gifts linked to registrations are imported.   

The event must be configured in RE before participants can be imported.  The Event ID field 

is required to map a participant to the event. 
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If a Participant Import ID in the Data File Does Not Match to a Participant ID in the Raiser's 

Edge 

When you are using the participant ID to match an event participant in the import file to an event 

participant in the Raiser's Edge and a match based on the participant ID is not found, this option 

determines whether the entire row should be rejected as an exception or if IOM should continue 

processing that row. 

Update Existing Registration Fees if Matched by Unit 

This option will update fee amounts on an existing registration if the number of units matches. 

 

PARTICIPANT ATTRIBUTE UPDATES 

When new attribute values are supplied for existing attributes 

You have three options if the participant attribute has not been defined as unique in RE and two 

options if the participant attribute has been defined as unique in RE.  These options are explained 

fully under Constituent and Relationship Attribute Updates. 

View Usage
View Usage
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PARTICIPANTS - GUESTS  

When importing an event participant, you may also import guests of that participant.  The Guests 

tab of the profiles menu defines how guests of the participant are imported. 

If the participant is himself a guest of another participant, define his guest status by using the 

Participant - Guest of (Participant Import ID) mapping. 

 

 

 

PARTICIPANT GUEST SEARCH OPTIONS 

Do not search for duplicate constituent records and add as a non-constituent record 

This option will import guests as non-constituents without doing a search to see whether or not 

they are already in your database as constituents.  You may choose whether to always add the 

guest as a non-constituent or whether the import should first determine if this person or 

organization is already a guest. 

View Usage
View Usage
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Match participant guests based on (select desired criteria from drop-down) 

If the Do Not Search option is selected, this option will determine if the guest should always be 

added as a new non-constituent guest, or if the import should match against existing guests.  If 

matching is selected, it will match using the first and last name (individuals) or organization 

name.  If a matching guest is found, that guest information will be updated based on the source 

file; if not, a new guest will be added. 

Search for possible duplicates first but add as a non-constituent if no matches are found 

This option will search for matching constituents in your database.  If a match is found and the 

record is not already a guest, that record will become a guest.  If a match is found and that record 

is already a guest, the guest information will be updated based on the source file.  If no match is 

found, the guest will be added as a non-constituent. 

Search for possible duplicates first but add as a full constituent if no matches are found 

This option will search for matching constituents in your database.  If a match is found and the 

record is not already a guest, that record will become a guest.  If a match is found and that record 

is already a guest, the guest information will be updated based on the source file.  If no match is 

found, the guest will be added as a full constituent. 

Treat any existing participant guests as a possible match 

When this option is checked, the duplicate search results will offer all existing guests on the main 

participant as possible matches to the new guest being imported in addition to any constituent 

records that match the duplicate search criteria.  If this option is not selected, only constituent 

records matching the duplicate search criteria are offered as possible matches to the guest record 

being imported.   

Use this option when importing updates to existing placeholder guests.  For example, if Bob 

Smith has an unnamed guest who is in RE simply as “Guest 1” and you are now importing the 

guest’s real information, select this option to include “Guest 1” as possible matches in the 

duplicate search results – then simply select “Guest 1” to update it with the guest’s name and 

info. 

 

Use field by field comparison utility for updating bio fields 

When this option is checked and you are updating an existing guest, you can interactively 

compare potential changes to the guest bio fields during the import.  This option is explained 

fully under Constituent Fields Updates. 
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The behavior of the Use field by field comparison utility for updating bio fields is determined by 

which fields are selected in Side by Side Comparison. 

 

 

PARTICIPANTS - GIFT LINKING  

The Gift Linking tab of the profiles menu defines how gifts are applied to event registrations. 

 

 

GIFT LINKING 

Do not link Gift information to Participant record 

This option will import gift information as a gift on the constituent but the gift will not be linked 

to the event participant record. 

 

View Usage
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Link Gift information to Participant record as Registration Fees 

This option will import and link gift information as registration fees.  If selected, you may choose 

how to apply the overage if the gift amount exceeds the fee amount.   

You must set RE business rules to “Do not automatically create nor prompt to create a gift 

for registration fees” if using this option. 

 

 

 

Link Gift information to Participant record as Other Donations 

This option links gifts to participants as other donations rather than registration fees. 

Link Gift information to Participant record as Sponsoring Pledge 

This option links gifts to the participant registration as a sponsoring pledge. 

Soft Credit Participant for linked Gifts from other donors 

You may wish to soft credit the participant for gifts received from another donor, as in the case of 

registration fees paid by a team captain for all of his team members.  

 

REGISTRATION FEE OVERPAYMENT OPTIONS 

Apply entire Gift amount 

This option will apply the entire gift amount to the registration fee, even if the gift amount is 

more than the fee amount.  For example, if the gift amount is $100 and the registration fee is 

$75, this option will create a $100 gift and link $100 to the registration. 
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Only apply total amount of Registration Fees 

This option will apply only the fee amount to registration fee, even if the gift amount is greater 

than the fee amount.  For example, if the gift amount is $100 and the registration fee is $75, this 

option will create a $100 gift and link $75 to the registration. 

Create a separate overpayment gift for amount above total amount of Registration Fees 

This option will create an additional gift for the difference if the gift amount is greater than the 

fee amount.  For example, if the gift amount is $100 and the registration fee is $75, this option 

will create a $75 gift linked to the registration and also create an additional $25 gift.  

Use Dictionary 

When creating a separate overpayment gift, gift record information for the overpayment gift is 

defined via a Raiser’s Edge default set.  You must create a dictionary that translates the Event ID, 

Campaign, Fund, or Appeal to the gift default set name.  Select the dictionary name here and 

indicate which field is used in the dictionary mapping. 

Refer to the examples in the IMPORTING REGISTRATION FEE OVERAGES AS TWO GIFTS section 

of Appendix C for a step-by-step guide to creating the dictionary and setting these parameters. 

 

Link Overpayment Gift to Participant as ‘Other Donation’ 

This option links the overpayment gift as other donations. 

 

 

MEMBERSHIPS 

ImportOmatic can import new memberships as well as apply new transactions to existing 

memberships for renewals, upgrades, rejoins, etc. 
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When importing membership information, IOM determines whether the constituent already has 

an existing membership.  Set the following parameters to instruct IOM what to do when: 

 The constituent has existing memberships and the new data matches to one of the 

memberships 

 The constituent does not have an existing membership 

 The constituent has existing memberships but the new data does not match to any of the 

memberships 

 

MEMBERSHIP MATCHING 

Show membership processing form for all matched memberships 

To apply a new transaction to an existing membership, it is necessary to indicate in the file 

whether this transaction is an upgrade, downgrade, renewal-same, renewal-upgrade, renewal-

downgrade, or rejoin.   

Often this is not known at the time the data files are created if the source system does not have 

access to the members’ current status.  In this case, it will be necessary for the user to indicate 

this during the import. 

View Usage
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Select this option to have IOM present the membership processing form for all imported 

membership transactions that match an existing membership on the constituent record.  The 

user can indicate whether the transaction is an upgrade or renewal-same, change the expiration 

date, and more.  See MEMBERSHIP PROCESSING for more information about using this feature. 

If a membership ID/Import ID in the data file does not match to a membership ID/Import ID 

in the Raiser’s Edge 

Options are as follows: 

Treat the data row as an exception (default setting) 

A record from the import file that contains a Membership ID or an Membership Import ID but 

that ID does not match an existing membership record in RE should be considered an exception 

and not imported. 

Continue processing the data row 

A record from the import file that does not match an existing Membership record in RE by 

Membership ID or Membership Import ID should continue to be processed normally.  

Match existing Memberships on constituents based on 

Use this setting to match imported membership information to existing memberships based on 

selectable criteria.  For instance, if the option Program and Category is selected, ImportOmatic will 

update an existing membership with the incoming data if that data matches on program and 

category.  

Select the option Always add new to bypass membership mapping and to create an additional 

membership record.  This setting may result in errors if RE business rules do not allow for 

multiple memberships on a constituent.   

Select the option Always match to existing to always match to the existing membership even if the 

program and/or category do not match.  Use this setting if you organization never allows 

multiple memberships on a constituent.  

 

IF EXISTING MEMBERSHIP IS NOT MATCHED AND CONSTITUENT HAS NO OTHER 
MEMBERSHIPS 

Create new membership 

Select this option to add a new membership to the constituent record. 

Show the membership processing form 

To have the membership processing form appear for all new memberships, select this option.  

This is useful if the import file is not complete and the data needs user modification – for 
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example, if the expiration date needs to be extended based on some appeals codes but not others.  

See MEMBERSHIP PROCESSING for more information about using this feature. 

If the row has NO data in any of the membership fields, use the membership processing form to 

add the membership.  Or, leave all fields blank and click the Add as new button to import the row 

without a membership. 

 

Treat the data row as an exception 

Select this option if you expect all constituents to have an existing membership.  Data rows for 

constituents that do not have a membership are skipped rather than imported as new 

memberships. 

 

IF EXISTING MEMBERSHIP IS NOT MATCHED AND CONSTITUENT HAS OTHER MEMBERSHIPS 

Create new membership 

Select this option to add a new membership to the constituent record.  This option is not available 

if RE business rules do not allow constituents to have multiple memberships. 

Show the membership processing form 

Select this option to have IOM display the membership processing form.  This allows the user to 

determine the transaction values – for example, if the program or category is different than the 

existing membership, the user indicates whether the new values result in an upgrade or 

downgrade to one of the existing memberships or whether it is a new membership.  See 

Membership Processing for more information about using this feature. 

Treat the data row as an exception 

Select this option if you expect all membership information to match to existing memberships.  

Data rows for constituents that do not have a matching membership are skipped rather than 

imported as new memberships. 

 

MEMBERSHIP ATTRIBUTE UPDATES 

When new attribute values are supplied for existing attributes 

You have three options if the membership attribute has not been defined as unique in RE and two 

options if the membership attribute has been defined as unique in RE.  These options are 

explained fully under Constituent and Relationship Attribute Updates 
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Apply default benefits 

Select this option if you wish to have the RE default benefits applied to imported memberships if 

benefits are not mapped in the file. 

 

 

 

MEMBERSHIPS –  JOINT MEMBERS/CARDS  

This screen defines joint member and member card parameters. 
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JOINT MEMBERS 

Treat ALL Individual relationships as Joint Members 

Select this option to make all individual relationships that are mapped in your file joint members.   

To make only some individual relationships joint members, map those relationships using the 

Individual Joint Member/Card record type with the Joint Member value type. 
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Treat ALL Organization relationships as Joint Members 

Select this option to make all organization relationships that are mapped in your file joint 

members.   

To make only some organization relationships joint members, map those relationships using the 

Organization Joint Member/Card record type with the Joint Member value type. 

 

MEMBER CARDS 

To modify the card for the primary member, simply map the fields under the record type 

Constituent Membership Card.  Since there is one and only one member card on a membership, it is 

not necessary to indicate which card. 

During a renewal, the card status will obey the default settings unless a new value is imported. 

 

 

To modify joint member cards or non-member cards, indicate which card by including the card 

import id in the file.  Map it using the fields under record types Individual Joint Member/Card, 

Organization Joint Member/Card, or Membership – Non-joint Member Card, as appropriate. 

If an Import ID of a member card does not match to an existing card 

Treat the data row as an exception 

If an existing card is not found for the indicated id, skip the row. 

Create new card 

If an existing card is not found for the indicated id, add a new card.  

 

 

MEMBERSHIPS –  GIFT LINKING  

When importing a membership, you may also import and link gifts. The Gift Linking tab of the 

profiles menu defines how gifts are linked. 
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MEMBERSHIPS – GIFT LINKING 

Do not link gifts to Membership 

If the import file contains both membership and gift fields, ImportOmatic automatically links the 

gift to the membership.  Use the Do not link gifts to Membership option to not link the gift to the 

membership. 

Soft Credit Member for linked Gifts from other donors 

You may import a gift and link it to an existing membership by including the membership id or 

import id in the gift field mapping.  If the gift is from a donor other than the member, use this 

option to soft credit the member for this gift.  
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Mark all memberships as Gift of Membership.  Use this when importing gifts linked to 

someone else's membership.  Do not use when linking members' gifts to their own 

memberships. 

You may import a gift and link it to an existing membership by including the membership id or 

import id in the gift field mapping.  If the gift is from a donor other than the member, use this 

option to make the membership a Gift of Membership from this donor.  

When membership and gift information are imported at the same time, both the membership 

and the gift are written to the member’s constituent record.   

 

IOM can link gifts to existing memberships on the same or on a different constituent.  Because 

the membership must first exist before gifts from other donors can be linked, it is often necessary 

to import a file containing gifts of membership in multiple passes.  Refer to the examples in the 

Importing Gifts of Membership section of Appendix C for a step-by-step guide to importing 

members, memberships, donors, and linking gifts to memberships. 

 

MEMBERSHIP DUES OVERPAYMENT OPTIONS 

Apply entire Gift amount 

This option will apply the entire gift amount to the membership dues, even if the gift amount is 

more than the dues amount.  For example, if the gift amount is $100 and the membership dues 

are $75 this option will create a $100 gift and link $100 to the membership. 

Only apply total amount of Registration Fees 

This option will apply only the fee amount to membership dues, even if the gift amount is greater 

than the dues amount.  For example, if the gift amount is $100 and the membership dues are 

$75, this option will create a $100 gift and link $75 to the membership. 

Create a separate overpayment gift for amount above total amount of Registration Fees 

This option will create an additional gift for the difference if the gift amount is greater than the 

dues amount.  For example, if the gift amount is $100 and the membership dues are $75, this 

option will create a $75 gift linked to the membership and also create an additional $25 gift.  

Use Dictionary 

When creating a separate overpayment gift, gift record information for the overpayment gift is 

defined via a Raiser’s Edge default set.  You must create a dictionary that translates the 

Campaign, Fund, Appeal, or Package to the gift default set name.  Select the dictionary name 

here and indicate which field is used in the dictionary mapping. 
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Refer to the examples in the Importing Membership Dues Overages as Two Gifts section of 

Appendix C for a step-by-step guide to creating the dictionary and setting these parameters. 

 

RECEIPT AMOUNT 

Apply default receipt amount options from membership category 

Select this option to calculate the gift’s receipt amount based on the RE membership category’s 

Default Settings. 

 

The option Gift Amount – Benefits subtracts the benefits amount as defined in the Defaults Benefits 

tab in configuration.  The default benefits may or may not  match the benefits assigned to the 

membership. 

 

 

VOLUNTEERS 

You may import jobs, volunteer job assignments, and volunteer-related data. 
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JOBS 

Match to existing job records based on 

Use the dropdown to select whether to always add a new job record or to try and match to an 

existing job record based on one or more selected parameters.  If a matching job is found, it will 

be updated with the imported data.  If a matching job is not found, a new one will be created. 

View Usage
View Usage
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When Always add new is selected, matching field options are disabled.  Deselect Always add new 

to enable and select matching fields. 

 

When new attribute values are supplied for existing attributes 

You have three options if the membership attribute has not been defined as unique in RE and two 

options if the membership attribute has been defined as unique in RE.  These options are 

explained fully under Constituent and Relationship Attribute Updates. 

 

JOB ASSIGNMENTS 

Match to existing job assignments based on 

Select this option and use the dropdown to try and match to an existing job assignment based on 

one or more selected parameters.  If a matching job assignment is found, it will be updated with 

the imported data.   

If no match found, add as a new job assignment 

If selected, a new job assignment will be created if a matching job assignment is not found.  If not 

selected, an exception will be created. 

Always add as a new job assignment 

Select this option to import new job assignments without attempting to match to existing 

records. 
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WHEN ADDING A NEW JOB ASSIGNMENT 

Match to existing job based on 

Select this option and use the dropdown to try and match to an existing job record based on one 

or more selected parameters.  If a matching job is found, the new job assignment will be linked to 

it.   

If no match found, add as a new job 

If selected, a new job will be created and linked to the new job assignment if a matching job is not 

found.  If not selected, an exception will be created. 

Always add as a new job 

Select this option to create new jobs for each new job assignment without attempting to match to 

existing records. 

 

MATCH TO EXISTING VOLUNTEER DETAILS 

For each category of volunteer data, use the dropdown to select whether to always add a new 

record or to try and match to an existing record based on one or more selected parameters.  If a 

matching record is found, it will be updated with the imported data.  If a matching record is not 

found, a new one will be created. 

 

 

When Always add new is selected, matching field options are disabled.  Deselect Always add new 

to enable and select matching fields. 

 

 

VOLUNTEERS –  TIME SHEETS 

When importing time sheets, indicate whether you want to create a time sheet batch.  Otherwise 

time sheets are imported directly to the constituent records. 
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Import time sheets to a batch 

Check this box to specify that any timesheets created during the import should be placed into a 

new Time Sheet Batch. After the import process, standard batch processes can be used to edit the 

time sheets in the batch and commit them to the system.  If this option is not selected, all new 

time sheets will be created directly on the Constituent records. 

If no time sheets are successfully imported, no batch will be created. 

 

Batch Description 

This value is used in the Description field on the newly created Time Sheet Batch.  Note that the 

name of the file imported is automatically added to the batch description when the batch is 

created. 

Append Date 

Select this option to append the processing date to the Time Sheet Batch Description field. 

View Usage
View Usage
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Though the IOM message after a successful import will tell you that “x” number of constituents 

have been added or modified, you will not see the time sheets on the records until after the batch 

is committed. 

 

 

PROSPECT 

This screen allows configuration of Prospect, Proposal, Ratings, and Financial Information 

record importing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

View Usage
View Usage
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GENERAL 

Update existing “Philanthropic Interests” 

Select this option to update existing Philanthropic Interests.  Leave it blank to add to existing 

interests. 

Update existing “Will Not Give To” 

Select this option to update existing Will Not Give To information.  Leave it blank to add to 

existing information. 

 

PROPOSAL 

Match proposals by 

Indicate whether you wish to update proposals that match by name or name and purpose, or if a 

new proposal should be created. 

Update existing Proposal Notepad records 

Select this option to update existing proposal notepads.  Lease blank to add new notepads. 

When linking gifts, Recalculate the Proposal’s Amount Funded based on the total of Amount 

Applied for all linked gifts 

Select this option to recalculate the amount funded field when linking gifts to the proposal.  It 

will be recalculated based on all linked gifts, including gifts that are already linked to this 

proposal. 

 

RATINGS 

Match to existing ratings based on 

Choose the desired matching parameters from the Ratings drop-down box.   
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

Match to existing financial information based on 

Choose the desired matching parameters. 

 

 

OUTPUT 

In these final sections under Profiles you can choose from various options for post-import output.  

 

Send summary email when import is complete to 

Select this option to have IOM send an email containing the import results and enter the 

recipient’s email address.  Indicate multiple recipients by separating the email addresses with 

commas.   

View Usage
View Usage
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To send summary emails you must enter your email server information in the Email 

Notifications section on the Settings tab (see Email Notifications).  You will be unable to save 

the profile with this option selected if email notifications are not configured.   

 

 

OUTPUT - QUERIES  

IOM can create several types of static queries to help you check your imported information.  

Select the checkbox beside each query you want to create and give each selected query a name. 
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OUTPUT QUERIES 

Added Constituents 

When this option is checked, Constituent records that are added as new constituents will be 

placed in a Constituent Query.  The newly-created query will be named as specified in the Name 

textbox. 

Modified Constituents 

When this option is checked, Constituent records that are modified during processing will be 

placed in a Constituent Query.  The newly-created query will be named as specified in the Name 

textbox. 

Added Gifts 

When this option is checked, Gift records that are added during processing will be placed in a Gift 

Query.  The newly created query will be named as specified in the Name textbox.   

It is highly recommended that you create a gift query whenever importing gifts directly onto 

the constituents.  A gift query will not be created when importing into a gift batch; in this 

case you should set RE to create a query when committing the batch. 

 

Added Participants  

When this option is checked, Constituent records that are added as new event Participants will be 

placed in a Participant Query.  The newly-created query will be named as specified in the Name 

textbox. 

Modified Participants 

When this option is checked, event Participant records that are modified during processing will 

be placed in a Participant Query.  The newly-created query will be named as specified in the Name 

textbox. 

Added Memberships 

When this option is checked, Membership records that are added will be placed in a Membership 

Query.  The newly-created query will be named as specified in the Name textbox. 

Modified Memberships 

When this option is checked, Membership records that are modified during processing will be 

placed in a Membership Query.  The newly-created query will be named as specified in the Name 

textbox. 

Save Queries in Category 

Select which query category to use when saving the queries. 
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OUTPUT - FILES  

Output files can be generated with the import IDs of the records you create or modify in your 

import. These output files can then be used to generate additional relationship records, to match 

up donor information with newly-created Tribute records, to match up donor information with 

recipient membership records, etc. 

 

 

OUTPUT FILES 

Create diagnostic performance log 

This option is most commonly used for problem diagnosis and can be useful for support in the 

rare instance that performance issues arise.  This option should generally not be selected unless a 

support representative specifically requests it. 

 

 

View Usage
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Include the Import ID of all matched or added Constituents in the output file 

When this option is selected, the import process will create a new file that contains the Import ID 

of each Constituent record that is successfully added or updated along with the "raw" data from 

the source import file.  The new file will be identical to the original source file except that an 

additional column, the first column, will contain the Import ID of the constituent that the source 

record created or was matched to.  By default, the new file will not contain rows that were written 

to the exceptions file.  This option can be particularly useful when synchronizing records 

between RE and other systems.  It can also simplify more complex imports that call for more than 

one pass through ImportOmatic - the update file can be used for the second import, using a 

profile which includes the Import ID. 

Import ID files will be created in the same location as the error/exception file.  They will be 

identified as “Updates.csv” preceded by a date and time stamp. 

 

Include the Import ID of all gifts in the output file 

When selected the import process will create a new file that contains the Import ID of each gift 

that is successfully add along with the “raw” data from the source import file.  Import IDs will only 

be included in the output file if the gifts are imported directly on the constituents and not to a gift 

batch. 

Gift records are not actually created when importing to a gift batch; they are created when the 

batch is committed.  Therefore, the gift record Import ID is not available when importing to a gift 

batch. 

  

Include the Import ID of all matched or added Individual Relationships in the output file 

When this option is selected the import process will create a new file that contains the Import ID 

of each Individual Relationship record that is successfully added or updated along with the "raw" 

data from the source import file.  The file will return as many Import IDs as there are separate 

relationships within one data row.  Import IDs will only be included in the output file if the 

relationship records are imported as full constituent records, as configured in Constituents – 

Individual. 

You may opt to have more than one type of Import ID returned in your output file.  For example, 

you may include the Constituent Import ID as well as the Relationship Import IDs. IOM will 

append a column for each requested Import ID at the beginning of each record in the output file.  
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Include the Import ID of all matched or added Organization Relationships in the output file 

When this option is selected the import process will create a new file that contains the Import ID 

of each Organization Relationship record that is successfully added or updated along with the 

"raw" data from the source import file.  The file will return as many Import IDs as there are 

separate relationships within one data row.  Import IDs will only be included in the output file if 

the relationship records are imported as full constituent records, as configured in Constituents – 

Organization. 

Include the Import ID of all matched or added Participants in the output file 

When this option is selected the import process will create a new file that contains the Import ID 

of each Participant record that is successfully added or updated along with the “raw” data from 

the source import file. 

Include the Import ID of all matched or added Tributes in the output file 

When this option is selected the import process will create a new file that contains the Import ID 

of each Tribute record that is successfully added or updated along with the “raw” data from the 

source import file.  

This output file is essential for a Tribute and Gifts import as this file will be used for the second 

import pass; the Tribute Import ID will ensure that the gifts are properly matched to the Tributes.  

Refer to the examples in the Importing Tributes and Tribute Gifts section of Appendix C for a 

step-by-step guide. 

 

Include the Import ID of all matched or added Memberships in the output file 

When this option is selected the import process will create a new file that contains the Import ID 

of each Membership record that is successfully added or updated along with the “raw” data from 

the source import file.  

This output file is essential for a Gift of Membership import as this file will be used for the second 

import pass; the Membership Import ID will ensure that the gifts are properly matched to the 

Memberships.  Refer to the examples in the Importing Gifts of Membership section of Appendix C 

for a step-by-step guide. 
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Include all source rows in the output file regardless of exceptions 

Selecting this option along with any of the other Import ID choices for your output file will 

generate a file with all rows included, regardless of whether or not they were added during 

import. 

 

EXCEPTION FILES 

Location for error/exception files 

The file location will default to the path entered on the IOM Settings tab.  Each profile may have 

its own location for saving error and exception files.  Use the …button to browse for the desired 

folder.   

The folder should be accessible to all users who will perform imports using this profile.  If IOM is 

unable to write to the indicated folder, the error and exceptions files will be written to whichever 

folder the imported data file is selected from. 
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IMPORT PROCESSING 

START AN IMPORT 

  

To start importing a data file, click the Import Processing link on ImportOmatic’s main screen to 

launch the Import dialog. 

Do not use this option with List Management profiles. 

 

  
 

Import profile 

Select the profile configured to process the type of data file you wish to import.  The profile that is 

designated as the Default Profile is preselected for you. 

Omatic data and address service is/is not in use 

IOM displays whether or not this profile uses the Omatic data and address service for name 

variant and/or address formatting.  If this profile is using the Omatic data and address service, 

you may view usage prior to running the import to ensure that you have enough “hits” available 

for this file.   

You can not change the services selection from here.  If you wish to change the selection you 

must close the import dialog and edit the profile to use/not use the service. 

The Omatic data and address service is a subscription based service that provides optional name 

variants and address standardization for duplicate searching and optional address 

standardization of your data for import.  See APPENDIX B - THE OMATIC DATA AND ADDRESS 

SERVICE  for more information. 

file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/Word - latest versions/View Usage
file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/Word - latest versions/View Usage
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File to import 

Click the … button to select the correct data file. 

Selecting a profile will pre-load the File to import: field with the value supplied in the Default Data 

Folder setting on the Defaults tab of your profile, if entered, saving you the time needed to 

navigate to the correct folder each time you perform an import.   

 

Skip rows requiring user interaction 

Depending on your profile configuration and your import data, ImportOmatic may open one or 

more interactive forms for each record that requires user input.  Once you have made the 

appropriate decisions, the import continues to the next record.  If your import requires lots of 

user interaction, this can add significant time to complete the import.   

Select this option to bypass any user interaction.  Records that do not require user interaction are 

imported while records that do require user interaction are written to an Exceptions file.  Those 

records can then be imported later when you have more time or perhaps imported with different 

profile settings. 

Validate Import 

The validate mode option is a handy way to perfect a new profile before running it with a large 

import.  Validate mode allows you to ‘test drive’ a profile to determine if everything is mapped 

correctly.  When selected, this option allows you to view any errors before deciding whether to 

commit the import or to cancel without importing.   

If not selected, the import runs in commit mode. 

Clients using Blackbaud Hosting Services can validate files of 25 rows or less. 

 

If using the Omatic data and address service for name variants and/or address formatting, 

running an import in validate mode will count as usage of the service even if you do not commit 

the import.   

 

When using validate mode, importing new records could lock your Raiser's Edge database 

to other users until the import has run and it has been either committed or cancelled.  It is 

strongly suggested that you run the import in validation mode when no one else is using 

RE. 
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Import 

After selecting your profile and data file, click the Import button to begin importing.  At this 

point, IOM will begin processing each row in the selected file.  A progress meter will indicate 

progress as the file is processed along with a count of the number of records processed, the 

percentage completed, and the number of exceptions.   

If you find that you need to stop an import midway through, press the Escape key.  You will be 

asked to confirm.  The error file will inform you where in the file the import was abandoned so 

that you may edit the file and pick up where you left off. 

We strongly encourage you to perform a backup of your Raiser's Edge database prior to 

importing.  Once an import is committed, overwritten data cannot otherwise be recovered. 

 

 

 

MATCHING TO EXISTING RECORDS 

 

DUPLICATE SEARCH 

If a data row in the source file can be matched directly to an existing constituent by an exact 

match on Constituent ID, Import ID, constituent appeal Finder Number, ID2/SSN, or alias, then 

no other searching is performed.  If none of those fields are supplied or no matches are found and 

the profile is set to search for possible duplicate constituent records before creating new ones, 

IOM will search for matching constituents based on the duplicate criteria set or sets you have 

defined in your profile.  

Possible fields used for individual matching by IOM are (as configured in the duplicate criteria 

sets): Title, First Name (and name variants if configured to do so in the profile), Middle Name, 

Last Name, Suffix, Maiden Name, Birth Date, Address Block, City, State, and Zip (or Postal 

Code).  Possible fields used for organization matching by IOM are (as configured in the duplicate 

criteria sets):  Organization Name, Address Block, City, State, and Zip (or Postal Code).  In 

addition, constituents can be matched by email address or phone number (as configured in the 

profile). 

Duplicate search will match addresses with the following variations of “PO Box 888”; the Omatic 

data and address service is not required for PO Box matching:  
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PO Box 888, P O Box 888, P. O. Box 888, P.O. Box 888, P.O.Box 888, Post Box 888, P.O.B 888, 

P.O.B. 888, POB 888, Post Office Bin 888, Post Office Box 888, Post Box # 888, PO # 888, POB # 

888 

Duplicate search will match organization names with and without the beginning word “The”.  For 

example, a search for “Omatic Software” will match on “Omatic Software” and also “The Omatic 

Software”.  Likewise, a search for “The Omatic Software” will match on “The Omatic Software” 

and also “Omatic Software”. 

 

IOM uses these fields in an exclusive manner, meaning that any prospective match must match 

all the specified duplicate criteria fields (to the number of characters specified) within that 

duplicate criteria set to be considered a possible match.  If multiple duplicate criteria sets are 

selected on the profile, then a constituent is considered a match if it matches any of the selected 

criteria sets. 

Consider this example: your RE database may contain a record for Robert Hernandez with an 

address of 1234 North Main Street, Charleston, SC 29402 and a record for Bill Williams with an 

address of 6772 First Street, Mt. Pleasant, SC 29464.  Your file may contain a row for Bob 

Hernandez with an address of 1234 North Main Street, Charleston, SC 29402 and a row for Bill 

Williams with an address of PO Box 142, Mt. Pleasant, SC 29464.   

A criteria set defined as First Name/Last Name/Address/City/State/ZIP would not find either of 

these matches.  However, using two criteria sets with one defined as First Name/Last Name/ZIP 

and another as Last Name/Address/ZIP would find both.  See Duplicate Criteria for information 

on configuring duplicate criteria sets and Constituents - Duplicate Search Criteria for assigning 

duplicate criteria sets to a profile. 

 

In addition, you may elect to have IOM consider any constituent record that has a matching email 

address or a matching phone number as a potential match, even if other criteria fields do not 

match.  

 

 

SEARCH RESULTS 

If any possible matches are identified the Duplicate Search Matching Results dialog will be 

displayed.  However if the Auto-Pick option had been selected in the profile and exactly one 
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match is found, that record is automatically selected without displaying the duplicate search 

results screen; see Constituents – Duplicate Search – Auto-Pick for more information. 

If no matches are found, IOM will automatically create a new constituent unless you choose to 

always display the duplicate search results even if no matches are found – see Constituents - 

Duplicate Search for more information. 

IOM’s matching results form displays the data to be imported (first row, in bold) with each of the 

duplicate search results (all subsequent grid rows).  The duplicate similarity score is displayed 

followed by the constituent id and selected data fields.  Which fields are displayed depends on 

which fields are being imported; for example, primary constituent code, birth date, class of, etc will 

not be included in the results unless they are mapped in the Field Mapping.   

By default the search results are sorted by descending duplicate similarity score, allowing you to 

make a quick but accurate decision about matching the imported data to any of the found 

records.  Results may be sorted by any column by clicking that column header. 

 

 

 

NON-CONSITUENT SPOUSE MATCHES 

IOM can also search for possible matches on non-constituent spouse records if specified in the 

profile settings (see Constituents - Duplicate Search), displaying those matches with a “wedding 

rings” icon in the first column.   
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The spouse icon is displayed when the spouse is mapped as the primary constituent and it is 

matched to an existing non-constituent spouse record.  If the spouse is mapped as a relationship 

and it is matched to an existing non-constituent spouse record, the relationship icon is displayed. 

 

 

RELATIONSHIP MATCHES 

When importing relationships, IOM can also search for matches to existing individual and 

organization relationship records if the profile is configured to do so (see Constituents – 

Relationships - Individual and Constituents – Relationships - Organization).  If a potential match 

is found with a relationship record, the record will include a “people” icon in the first column.  If 

the record is a full constituent and a relationship already exists within the database, you may 

optionally choose to add a duplicate relationship. 
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PARTICIPANT GUEST MATCHES 

When importing participant guests IOM can also search for matches to existing guest records if 

the profile is configured to do so (see Participants - Guests).  If a potential match is found with a 

guest record, the record will include a “tickets” icon in the first column.   

 

 

ALIAS MATCHES 

You may choose to match records via an alias.  For example, you may use an alias to store student 

ids, ids from an online database, or other unique identifying information.  Simply map the alias 
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field using record type Constituent Alias – Match or Add and select the corresponding alias type in 

the value type column.  If a potential match is found based on the alias value, the record will 

include a “people” icon in the first column.    The alias field will be included in the duplicate 

search results window in addition to the usual fields. 

 

 

 

OTHER MATCHES 

Likewise, a match on phone number displays a “phone” icon, a match on email address displays 

an “envelope” icon, etc. 

 

LIST MAMANGEMENT LIST MEMBERS 

If you have the List Management module, non-constituent list members in the search results will 

be displayed using the same icons for phone match, email match, etc.  However, they will have 

blank constituent ids.  Full constituent list members will display as usual. 

 

DUPLICATE SEARCH RESULTS TASKS 

From the matching results form, you may perform the following actions. 

View the import data 

Double-click the import row (first row) to open an editable, mapped display of the import data. 
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You may edit the incoming data, if necessary.  Click Save or Cancel to save or abandon any 

changes. 

Any changes you make to incoming data from this screen will modify only the imported data, not 

your existing data file. 

 

Open a Constituent Record 

Double-click any matching constituent listed to open their full, editable constituent record.  Hold 

the CTRL key and double-click any constituent listed to open their constituent record in read-only 

mode - this is useful if others will need read/write access to the record while you have it open. 

Match to Selected Record 

Single-click on any matching record to select that row, then click the Match to Selected Record 

button to match the incoming data to that record. 

If you have the List Management module and you match to a non-constituent LM list member, 

that record is automatically promoted to a full constituent. 
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Match to Selected Record (non-constituent spouse) 

Care should be taken when a non-constituent spouse is presented as a potential match.  While bio 

information can be updated on non-constituent spouse records, other data - such as gifts and 

memberships - are written to the constituent spouse’s record even though the non-constituent 

spouse is selected as the match.   

You have two options when presented with a non-constituent spouse match in the grid.  Consider 

this example: Bob Smith is a constituent in your database and Mary Smith is in the database as 

Bob’s non-constituent spouse.  The import file contains a gift made by Mary Smith.  The duplicate 

search form shows Mary as a potential match with the wedding rings icon.   

Option 1  

If your organization “households” gifts and typically has only one constituent record for a family, 

you might choose to match the incoming gift to Mary’s non-constituent record.  The bio 

information will be written to Mary’s record while the gift information will be written to Bob’s 

record. 

If you have the List Management module and Mary’s record is in a LM list, her record will always 

be promoted to a full constituent when matching via a non-LM import.  In this case, the gift 

information will be written to Mary’s record. 

 

Option 2  

If your organization does not wish to household gifts, you can promote Mary to a full constituent.  

Double-click to open the Bob’s record, open Mary’s spouse record, promote Mary to a full 

constituent, save and close the constituent, then click the Search for a Record button to find 

Mary’s new constituent record and add it to list.  Finally, select the new row for Mary (not the 

original non-constituent spouse row) and click Match to Selected Record. In this manner Mary is 

promoted to a full constituent, the spouse relationship is maintained, and the gift is credited to 

Mary.   

Refer to the PROMOTING A NON-CONSTITUENT SPOUSE TO A FULL CONSTITUENT section of 

Appendix C for a step-by-step guide to promoting a non-constituent spouse to a full constituent. 

 

If you have the List Management module and Mary’s record is in a LM list, her record will always 

be promoted to a full constituent when matching via a non-LM import.  In this case, the gift 

information will be written to Mary’s record. 
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Search for a Record 

Click the Search for a Record button to manually search for another possible match using the 

constituent search form.  Constituents selected in this manner are added to the grid as 

possibilities – you may then select them for matching. 

Add as New Record 

Click the Add as New Record button to indicate that the incoming data does not match an existing 

record and should be imported as a new constituent record. 

Skip this Record 

Click Skip this Record to have the current data row sent to the exceptions file to be dealt with later.  

The whole row will be sent to an Exceptions file and nothing in the record will be imported. 

Add Duplicate Relationship 

There are times when two constituents are related in more than one way; for example, Tom and 

Jerry may be business partners, golf buddies, and also Annual Challenge teammates.  In this 

case, you may wish to add duplicate relationships to the constituents with the appropriate 

relationship types. 

When the duplicate search results form is displayed for potential relationship matches, the Add 

Duplicate Relationship button will display.  It will be disabled when a match is selected that is 

either not a current relationship or is a current relationship but is a non-constituent.  It will be 

enabled when a match is selected that is a current relationship and a full constituent.   

To add a duplicate relationship, select a matching record that is already a relationship (as 

indicated by the relationship icon) and click this button to match the incoming data to this record 

and to add it as a duplicate (additional) relationship record on the primary constituent.   

 

 

WHY DO I ONLY SOMETIMES SEE THE DUPLICATE SEARCH RESULTS FORM? 

The duplicate search results form is not shown when IOM knows what to do based on the results 

of the duplicate search.  When a decision needs to be made, the form is presented to you to make 

an informed choice.  In summary: 

You will see the duplicate search results form in the following situations: 

 The search was performed and no matches were found and the profile is set to always show the 

search results even if no matches are found 

 The search was performed and multiple matches were found 

 The search was performed and one and only one match was found but it did not qualify for auto-

pick  
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You will not see the duplicate search results form in the following situations: 

 The Constituent ID, Import ID, ID2/SSN, or Finder Number are in the import file and a match was 

found based on that ID (IOM will import to the matching record) 

 The Constituent ID or Import ID are in the import file and a match was not found and the profile is 

set to not continue (IOM will create an exception) 

 The search was performed and no matches were found and the profile is set to create a new record 

(IOM will create a new record) 

 The search was performed and no matches were found and the profile is set to not create a new 

record (IOM will create an exception) 

 The search was performed and one and only one match was found and it qualified for auto-pick 

(IOM will import to the matching record) 

 The search results form would be shown based on the reasons above and the import was run to skip 

rows that require user interaction (IOM will create an exception) 

 

 

SIDE BY SIDE COMPARISON 

If the profile is configured to use the side by side comparison utility for Constituent field updates, 

that utility window will open for any records where the incoming data is different than the 

Raiser’s Edge record.  This allows the user to compare and select which fields are to be updated. 

 

 

Refer to sections Constituents, Constituents - Relationships - Individual - Individual Updates, 

Constituents - Relationships - Organization -Organization Updates and Participants - Guests 
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under Profiles for how to enable side by side comparison for constituents, relationships, and 

guests. 

 

During comparison, existing RE record values are displayed in the right column while the values 

from the imported record are on the left.  Differences are displayed in red, so you can easily see 

what will be modified on an existing record if you accept the new data.  You can click inside any 

of the import fields during comparison and manually make changes to the incoming data.  If you 

have prefer not to update one or more of the existing values, simply de-select the checkbox for 

that column, and the existing value will remain unchanged. 

 

Constituent link 

Click on the link in the upper left hand corner to open the Raider’s Edge constituent record.  You 

may make any edits and save the record.   

Hold the CTRL key and click to open the constituent record in read-only mode.  This is useful if 

others will need read-write access to the record while you have it open. 

The ability to open the constituent record is only available for the primary constituent.  The link 

is not active when using the side by side comparison for relationships and guests. 

 

View Data 

To see the entire record from your import file, click View Data. Clicking View Data opens up a new 

window displaying the full record with field mapping values. 

You may edit any of the import record fields from this screen, including non-Bio fields such as 

Address fields.  Fields you modify will turn red. Save any changes, or click Cancel to return to the 

comparison window.   

If you made any changes on this screen and saved those changes, you will see the following 

message. 
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If the import record is now correct as modified, click Yes.  The side by side comparison form will 

now reflect the updated import values.  If you made any changes on the side by side comparison 

form prior to making changes in the View Data form, they will be overwritten by the changes 

from the View Data form. 

Any changes you make to incoming data from these screens will modify only the imported data, 

not your existing data file. 

 

Skip Row 

Click Skip Row to send the current data row to the exceptions file to be dealt with later.  The whole 

row will be sent to an Exceptions file, nothing in the record will be processed, and the existing 

record will remain untouched. 

OK 

Once you have determined which fields, if any, should modify the existing RE record with the 

import values, select OK to continue.  

 

 

ADVANCED ADDRESS PROCESSING 

When an imported constituent or full-constituent relationship is matched to an existing 

constituent record, IOM will compare the new address data, if any, to the existing address 

records on that constituent.  If the new address has a low similarity score with the existing 

addresses it will trigger the Advanced Address Processing form if your profile is configured to do 

so.  Like the duplicate matching form, this form displays the existing constituent address data 

beside the new data to facilitate convenient and accurate processing of the new address. 
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This form shows the new address data in the top left and new phone and email data (if any) in the 

top right.  Existing addresses are listed in the grid below along with the Address Similarity Score.  

Constituent link 

Click on the link in the upper left hand corner to open the Raider’s Edge constituent record.  You 

may make any edits and save the record.   

Hold the CTRL key and click to open the constituent record in read-only mode.  This is useful if 

others will need read-write access to the record while you have it open. 

Type 

Select the address type for the imported address.  This field will default to the value in the file (if 

mapped) or else to the value from the Defaults screen. 

Make Preferred 

Select this option if the imported address should become the preferred address.  The selection 

will default to the value in the file (if mapped); if not mapped it will default to selected. 

Open Address record 

Double-click any row to open an address record for viewing or editing. 
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Ignore 

If you do not wish to import the address information, click the Ignore button to ignore the new 

address information.  Phone and email addresses will still be processed, adding to the preferred 

address if they do not already exist on another address. 

Update selected 

Click once on the address you wish to update with the imported data and then click the Update 

Selected button. 

Add as is 

Click Add as Is to add the imported address information as a new address record for the 

constituent.   

Add with Edits 

Click Add with Edits to pre-load an address form with the new data.  From here you can review the 

data and make any desired changes, such as adding a data source or deselecting “Send mail to 

this Address” before the new address is saved. 

 
 
 

MEMBERSHIP PROCESSING 

When importing membership transactions, the membership processing form displays existing 

memberships along with the transaction information being imported.  The user can easily fill in 

any missing data such as whether this transaction is an upgrade, make adjustments such as 

extending the expiration date, or deciding that this is a new membership rather than a change to 

an existing one. 
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This form shows existing memberships on this constituent, if any, in the upper grid.  The import 

data is displayed in the lower grid: the gray row displays the data as is and the white row displays 

any changes you wish to make.  If the data row contains gift appeal and package information, 

they are displayed in the lower left corner. 

Constituent link 

Click on the link in the upper left hand corner to open the Raider’s Edge constituent record.  You 

may make any edits and save the record.   

Hold the CTRL key and click to open the constituent record in read-only mode.  This is useful if 

others will need read-write access to the record while you have it open. 

Open Membership record 

Double-click any membership row in the upper grid to open that membership record for viewing 

or editing. 

Apply default benefits 

Select this checkbox to apply the default membership benefits as defined in RE business rules for 

the indicated program/category.   

This option will default to selected or not selected based on the following:  

If Apply Default Benefits is mapped as a Y/N field in the import file, the value for this field will 

determine whether the option is selected for this membership.  If not mapped or the field is 

blank, the value defined in the profile for this option is used.  You can change the option prior to 

updating/adding the membership transaction. 

 

Dave Braza (29650)
Dave Braza (29650)
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View Data 

To see the entire record from your import file, click View Data.  Clicking View Data opens up a 

new window displaying the full record with field mapping values. 

Skip Row 

Click Skip Row to send the current data row to the exceptions file to be dealt with later.  The whole 

row will be sent to an Exceptions file, nothing in the record will be processed, and the existing 

record will remain untouched. 

Update Selected 

Click once on one of the existing memberships in the upper grid to select it for updating.  In the 

lower grid, make any necessary changes in the white row such as indicating renewal information 

or extending the expiration date based on a special appeal.  As you make changes, those fields 

will be displayed in red to indicate that they are different than the original data from the file.  

Click the Update Selected button to add the information in the white row to the selected 

membership as a new transaction. 

The Transaction field defaults to Renewal if the constituent has existing memberships or to 

Rejoined if the constituent has dropped memberships and this field is not defined in the import 

file.  You must define the Transaction Type (Same, Upgrade, Downgrade) or change the 

Transaction value (Upgrade, Downgrade, Dropped) as appropriate. 

 

 

 

The Update Selected button is disabled if the constituent does not have an existing membership. 
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Add as New 

In the lower grid, make any necessary changes in the white row such as extending the expiration 

date based on a special appeal.  As you make changes, it will be displayed in red to indicate that it 

is different than the original data from the file.  Click the Add as new button to add this 

information as a new membership. 

The Transaction field defaults to Joined if the constituent has no memberships and this field is not 

defined in the import file. 

 

The Add as New button is disabled if the constituent has an existing membership and RE business 

rules do not allow for multiple memberships. 

 

 

OTHER INTERACTIVE FORMS 

Depending on your imported data and profile settings, you may see these additional interactive 

forms. 

 

MATCHING GIFTS FORM 

When importing gifts and the constituent record has default matching gift information and the 

IOM profile is configured to process matching gifts, IOM will display a matching gift form 

prefilled with a suggested matching gift for that constituent’s employer.  Click Save to create the 

matching gift.  Set the gift amount to zero and then Save to have IOM cancel the creation of the 

matching gift.  See Gifts for more information on selecting this option. 
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DUPLICATE PHONE TYPE NOTIFICATION 

A message box will alert you each time a phone or email can not be imported due to the existence 

of a phone/email of the same type.  This allows you to make a note of the information so that you 

can address the situation after the import.  See Addresses – Phones/Emails for more information 

on phone and email options. 

 

 

 

IMPORT COMPLETION 

Upon completion of the import, IOM will display a confirmation message informing you how 

many records were processed and how many were successful and how many produced errors (if 
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any).  Errors will generate an error file, an exceptions file, and a performance log.  If configured, 

an email is sent with this same information. 

 

 

IMPORT COMPLETION MESSAGE 

VALIDATE OPTION WAS NOT SELECTED  

Once the import is completed, a window displays the import status and the results email is sent (if 

configured).   

 

 

If exceptions occurred, the status message will include a prompt asking whether you wish to view 

the error log. 

 

 

VALIDATE IMPORT OPTION WAS SELECTED 

Once the import is completed, a window displays the import status and the results email is sent (if 

configured).  Select Commit Import to finish the import or Cancel Import to cancel without 

importing.   
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If exceptions occurred, the status message will include a link allowing you to view the error log.  

You may view the log and determine the severity of the errors before making the commit/cancel 

decision. 

 

 

 

CONFIRMATION EMAIL 

The completion email contains similar information as the screen display.  The email subject line 

reads “Import Complete” followed by the profile name and data file path.  The email body 

contains the profile name, data file path, and the number of rows processed. 

 

file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/in progress/User guides 01JUL12/IOM/v2.0/IOM/View the error log
file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/in progress/User guides 01JUL12/IOM/v2.0/IOM/View the error log
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If errors occurred, the email also includes header and the first 3 lines of the error file. 

 

 

 

ERRORS AND EXCEPTIONS 

 

Any data rows that cause exceptions when being imported will be logged to two files: an error log 

that describes the error, and an exceptions log that is in the same format as the original source 

file, but only contains rows that caused exceptions.  These files will be created automatically 

upon encountering exceptions and are saved to the location specified in IOM settings.  It is 

possible to assign a different location on a per-profile basis.  If IOM is unable to write to the 

location indicated, the files are written to the same folder that the import file is located in.  If 

generating a performance log, it will be written to the same location.  See General Settings and 

Output - Files for more information on defining the error file path globally and per profile. 

Exception and error file names will be prefixed with the same date/time stamp and end with 

_Exceptions.csv and _Error.txt.  For example, 20130327_170058_Error.txt  and 

20130327_170058_Exceptions.csv 

The error file indicates the line number in the import file that caused the exception and the 

reason for the error: 
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 The error report does not include the data file’s header row when reporting the line number of 

the error.  In this example, the import encountered an error in the very first row of the import – 

which is actually the second line in the file – and reported it as an error on Line 1. 

 

 

AUTOMATED IMPORTS 

An optional module is available for running imports from the command line.  Any records that 

require user interaction generate exceptions so that the import continues unattended.  This may 

be incorporated into scripts and batch files which may then be scheduled using Windows Task 

Scheduler.   

Use of this feature requires that a compatible license key be entered into ImportOmatic.  Contact 

your Omatic Software account manager at Sales@OmaticSoftware.com or 888-662-8426, option 

1 to learn how to upgrade to this feature.   

  

 

COMMAND LINE IMPORTING 

Access a DOS prompt by running the Command Prompt program found under Windows Start>All 

Programs> Accessories.  You may also type cmd in the Start>Run prompt.   

 

Some users find it necessary to run the command prompt as an administrator in order to avoid 

interference from the Windows UAC.  Do this by accessing Start>All Programs>Accessories, right 

clicking on Command Prompt, and then selecting Run as administrator.  
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To run an import from the command line, change directory to the The Raisers Edge 7\Plug-ins 

folder (use double quotes if the pathname contains spaces) and press the ENTER key.  Then type 

the program name iom.exe and press the ENTER key. 

 cd “C:\Program Files (x86)\Blackbaud\The Raisers Edge 7\Plug-ins” 

 iom.exe 

 

 Or you can simply type the full path of the iom.exe executable (use double quotes if the 

pathname contains spaces) without changing directory first, and then press the ENTER key. 

 “C:\Program Files (x86)\Blackbaud\The Raisers Edge 7\Plug-ins\iom.exe" 

 

When working in the DOS command line interface, use the ENTER key after typing each 

command.  This tells your computer that you are done typing and that it now needs to do 

something based on what you typed. 
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You will receive a usage statement listing the program parameters: 

Proper usage: IOM.exe 

             -p="My Profile" 

             -f="C:\My Import Files\My File.csv" 

             -u=<RE user name> 

             -pw=<RE user password> 

             -pwe=<Encrypted RE user password> 

             -d=<RE Database number> 

             -v Displays progress bar during import 

             -encrypt=<password> Encrypts a password for use with –pwe 

  -lmo=List Management create/append option 

  -lmn=List Management list name (required if using –lmo) 

 

Program parameters are: 

 -p Import Omatic profile ID; use double quotes if the ID contains spaces 

 -f  Name of file to be imported; use double quotes if the file name contains spaces 

and be sure to include the file extension 

 -u Raisers Edge user name 

 -pw Raisers Edge user password 

 -pwe Encrypted Raisers Edge user password 

 -d Raisers Edge database number 

 -v Display the progress bar during import (optional)  

 -lmo Use with the optional List Management module 

-lmn Use with the optional List Management module 

 

Typically a production database is number 1 and the RE sample database is 50.  Contact 

Blackbaud Support if you do not know your database number. 
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If you use Windows Authentication and are currently logged into the network and have rights to 

RE, entering a user name and password in the command line is optional. 

 

To run an import, define each parameter value as part of the program command, separating each 

parameter with a space, and then press ENTER.  File names or paths that have spaces are 

surrounded by double quotes.  For example, to import the file New Donors.csv into the sample 

database using the My Donors profile, the usage may be: 

 “C:\Program Files (x86)\Blackbaud\The Raisers Edge 7\Plug-ins\iom.exe"  

-d=50 -u=Supervisor -pw=admin -p="My Donors" -f="C:\Users\sue\Documents\test 

files\New Donors.csv" 

Text may appear to wrap but everything must be one line; do not press ENTER until all 

parameters have been defined. 

 

 

 

The program confirms that the import is processing and displays the name of the import file.  If 

the –v option is not used to display the progress bar, no other information is written to the 

screen.  Once the import completes, the DOS prompt is displayed.   

If you receive an error such as folder or file path does not exist or an unrecognized command, 

check your syntax carefully.  Even the slightest typo can make the command invalid. 

 

Remember to check your logs folder for errors and exceptions.  Rows requiring user interaction 

are skipped and written to an exceptions file.  These can be imported later using the regular 

ImportOmatic process. 
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If your data did not import and there are no error logs, it is because iom.exe was unable to write 

to the Error file, the Updates file, or to the Exceptions file.  In this case, the import is stopped and 

an error is written to the Windows Event Viewer under Event Viewer> Windows 

Logs>Application.  See http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows7/What-information-

appears-in-event-logs-Event-Viewer for information on Windows Event Viewer. 

 

PASSWORD ENCRYPTION 

You may wish to encrypt the password if others have access to the task scheduler or to scripts and 

batch files and can see the program command.  To run the import using an encrypted password, 

first generate the encrypted password by using the -encrypt option with the existing password: 

 ”C:\Program Files (x86)\Blackbaud\The Raisers Edge 7\Plug-ins\iom.exe"  

-encrypt=admin 

 

 
 

Then use the resulting encrypted password returned by the –encrypt option (in this example, 

fPWH2awDsG8!2#) on the command line with the -pwe parameter in place of the -pw parameter. 

 ”C:\Program Files (x86)\Blackbaud\The Raisers Edge 7\Plug-ins\iom.exe"  

-d=50 -u=Supervisor -pwe=fPWH2awDsG8!2# -p="My Donors" -f="C:\Users\sue\ 
Documents\test files\New Donors.csv" 

 

The iom.exe program unencrypts the password before running the import; it is not necessary to 

change any password information within The Raisers Edge. 

 

http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows7/What-information-appears-in-event-logs-Event-Viewer
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows7/What-information-appears-in-event-logs-Event-Viewer
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BATCH FILES 

The same commands used to run an import from the command line can be put into a batch file.  A 

batch file is simply a file that contains a sequence of commands that the system will carry out as if 

they were typed at the command prompt.   

Create a file using notepad and enter the same commands as you would use for command line 

importing – that is, enter all the parameters for this import and finish the line with ENTER.  You 

may also run several imports back to back by adding additional lines to the file.   

Text may appear to wrap but each import command must be on one line; do not press ENTER 

until all parameters for that import have been defined.  Additional imports start on a new line. 

 

 

 

 

You must save the file with a .bat extension – for example, My Import.bat.  To run your batch file, 

simply double click on it.  To open the file in order to make changes to it, right click and select 

Edit. 

 

 

SCHEDULING AN IMPORT 

Use Windows Task Scheduler to schedule when the batch file containing your import commands 

will run.  Task Scheduler is found under Windows Start>All Programs> Accessories>System 

Tools>Task Scheduler.  You may also type task scheduler in the Start>Run prompt.   

 

In Task Scheduler, access the wizard under Action>Create Basic Task and follow the prompts for 

naming the task and choosing the scheduled task date/time and recurrence.   
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When prompted for the program/script, choose the batch file you created containing the import 

commands.   

 

 

 

See http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows7/schedule-a-task for more information 

about using Windows Task Scheduler. 

 

Remember to check your logs folder for errors and exceptions.  Rows requiring user interaction 

are skipped and written to an exceptions file.  These can be imported later using the regular 

ImportOmatic process.    

If your data did not import and there are no error logs, it is because iom.exe was unable to write 

to the Error file, the Updates file, or to the Exceptions file.  In this case, the import is stopped and 

an error is written to the Windows Event Viewer under Event Viewer> Windows 

http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows7/schedule-a-task
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Logs>Application.  See http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows7/What-information-

appears-in-event-logs-Event-Viewer for information on Windows Event Viewer. 

 

You may receive email notification containing the results of each scheduled import by 

configuring each profile to send an email upon completion of an import.  See Email Notifications 

for email server configuration and Profiles - Output for recipient configuration. 

  

http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows7/What-information-appears-in-event-logs-Event-Viewer
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows7/What-information-appears-in-event-logs-Event-Viewer
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APPENDIX A – RECORD AND FIELD TYPES 

Refer to the Import Tables in the Raiser’s Edge help files for information on required fields, 

allowed values, and other notes for each field that you are importing.  To access the Import 

Tables, go to the Import task under Administration, select a record type, and click on the link in 

the info pane at the bottom of the screen. 
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RECORD AND FIELD TYPES 

In some cases, you will not be able to map data unless other required data are also mapped.  For 

example, you can not map constituent codes unless you also include mapping for the owning 

constituent; you can not map individual relationship attributes unless you also include mapping 

for the owning individual relationship, etc.  IOM checks your field mapping when saving a profile 

and alerts you to missing fields. 

 

Date fields that contain date and time in the source file (e.g. 7/4/2014 10:30:00) will be 

converted to date-only format during the import.  However, data for fuzzy date fields (such as 

birthday, graduation date, etc) and credit card expiration date are imported as is; if these fields 

contain a time, they may not import correctly.  

 

When performing record matching, fuzzy date fields are compared before RE changes their 

format which may result in no matching records found.  For example, a date in your file may be 

in the format MM/YY; when imported RE converts it to format MM/YYYY or MM/1/YYYY 

(depending on the field).  In subsequent imports, these dates are not considered a match because 

matching occurs before importing and RE format conversion.   
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Ignore 

Any field designated with this Record Type will not be evaluated or processed.  No Value Type can 

be specified.  

Constituent Field 

Constituent fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or changes from 

the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rules set in configuration. 

 Anonymous 

 Birth Date 

 Constituent is a solicitor? 

 Constituent is an honor/memorial? 

 Deceased 

 Deceased Date 

 Finder Number (contained in constituent appeal records) 

 

The Constituent Field>Finder Number is for constituent search/matching via a constituent 

appeal finder number.  If you wish to use the BBDM finder number for mapping gifts to a 

BBDM record, use Gift Field>Finder Number. 

 

 First Name 

 Fiscal Year Starts (Orgs only) 

 Gender 

 ID (Constituent ID) 

 Import ID  

 Inactive 

 Income 

 Industry (Orgs only) 

 Last Name 

 Magic Folder (put the full path of file to import into the data file) 

 Maiden Name 

 Marital Status 

 Match Notes (Orgs only) 

 Matching Factor (Orgs only) 

 Max Match Annual (Orgs only) 

 Max Match Per Gift (Orgs only) 

 Max Match Total (Orgs only) 

 Mem Status 

 Mem Type 
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 Middle Name 

 Min Match Annual (Orgs only) 

 Min Match Per Gift (Orgs only) 

 Min Match Total (Orgs only) 

 Nickname 

 No Valid Addresses 

 ODS – Fullname for parsing 

 Organization Name 

 Organization Matches Gifts (Orgs only) 

 Primary Addressee 

 Primary Addressee ID 

 Primary Salutation 

 Primary Salutation ID 

 Receipt Type 

 Requests no email 

 Solicit Code 

 SSN 

 Suffix 1 

 Suffix 2 

 Target 

 Title 1 

 Title 2 

Constituent Address Field 

Constituent Address fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

 Address 

 Address Line 2 

 Address Line 3 

 Address Line 4 

 Address Line 5 

 CART 

 City 

 Country 

 County 

 Date from 

 Date to 

 Delivery Point Barcode 

 DPC 
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 Import ID 

 Info Source 

 LOT 

 NZ City 

 NZ Suburb 

 Preferred 

 Region 

 Seasonal Address 

 Seasonal from 

 Seasonal to 

 Send mail to this address 

 State 

 Type 

 ZIP 

Constituent Address Attribute – Category 

Constituent Address Attribute - Category fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 

Constituent Address Attribute – Description 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your Constituent Address Attributes 

Descriptions as configured in The Raiser’s Edge.  Select the correct description from the list for all 

the values in this column.  If you have included a Constituent Address Attribute – Category 

column in your data file, instead select the Field number found at the bottom of this list which 

corresponds to the matching Constituent Address Attribute – Category column. 

If the attribute is configured in The Raiser’s Edge as data type Constituent Name, the description 

column in your file must contain either the System Record IDs or the Import IDs of the target 

constituents. 

Constituent Address Attribute – Comments 

This field maps to the Constituent Address Attribute – Description Field number, which is the 

only value that can be selected. 

Constituent Address Attribute – Date 

This field maps to the Constituent Address Attribute – Description Field number, which is the 

only value that can be selected. 

Additional Add/Sal (text)  
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The value types for this record type will be populated with all the values in your RE Addr/Sal 

Types table. Select the appropriate Add/Sal value type for the text in this column. 

Additional Add/Sal (ID)  

The value types for this record type will be populated with all the values in your RE Addr/Sal 

Types table. Select the appropriate Add/Sal value type for the ID number in this column. 

Constituent Phone - Type 

Constituent Phone – Type fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

Constituent Phone - Number 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your RE Phone Type table, with the 

addition of a “Use Default Value” option.  Select the desired Phone Type value for phone numbers 

in this field.  If you have mapped a prior data field to “Constituent Phone - Type,” then select the 

field number found at the bottom of this list which corresponds to the matching Constituent 

Phone - Type column. 

Constituent Phone – DNC 

Select the field number which corresponds to the matching Constituent Phone - Number column. 

Constituent Email - Type 

Constituent Email – Type fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

Constituent Email - Address 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your RE Phone Type table, with the 

addition of a “Use Default Value” option.  Select the desired Phone Type value for all the email 

addresses in this field.  If you have mapped a prior data field to “Email Type,” then select the Field 

number found at the bottom of this list which corresponds to the matching Constituent Email - 

Type column. 

Constituent Email – DNC 

Select the field number which corresponds to the matching Constituent Email - Address column. 

Constituent Other Phone - Type 

Constituent Other Phone – Type fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 
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Constituent Other Phone - Num 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your RE Phone Type table, with the 

addition of a “Use Default Value” option.  Select the desired Phone Type value for phone numbers 

in this field.  If you have mapped a prior data field to “Constituent Other Phone - Type,” then 

select the field number found at the bottom of this list which corresponds to the matching 

Constituent Other Phone - Type column. 

“Other Phone” numbers are not used in duplicate searching.   

 

Constituent Other Phone – DNC 

Select the field number which corresponds to the matching Constituent Other Phone - Num 

column.  

Constituent - Constituent Code 

Constituent - Constituent Code fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration.  If a code does not exist on the constituent it will be added; if a code does exist on 

the constituent it will be updated. 

Constituent - Constituent Code – Date from 

Select the field number which corresponds to the matching Constituent - Constituent Code 

column. 

Constituent - Constituent Code – Date to 

Select the field number which corresponds to the matching Constituent - Constituent Code 

column. 

Constituent Attribute – Category 

Constituent Attribute - Category fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 

Constituent Attribute – Description 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your Constituent Attributes 

Descriptions as configured in The Raiser’s Edge.  Select the correct description from the list for all 

the values in this column.  If you have included a Constituent Attribute – Category column in 

your data file, instead select the Field number found at the bottom of this list which corresponds 

to the matching Constituent Attribute – Category column. 
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If the attribute is configured in The Raiser’s Edge as data type Constituent Name, the description 

column in your file must contain either the System Record IDs or the Import IDs of the target 

constituents. 

 

Constituent Attribute – Comments 

This field maps to the Constituent Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value 

that can be selected. 

Constituent Attribute – Date 

This field maps to the Constituent Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value 

that can be selected. 

Constituent Attribute – Remove 

This field maps to the Constituent Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value 

that can be selected.  This choice will instruct IOM to delete this attribute during the import. 

Constituent Notepad – Type 

Constituent Notepad - Type fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation 

or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

Constituent Notepad – Title 

This field maps to the Constituent Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that can 

be selected. 

Constituent Notepad – Description 

This field maps to the Constituent Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that can 

be selected. 

Constituent Notepad – Notes 

This field maps to the Constituent Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that can 

be selected. 
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Constituent Notepad – Date 

This field maps to the Constituent Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that can 

be selected. 

Constituent Notepad – Author 

This field maps to the Constituent Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that can 

be selected. 

Constituent Appeal – Appeal 

Constituent Appeal - Appeal fields map directly to their appeal value without any manipulation 

or changes from the source file.  

Constituent Appeal – Package 

This field maps to the Constituent Appeal - Appeal Field number, which is the only value that can 

be selected. 

Constituent Appeal – Date 

This field maps to the Constituent Appeal - Appeal Field number, which is the only value that can 

be selected. 

Constituent Appeal – Response 

This field maps to the Constituent Appeal - Appeal Field number, which is the only value that can 

be selected. 

Constituent Appeal – Marketing Segment 

This field maps to the Constituent Appeal - Appeal Field number, which is the only value that can 

be selected. 

Constituent Appeal – Marketing Source 

This field maps to the Constituent Appeal - Appeal Field number, which is the only value that can 

be selected. 

Constituent Appeal – Mailing ID 

This field maps to the Constituent Appeal - Appeal Field number, which is the only value that can 

be selected. 

Constituent Appeal – Finder Number 

This field maps to the Constituent Appeal - Appeal Field number, which is the only value that can 

be selected. 
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Constituent Appeal – Comment 

This field maps to the Constituent Appeal - Appeal Field number, which is the only value that can 

be selected. 

Constituent Alias – Add 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your RE Alias Type table, and also 

includes “(None).” Select the desired Alias Type value for all the aliases in this field. All records in 

your import file with a value in this field will have the alias added to the record at import. 

Constituent Alias – Match or Add 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your RE Alias Type table.  Select the 

desired Alias Type value for all the aliases in this field.  Existing aliases will be searched for 

already existing values if you choose this Record Type, and a duplicate alias will not be added if 

one already exists.  

In addition, this identifies which alias to use in conjunction with the ‘Auto-pick record from 

search results if a single record exactly matches First and Last or Org name, Alias’ duplicate 

search setting.  This option is especially useful if you have an alias type corresponding to another 

data system record ID, as it can be used to help find duplicate records and to synchronize records 

in Raiser’s Edge and other systems. 

Constituent Follow Up 

This special Constituent Attribute field is mapped to the Value Type you have previously defined 

in RE, allowing you to readily find records which will require follow up effort after the import. 

Constituent Membership Card 

Constituent Membership Card fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file. Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry 

rule set in configuration. 

 Address to print 

 Card expires 

 Card type 

 Config Add Sal ID (add/sal formula ID as defined in RE Configuration; will follow RE business rules if the 

constituent is an organization) 

 Constit Add Sal ID (additional add/sal type from constituent record; will follow RE business rules if the 

add/sal type does not exist for this constituent or if the constituent is an organization) 

 Date last printed 

 Editable 

 Joint member 

 Name on card 

 Number to print 
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 Status 

 Valid from date 

 Valid to date 

Constituent Declaration (UK use only) 

Declaration fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or changes from 

the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rules set in configuration. 

 Comments 

 Confirmation returned 

 Confirmation sent 

 Constituent pays tax 

 Declaration end date 

 Declaration indicator 

 Declaration made 

 Declaration source 

 Declaration start date 

 Scanned documents exist 

 Tax payer status 

Action 

Action fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or changes from the 

source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rules set in configuration. 

 Alert Title 

 Appeal (advocacy actions only) 

 Auto Remind 

 Campaign 

 Category 

 Completed 

 Completed Date 

 Contact Constit ID (Org Only) 

 Contact Import ID (Org Only) 

 Date 

 Delivery Method 

 Document Name 

 Email Subject 

 End Time 

 Fund 

 Issue 

 Letter 
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 Location 

 Message ID 

 Phone/Email 

 Priority 

 Proposal 

 Recipient Name 

 Reminder Units 

 Reminder Value 

 Solicitor Const ID or RE User Name 

 Solicitor System ID 

 Start Time 

 Status 

 Type 

 Users to Notify 

Action Attribute – Category 

Action Attribute - Category fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation 

or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

Action Attribute – Description 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with values from your Action Attributes Descriptions.  

Select the correct description from the list for all the values in this column.  If you have included 

an Action Attribute – Category column in your data file, then select the Field number found at the 

bottom of this list which corresponds to the Action Attribute – Category column. 

Action Attribute – Comments 

This field maps to the Action Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value that 

can be selected. 

Action Attribute – Date 

This field maps to the Action Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value that 

can be selected. 

Action Notepad – Type 

Action Notepad - Type fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 
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Action Notepad – Title 

This field maps to the Action Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that can be 

selected. 

Action Notepad – Description 

This field maps to the Action Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that can be 

selected. 

Action Notepad – Notes 

This field maps to the Action Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that can be 

selected. 

Action Notepad – Date 

This field maps to the Action Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that can be 

selected. 

Action Notepad – Author 

This field maps to the Action Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that can be 

selected. 

Individual Relationship 

Individual Relationship fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

 Anonymous 

 Birth date 

 Constituent ID 

 Constituent Import ID 

 Constituent is a Solicitor? 

 Contact Type (Individual relationship on organization constituent records only) 

 Date from 

 Date to 

 Deceased 

 Deceased Date 

 Ethnicity 

 First Name 

 Gender 

 Inactive 

 Income 

 Is Contact (Individual relationship on organization constituent records only) 
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 Is Employee (Individual relationship on organization constituent records only) 

 Is Primary (Individual relationship on organization constituent records only; when Yes, individual will 

also be marked as employee) 

 Last Name 

 Maiden Name 

 Marital Status 

 Membership: Is Joint Member 

 Middle Name 

 Nickname 

 No Valid Addresses 

 Notes 

 ODS – Fullname for parsing 

 Position (Individual relationship on organization constituent records only) 

 Primary Addressee 

 Primary Addressee ID 

 Primary Salutation 

 Primary Salutation ID 

 Print Org Name (Individual relationship on organization constituent records only) 

 Print Position (Individual relationship on organization constituent records only) 

 Receipt Type 

 Reciprocal  

 Relationship 

 Requests No Email 

 Soft credit gifts 

 Spouse 

 SSN 

 Suffix1 

 Suffix2 

 Target 

 Title1 

 Title2 

 Tribute: Acknowledgee Letter 

 Tribute: Relationship is an Acknowledgee 

Individual Address 

Individual Relationship address fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  

 Address 

 Address Line 2 

 Address Line 3 
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 Address Line 4 

 Address Line 5 

 CART 

 City 

 Country 

 County 

 Date from 

 Date to 

 Delivery Point Barcode 

 DPC 

 Import ID 

 Info Source 

 LOT 

 NZ City 

 NZ Suburb 

 Region 

 Seasonal Address 

 Seasonal From 

 Seasonal To 

 Send mail to this address 

 State 

 Type 

 ZIP 

Individual Address Attribute – Category 

Individual Address Attribute - Category fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 

Individual Address Attribute – Description 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your Individual Address Attributes 

Descriptions as configured in The Raiser’s Edge.  Select the correct description from the list for all 

the values in this column.  If you have included a Individual Address Attribute – Category column 

in your data file, instead select the Field number found at the bottom of this list which 

corresponds to the matching Individual Address Attribute – Category column. 

If the attribute is configured in The Raiser’s Edge as data type Constituent Name, the description 

column in your file must contain either the System Record IDs or the Import IDs of the target 

constituents. 
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Individual Address Attribute – Comments 

This field maps to the Individual Address Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only 

value that can be selected. 

Individual Address Attribute – Date 

This field maps to the Individual Address Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only 

value that can be selected. 

Individual Attribute – Category 

Individual Attribute - Category fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 

Individual Attribute – Description 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your Individual Relationship 

Attributes Descriptions.  Select the correct description from the list for all the values in this 

column.  If you have included an Individual Attribute – Category column in your data file, then 

select the Field number found at the bottom of this list which corresponds to the Individual 

Attribute – Category column. 

If the attribute is configured in The Raiser’s Edge as data type Constituent Name, the description 

column in your file must contain either the System Record IDs or the Import IDs of the target 

constituents. 

Individual Attribute – Comments 

This field maps to the Individual Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value 

that can be selected. 

Individual Attribute – Date 

This field maps to the Individual Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value 

that can be selected. 

Individual Phone – Type 

Individual Phone – Type fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

Individual Phone – Number 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with values from your RE Phone Type table and includes 

a “Use Default Value” option.  Select the desired Phone Type value for all the phone numbers in 

this field.  If you have mapped a prior data field to “Individual Phone - Type,” then select the Field 

number found at the bottom of this list which corresponds to the Individual Phone- Type column. 
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Individual Phone – DNC 

Select the field number which corresponds to the matching Individual Phone - Number column. 

Individual Email – Type 

Individual Email – Type fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

Individual Email – Address 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with values from your RE Phone Type table and includes 

a “Use Default Value” option.  Select the desired Phone Type value for all the phone numbers in 

this field.  If you have mapped a prior data field to “Individual Phone - Type,” then select the Field 

number found at the bottom of this list which corresponds to the Individual Phone - Type 

column. 

Individual Email – DNC 

Select the field number which corresponds to the matching Individual Email - Address column. 

Individual Other Phone - Type 

Individual Other Phone – Type fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 

Individual Other Phone - Num 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your RE Phone Type table, with the 

addition of a “Use Default Value” option.  Select the desired Phone Type value for phone numbers 

in this field.  If you have mapped a prior data field to “Individual Other Phone - Type,” then select 

the field number found at the bottom of this list which corresponds to the matching Individual 

Other Phone - Type column. 

“Other” phone numbers are not used in duplicate searching.   

 

Individual Other Phone – DNC 

Select the field number which corresponds to the matching Individual Other Phone - Num 

column. 

Individual - Constituent Code 

Individual - Constituent Code fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 
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configuration.  If a code does not exist on the constituent it will be added; if a code does exist on 

the constituent it will be updated. 

Individual - Constituent Code – Date from 

Select the field number which corresponds to the matching Individual - Constituent Code 

column. 

Individual - Constituent Code – Date to 

Select the field number which corresponds to the matching Individual - Constituent Code 

column. 

Individual Alias – Add 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your RE Alias Type table, and also 

includes “(None).” Select the desired Alias Type value for all the aliases in this field.  All records 

in your import file with a value in this field will have the alias added to the record at import. 

Individual Alias – Match or Add 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your RE Alias Type table.  Select the 

desired Alias Type value for all the aliases in this field.  Existing aliases will be searched for 

already existing values if you choose this Record Type, and a duplicate alias will not be added if 

one already exists.  In addition, this identifies which alias to use in conjunction with the ‘Auto-

pick record from search results if a single record exactly matches First and Last or Org name, 

Alias’ duplicate search setting. 

Individual Joint Member/Card 

Individual Relationship fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

 Address to print 

 Card expires 

 Card type 

 Config Add Sal ID (add/sal formula ID as defined in RE Configuration) 

 Constit Add Sal ID (additional add/sal type from joint member’s relationship record; will follow RE 

business rules if the add/sal type does not exist for this relationship) 

 Date last printed 

 Editable 

 Joint member 

 Membership Card’s Import ID 

 Name on card 

 Number to print 

 Status 
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 Valid from date 

 Valid to date 

Organization Relationship 

Organization Relationship fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

 Anonymous 

 Constituent ID 

 Constituent Import ID 

 Constituent is a Solicitor? 

 Contact Type 

 Date from 

 Date to 

 Fiscal Year Starts 

 Inactive 

 Income 

 Industry 

 Is Contact 

 Is Employee 

 Is Primary (when Yes, constituent will also be marked as employee) 

 Match Notes 

 Matching Factor 

 Matching Gift Flag 

 Max Match Annual 

 Max Match per Gift 

 Max Match Total 

 Membership: Is Joint Member 

 Min Match Annual 

 Min Match per Gift 

 Min Match Total 

 No Valid Addresses 

 No. employees 

 No. subsidiaries 

 Notes 

 Organization name 

 Parent Corporation 

 Position 

 Print Organization Name 

 Print Position 
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 Profession 

 Receipt Type 

 Reciprocal 

 Relationship 

 Requests no email 

 Target 

 Tribute: Acknowledgee Letter 

 Tribute: Relationship is an Acknowledge 

Organization Address 

Organization Address fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file. 

 Address 

 Address Line 2 

 Address Line 3 

 Address Line 4 

 Address Line 5 

 CART 

 City 

 Country 

 County 

 Date from 

 Date to 

 Delivery Point Barcode 

 DPC 

 Import ID 

 Info Source 

 LOT 

 NZ City 

 NZ Suburb 

 Region 

 Seasonal Address 

 Seasonal from 

 Seasonal to 

 Send mail to this address 

 State 

 Type 

 ZIP 
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Organization Address Attribute – Category 

Organization Address Attribute - Category fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 

Organization Address Attribute – Description 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your Organization Address 

Attributes Descriptions as configured in The Raiser’s Edge.  Select the correct description from 

the list for all the values in this column.  If you have included a Organization Address Attribute – 

Category column in your data file, instead select the Field number found at the bottom of this list 

which corresponds to the matching Organization Address Attribute – Category column. 

If the attribute is configured in The Raiser’s Edge as data type Constituent Name, the description 

column in your file must contain either the System Record IDs or the Import IDs of the target 

constituents. 

Organization Address Attribute – Comments 

This field maps to the Organization Address Attribute – Description Field number, which is the 

only value that can be selected. 

Organization Address Attribute – Date 

This field maps to the Organization Address Attribute – Description Field number, which is the 

only value that can be selected. 

Organization Attribute – Category 

Organization Attribute - Category fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 

Organization Attribute – Description 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with values from your RE Organization Relationship 

Attributes Descriptions.  Select the correct description from the list for all the values in this 

column.  If you have included an Organization Attribute – Category column in your data file, then 

select the Field number found at the bottom of this list which corresponds to the Organization 

Attribute – Category column. 

If the attribute is configured in The Raiser’s Edge as data type Constituent Name, the description 

column in your file must contain either the System Record IDs or the Import IDs of the target 

constituents. 
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Organization Attribute – Comments 

This field maps to the Organization Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value 

that can be selected. 

Organization Attribute – Date 

This field maps to the Organization Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value 

that can be selected. 

Organization Phone – Type 

Organization Phone – Type fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation 

or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

Organization Phone – Number 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with values from your RE Phone Type table, including a 

“Use Default Value” option.  Select the desired Phone Type value for all the phone numbers in this 

field.  If you have mapped a prior data field to “Organization Phone - Type,” then select the Field 

number found at the bottom of this list which corresponds to the Organization Phone - Type 

column. 

Organization Phone – DNC 

Select the field number which corresponds to the matching Organization Phone - Number 

column. 

Organization Email – Type 

Organization Email – Type fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

Organization Email – Address 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with values from your RE Phone Type table, including a 

“Use Default Value” option.  Select the desired Phone Type value for all the email addresses in this 

field.  If you have mapped a prior data field to “Email Type,”, then select the Field number found 

at the bottom of this list which corresponds to the Organization Email - Type column. 

Organization Email – DNC 

Select the field number which corresponds to the matching Organization Email - Address 

column. 
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Organization Other Phone - Type 

Organization Other Phone – Type fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 

Organization Other Phone - Num 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your RE Phone Type table, with the 

addition of a “Use Default Value” option.  Select the desired Phone Type value for phone numbers 

in this field.  If you have mapped a prior data field to “Organization Other Phone - Type,” then 

select the field number found at the bottom of this list which corresponds to the matching 

Organization Other Phone - Type column. 

“Other” phone numbers are not used in duplicate searching.   

 

Organization Other Phone – DNC 

Select the field number which corresponds to the matching Constituent Other Phone - Num 

column. 

Organization - Constituent Code 

Organization - Constituent Code fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration.  If a code does not exist on the constituent it will be added; if a code does exist on 

the constituent it will be updated. 

Organization - Constituent Code – Date from 

Select the field number which corresponds to the matching Organization - Constituent Code 

column. 

Organization - Constituent Code – Date to 

Select the field number which corresponds to the matching Organization - Constituent Code 

column. 

Organization Alias – Add 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your RE Alias Type table.  Select the 

desired Alias Type value for all the aliases in this field.  All records in your import file with a value 

in this field will have the alias added to the record at import. 

Organization Alias – Match or Add 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your RE Alias Type table.  Select the 

desired Alias Type value for all the aliases in this field and existing organization alias records will 
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be searched for already existing values.  A duplicate alias will not be added if a match exists.  In 

addition, this identifies which alias to use in conjunction with the ‘Auto-pick record from search 

results if a single record exactly matches First and Last or Org name, Alias’ duplicate search 

setting. 

Organization Joint Member/Card 

Individual Relationship fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

 Address to print 

 Card expires 

 Card type 

 Config Add Sal ID (will follow RE business rules since the constituent is an organization) 

 Constit Add Sal ID (will follow RE business rules since the constituent is an organization) 

 Date last printed 

 Editable 

 Joint member 

 Membership Card’s Import ID 

 Name on card 

 Number to print 

 Status 

 Valid from date 

 Valid to date 

Education Relationship 

Education Relationship fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

 Campus 

 Class of 

 Date entered 

 Date graduated 

 Date left 

 Degree 

 Fraternity 

 GPA 

 Import ID  

Either School ID or Import ID is required for updating existing educational relationships. 
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 Is primary 

 Known name 

 Major 

 Minor 

 School ID 

School ID is required for new educational relationships.  Either School ID or Import ID is required 

for updating existing records. 

 

 School type 

 Status 

Education Attribute – Category 

Education Attribute - Category fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 

Education Attribute – Description 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your RE Education Relationship 

Attributes Descriptions.  Select the correct description from the list for all the values in this 

column.  If you have included an Education Attribute – Category column in your data file, then 

select the Field number found at the bottom of this list which corresponds to the Education 

Attribute – Category column. 

If the attribute is configured in The Raiser’s Edge as data type Constituent Name, the description 

column in your file must contain either the System Record IDs or the Import IDs of the target 

constituents. 

Education Attribute – Comments 

This field maps to the Education Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value 

that can be selected. 

Education Attribute – Date 

This field maps to the Education Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value 

that can be selected. 

Financial Relationship 

Financial Relationship fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 
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 Account Holder Name (UK use only) 

 Account Name (UK, AUS use only) 

 Account number 

 Account type 

 BIC (UK use only; must be on RE 7.93 patch 4 or later) 

 Branch Name 

 Financial Institution (UK: Bank Name) 

 IBAN (UK use only; must be on RE 7.93 patch 4 or later) 

 Primary Bank Information 

 Sort Code (UK use only) 

 Transit/Routing no. 

 

Financial Attribute – Category 

Financial Attribute - Category fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 

Financial Attribute – Description 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your RE Account Attributes 

Descriptions.  Select the correct description from the list for all the values in this column.  If you 

have included a Financial Attribute – Category column in your data file, then select the Field 

number found at the bottom of this list which corresponds to the Financial Attribute – Category 

column. 

If the attribute is configured in The Raiser’s Edge as data type Constituent Name, the description 

column in your file must contain either the System Record IDs or the Import IDs of the target 

constituents. 

Financial Attribute – Comments 

This field maps to the Financial Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value that 

can be selected. 

Financial Attribute – Date 

This field maps to the Financial Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value that 

can be selected. 

Gift Field 

Gift fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or changes from the 

source file. Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in configuration.  Note: 

gift information is always imported as new gifts; existing gifts are not updated. 
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Your settings in Raiser’s Edge User Options defines whether you use a record’s long description or 

ID for data entry, viewing a record, etc.  Your import files must contain the same formats (long 

descriptions or IDs) in order to import correctly. 

 

 Acknowledge  

 Acknowledge date 

 Agency (UK use only) 

 Amount 

 Anonymous 

 Appeal 

 Apply to Pledge ID 

 Apply to Pledge Import ID 

 Apply to Recurring Gift ID 

 Apply to Recurring Gift Import ID 

 Authorization Code 

 Bank: Account Holder Name 

 Bank: Account Name (UK use only) 

 Bank: Account Number 

 Bank: BIC (UK use only; must be on RE 7.93 patch 4 or later) 

 Bank: Branch Name 

 Bank: Financial Institution (UK: Bank Name) 

 Bank: IBAN (UK use only; must be on RE 7.93 patch 4 or later) 

 Bank: Primary Bank Information 

 Bank: Sort Code 

 Bank: Transit/Routing no. 

IOM will update existing financial relationships when directly importing gifts (ie, not to a batch) 

if the following fields all match when mapped as Gift fields: bank name, routing number, branch 

(if defined in either the relationship or in the file), account number, and account holder name.  

Otherwise, new financial relationships will be created. 

 

 Batch number (directly imported gifts only; not usable when importing to gift batch) 

 Campaign 

 Cardholder name 

 Check date 

 Check number 

 Constituent Code 
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 Credit Card Number (this field not available in the OnDemand hosted environment for PCI DSS security 

reasons) 

 Credit Type 

 Date 

 Date 1st Pay 

 EFT? 

 Expires on 

 Finder Number (use valid BBDM finder numbers only) 

The Gift Field>Finder Number field is for mapping a gift to a BBDM record via the BBDM finder 

number.  If you wish to use the constituent appeal finder number for constituent 

search/matching, use Constituent Field>Finder Number. 

 

 Fund 

 Gift Aid qualification method (UK use only);  

Gifts must be imported to a gift batch in order to define the Gift Aid qualification method.  RE will 

change all direct import gifts to “Apply Gift Aid Rules” regardless of the value in the import. 

 

 Gift code 

 Gift has been realized 

 Gift ID 

 Gift order type (Australian use only) 

 Gift status 

 Gift status date 

 Gift subtype 

 GL post date 

 GL post status 

 Import ID (not available when importing to a gift batch) 

 Installment frequency 

 Instruction details: date advance notice sent (UK use only) 

 Instruction details: date cancel instruction sent (UK use only) 

 Instruction details: date new instruction sent (UK use only) 

 Instruction details: date set-up instruction sent (UK use only) 

 Instruction details: DDI source (UK use only) 

 Instruction details: DDI source date (UK use only) 

 Instruction details: instruction type to send (UK use only) 

 Instruction details: send instruction (UK use only) 
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 Issuer 

 Issuer median price 

 Issuer number of units 

 Issuer symbol 

 Letter code 

 Magic Folder (put the full path of file to import into the data file) 

 Mailing ID 

 Marketing Source Code 

 Master ID 

 Membership ID 

 Membership Import ID 

 Membership Transaction ID 

 NL post date (UK use only) 

 NL post status (UK use only) 

 Number of Installments 

 Other donation participant import id 

 Package 

 Pay method (a field value of “Check” will be translated to “Personal Check”) 

 Planned Gift status 

 Portion subject to VAT (UK use only) 

 Receipt 

 Receipt amount 

 Receipt date 

 Receipt number 

 Receipt stack (Canadian use only) 

 Reference 

 Reference date 

 Reference number 

 Registration Fees Participant Import ID 

 Revocable 

 Schedule day of month (see Importing Payment Schedules in Appendix C for more info and examples) 

 Schedule day of month 2 

 Schedule ending date 

 Schedule month 

 Schedule monthly day of week (day name or three letter abbreviation – eg, Monday or Mon) 

 Schedule monthly ordinal 

 Schedule monthly type 

 Schedule semi-monthly day type 1 

 Schedule semi-monthly day type 2 

 Schedule spacing 
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 Schedule weekly day of week (day name or three letter abbreviation – eg, Monday or Mon) 

 Send reminders 

 Soft Credit – Constituent ID 

 Soft Credit – Constituent Import ID 

 Solicitor Constituent ID or RE User Name 

 Solicitor Import ID 

 Solicitor System ID 

 Sponsoring Pledge Participant Import ID 

 Tax claim eligible (UK use only) 

 Tribute: Comments 

 Tribute Import ID 

 Type 

 VAT amount charged (UK use only) 

 VAT tax code (UK use only) 

 Vehicle 

Gift Attribute – Category 

Gift Attribute - Category fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

Gift Attribute – Description 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your Gift Attributes Descriptions. 

Select the correct description from the list for all the values in this column.  If you have included a 

Gift Attribute – Category column in your data file, then select the Field number found at the 

bottom of this list which corresponds to the Gift Attribute – Category column. 

If the attribute is configured in The Raiser’s Edge as data type Constituent Name, the description 

column in your file must contain either the System Record IDs or the Import IDs of the target 

constituents. 

Gift Attribute – Comments 

This field maps to the Gift Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value that can 

be selected. 

Gift Attribute – Date 

This field maps to the Gift Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value that can 

be selected. 
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Gift Notepad – Type 

Gift Notepad - Type fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

Gift Notepad – Title 

This field maps to the Gift Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that can be 

selected. 

Gift Notepad – Description 

This field maps to the Gift Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that can be 

selected. 

Gift Notepad – Notes 

This field maps to the Gift Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that can be 

selected. 

Gift Notepad – Date 

This field maps to the Gift Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that can be 

selected. 

Gift Notepad – Author 

This field maps to the Gift Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that can be 

selected. 

Gift Follow Up 

This special Gift Attribute field is mapped to the Value Type you have previously defined in RE, 

allowing you to readily find gift records which will require follow up effort after the import. 

Gift Benefit 

Gift Benefit fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or changes from 

the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in configuration. 

Gift Benefit Comments 

This field maps to the Gift Benefit Field number, which is the only value that can be selected. 

Gift Benefit – Count 

This field maps to the Gift Benefit Field number, which is the only value that can be selected. 

Gift Benefit – Sent 

This field maps to the Gift Benefit Field number, which is the only value that can be selected. 
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Gift Benefit – Total 

This field maps to the Gift Benefit Field number, which is the only value that can be selected. 

Gift Benefit – Unit Cost 

This field maps to the Gift Benefit Field number, which is the only value that can be selected. 

Gift Adjustment 

Gift Adjustment fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or changes 

from the source file.  

Gift adjustments import directly to the target gift and can not be added to a gift batch. 

 

 Amount 

 Appeal 

 Campaign 

 Date 

 Fund 

 Gift ID 

 Gift Import ID 

 Gift Subtype 

 Notes 

 Package 

 Post Date 

 Post Status 

 Reason 

 Use adj. GL post date 

Volunteer 

General Volunteer fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

 Emergency Name 

 Emergency Phone 

 Future Award 

 Future Award Comments 

 Vehicle Available 

 Vehicle Comments 

 Vehicle Type 
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Volunteer Award 

Volunteer Award fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or changes 

from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in configuration. 

 Award 

 Comments 

 Date 

 Presented By 

 Presented With 

Volunteer Availability 

Volunteer Availability fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file. 

 Day 

 End Time 

 From Date 

 Start Time 

 To Date 

Volunteer Checklist 

Volunteer Checklist fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

 Comments 

 Date Completed 

 Date Requested 

 Description 

 Letter 

Volunteer Course 

Volunteer Course fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or changes 

from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in configuration. 

 Certification 

 Comments 

 Course 

 End Date 

 Expires 

 Instructor 

 Start Date 
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Volunteer Interest 

Volunteer fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or changes from 

the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in configuration. 

 Interest Code 

Volunteer Job Assignment 

Volunteer Job Assignment fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

 Category 

 Day 

 Department 

 End Date 

 End Time 

 Job 

 Letter sent on 

 Location 

 Notes 

 Position 

 Requested On 

 Start Date 

 Start Time 

 Supervisor 

 Task 

 Volunteer Type 

Volunteer Mandate 

Volunteer Mandate fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

 Address 

 Agency 

 Comments 

 Contact 

 Date Completed 

 Mandate Hours 

 Phone 

 Start Date 
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Volunteer Medical Information 

Volunteer Medical Information fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 

 Comments 

 Date  

 Description 

Volunteer Special Needs 

Volunteer Special Needs fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

 Comments 

 Description 

Volunteer Skills 

Volunteer Skills fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or changes 

from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in configuration. 

 Comments 

 Description 

 Expires 

 License 

 License No 

 Skill Level 

Volunteer Time Sheet 

Volunteer Time Sheet fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

 Apply to mandate 

 Category 

 Date 

 Department 

 Hourly Wage 

 Hours 

 Job 

 Location 

 Notes 

 Position 
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 Task 

 Volunteer Type 

Volunteer Types 

Volunteer Types fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or changes 

from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in configuration. 

 End Date 

 Reason Finished 

 Start Date 

 Status 

 Volunteer Type 

Job 

Job fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or changes from the 

source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in configuration. 

 Allow Mandate 

 Category 

 Completed 

 Description 

 End Date 

 Event ID 

 Event Import ID 

 Minimum Age 

 Name 

 Organization ID 

 Organization Import ID 

 Position 

 Start Date 

 Volunteer Type 

Job Attribute – Category 

Job Attribute – Category fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

Job Attribute – Description 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your Job Attributes Descriptions.  

Select the correct description from the list for all the values in this column.  If you have included a 

Job Attribute – Category column in your data file, then select the Field number found at the 

bottom of this list which corresponds to the Job Attribute – Category column. 
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If the attribute is configured in The Raiser’s Edge as data type Constituent Name, the description 

column in your file must contain either the System Record IDs or the Import IDs of the target 

constituents. 

Job Attribute – Comments 

This field maps to the Job Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value that can 

be selected. 

Job Attribute – Date 

This field maps to the Job Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value that can 

be selected. 

Tribute  

Tribute fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or changes from the 

source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in configuration. 

 Date from 

 Date to 

 Default Fund 

 Description 

 Honor/Memorial is an acknowledgee 

 Notes 

 Self acknowledgement letter 

 Tribute type 

Participant 

Participant fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or changes from 

the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in configuration. 

 Age 

 Amount Paid 

 Arrival Date 

 Arrival Name 

 Arrival Number 

 Arrival Time 

 Arrival Type 

 Attended 

 Benefit Notes 

 Booth 

 Check-in Date 

 Check-in Time 

 Check-out Date 
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 Check-out Time 

 Confirmation number 

 Date Paid 

 Depart Date 

 Depart Name 

 Depart Number 

 Depart Time 

 Depart Type 

 Do not seat 

 Event ID 

 Event Import ID 

 Group 

 Group/Seating Notes 

 Guest of (Participant Import ID) 

 Import ID 

 Invitation 

 Invite Date 

 Is Coordinator 

 Is Speaker 

 Is Vendor 

 Is Volunteer 

 Lodging Name 

 Lodging Phone 

 Lodging Room 

 Name Tag Constit Sal ID 

 Name Tag Editable 

 Name Tag Status 

 Name Tag Text 

 Number cards to print 

 Number tags to print 

 Notes (note data will be appended to existing notes) 

 Participant is a Constituent (if not used, new participants are created as full constituents; to promote 

an existing non-constituent participant to a full constituent you must match on participant import id) 

 Participation 

 Place Card Constit Sal ID 

 Place Card Editable 

 Place Card Status 

 Place Card Text 

 Print Cards 

 Print Tags 
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 Purpose 

 Rating 

 Registration 

 Registration Date 

 Registration Fees – Linked Gift ID 

 Registration Fees – Linked Gift Import ID 

 Response 

 Response Date 

 Solicitor Constit ID or RE User Name 

 Solicitor System ID 

 Space 

 Speaker Comments 

 Sponsor Constituent ID 

 Sponsor Constituent Import ID 

 Sponsor System ID 

 Sponsoring Pledge – Linked Gift ID 

 Sponsoring Pledge – Lined Gift Import ID 

 Sport Ability 

 Sport Division 

 Sport Gender 

 Sport Height 

 Sport Location 

 Sport Number 

 Sport Place 

 Sport Position 

 Sport Team 

 Sport Time 

 Start Time 

 Status 

 Time 

 Topic 

 Vendor Comments 

 Waive Benefits 

 Weight 

Participant – Guest 

Participant - Guest fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

 Create a participant record for this guest 
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 First Name 

 Guest: Constituent ID 

 Guest: Constituent Import ID 

 Invitation 

 Invite Date 

 Last Name 

 Middle Name 

 Name Tag Constit Sal ID 

 Name Tag Editable 

 Name Tag Status 

 Name Tag Text 

 Number cards to print 

 Number tags to print 

 ODS – Fullname for parsing 

 Organization Name 

 Participation 

 Place Card Constit Sal ID 

 Place Card Editable 

 Place Card Status 

 Place Card Text 

 Print Cards 

 Print Tags 

 Registration 

 Registration Date 

 Response 

 Response Date 

 Status 

 Suffix 1 

 Suffix 2 

 This guest has attended 

 Title 1 

 Title 2 

Participant – Guest Address 

Participant - Guest Address fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation 

or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration.  

 Address 

 Address Line 2 

 Address Line 3 
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 Address Line 4 

 Address Line 5 

 CART 

 City 

 Country 

 County 

 Date from 

 Date to 

 Delivery Point Barcode 

 DPC 

 Import ID 

 Info Source 

 LOT 

 NZ City 

 NZ Suburb 

 Region 

 Seasonal address 

 Seasonal from 

 Seasonal to 

 Send mail to this address  

 State 

 Type 

 ZIP 

Participant Guest Address Attribute – Category 

Participant Guest Address Attribute - Category fields map directly to their specified field without 

any manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 

Participant Guest Address Attribute – Description 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your Participant Guest Address 

Attributes Descriptions as configured in The Raiser’s Edge.  Select the correct description from 

the list for all the values in this column.  If you have included a Participant Guest Address 

Attribute – Category column in your data file, instead select the Field number found at the 

bottom of this list which corresponds to the matching Participant Guest Address Attribute – 

Category column. 

If the attribute is configured in The Raiser’s Edge as data type Constituent Name, the description 

column in your file must contain either the System Record IDs or the Import IDs of the target 

constituents. 
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Participant Guest Address Attribute – Comments 

This field maps to the Participant Guest Address Attribute – Description Field number, which is 

the only value that can be selected. 

Participant Guest Address Attribute – Date 

This field maps to the Participant Guest Address Attribute – Description Field number, which is 

the only value that can be selected. 

Participant – Guest Phone - Type 

Participant – Guest Phone – Type fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 

Participant – Guest Phone - Number 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your RE Phone Type table, as well as 

“Use Default Value.”  Select the desired Phone Type value for all the phone numbers in this field.  

If you have mapped a prior data field to “Participant - Guest Phone - Type,” then select the Field 

number found at the bottom of this list which corresponds to the Participant - Guest Phone - Type 

column. 

Participant – Guest Phone – DNC 

Select the field number which corresponds to the matching Participant Guest Phone - Number 

column. 

Participant – Guest Email - Address 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your RE Phone Type table, including 

a “Use Default Value” option.  Select the desired Phone Type value for all the email addresses in 

this field.  If you have mapped a prior data field to “Participant – Guest Email - Type,” then select 

the Field number found at the bottom of this list which corresponds to the Participant – Guest 

Email - Type column. 

Participant – Guest Email - Type 

Participant – Guest Email – Type fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 

Participant – Guest Email – DNC 

Select the field number which corresponds to the matching Participant Guest Email - Address 

column. 
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Participant Guest Other Phone - Type 

Participant Guest Other Phone – Type fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 

Participant Guest Other Phone - Num 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your RE Phone Type table, with the 

addition of a “Use Default Value” option.  Select the desired Phone Type value for phone numbers 

in this field.  If you have mapped a prior data field to “Participant Guest Other Phone - Type,” then 

select the field number found at the bottom of this list which corresponds to the matching 

Participant Guest Other Phone - Type column. 

“Other” phone numbers are not used in duplicate searching.   

 

Participant Guest Other Phone – DNC 

Select the field number which corresponds to the matching Participant Guest Other Phone - Num 

column. 

Participant - Constituent Code 

Participant - Constituent Code fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration.  If a code does not exist on the constituent it will be added; if a code does exist on 

the constituent it will be updated. 

Participant - Constituent Code – Date from 

Select the field number which corresponds to the matching Participant - Constituent Code 

column. 

Participant - Constituent Code – Date to 

Select the field number which corresponds to the matching Participant - Constituent Code 

column. 

Participant – Fee 

Participant - Fee fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or changes 

from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in configuration.  

 Comments 

 Fee Date 

 Gift Amount 

 Number Units 
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 Receipt Amount 

 Unit 

Participant Attribute – Category 

Participant Attribute – Category fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 

Participant Attribute – Description 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with values from your Participant Attribute 

Descriptions.  Select the correct description from the list for all the values in this column.  If you 

have included a Participant Attribute – Category column in your data file, then select the Field 

number found at the bottom of this list which corresponds to the Participant Attribute – Category 

column. 

If the attribute is configured in The Raiser’s Edge as data type Constituent Name, the description 

column in your file must contain either the System Record IDs or the Import IDs of the target 

constituents. 

Participant Attribute – Comments 

This field maps to the Participant Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value 

that can be selected. 

Participant Attribute – Date 

This field maps to the Participant Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value 

that can be selected. 

Participant Award 

Participant - Award fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration.  

 Award 

 Comments 

 Presented By Name 

Participant – Dinner Preference 

Participant – Dinner Preference fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration.  

 Comments 

 Dinner Preference 
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 Quantity 

Fund Relationship 

Fund Relationship fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration.  

 Date from 

 Date to 

 Fund 

 Notes 

 Reciprocal 

 Relationship 

Assigned Solicitor 

Assigned Solicitor fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration.  

 Amount 

 Appeal ID 

 Campaign ID 

 Date from 

 Date to 

 Fund ID 

 Notes 

 Solicitor Constit ID or RE User ID 

 Solicitor Import ID 

 Solicitor System ID 

 Solicitor Type 

Prospect – General 

Prospect – General fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration.  

Prospect and Proposal fields are available to users with the RE:Search module. 
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Prospect – Interest 

Prospect – Interest fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration.  

Prospect – Interest – Comment 

This field maps to the Prospect - Interest Field number, which is the only value that can be 

selected. 

Prospect – Will Not Give To 

Prospect – Will Not Give To fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation 

or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration.  

Prospect – Will Not Give To – Comments 

This field maps to the Prospect Will Not Give To Field number, which is the only value that can be 

selected. 

Prospect – Rating 

Prospect – Rating fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or changes 

from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in configuration.  

 Category 

 Date 

 Description 

 Notes 

 Source 

Proposal 

Proposal fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or changes from the 

source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in configuration.  

 Amount Asked 

 Amount Expected 

 Amount Funded 

 Campaign 

 Date Asked 

 Date Expected 

 Date Funded 

 Date Rated 

 Deadline 

 Fund 
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 Inactive 

 Instrument 

 Linked Gift ID 

 Linked Gift Import ID 

 Original Amount Asked 

 Original Date Asked 

 Proposal Name 

 Purpose 

 Rating 

 Reason 

 Solicitor Constit ID or RE User Name 

 Solicitor System ID 

 Status 

 Type of Gift 

Proposal Attribute – Category 

Proposal Attribute – Category fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 

Proposal Attribute – Description 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your Proposal Attributes 

Descriptions.  Select the correct description from the list for all the values in this column.  If you 

have included a Proposal Attribute – Category column in your data file, then select the Field 

number found at the bottom of this list which corresponds to the Proposal Attribute – Category 

column. 

If the attribute is configured in The Raiser’s Edge as data type Constituent Name, the description 

column in your file must contain either the System Record IDs or the Import IDs of the target 

constituents. 

Proposal Attribute – Comments 

This field maps to the Proposal Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value that 

can be selected. 

Proposal Attribute – Date 

This field maps to the Proposal Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value that 

can be selected. 
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Proposal Notepad – Type 

Proposal Notepad – Type fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

Proposal Notepad – Title 

This field maps to the Proposal Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that can be 

selected. 

Proposal Notepad – Description 

This field maps to the Proposal Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that can be 

selected. 

Proposal Notepad – Notes 

This field maps to the Proposal Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that can be 

selected. 

Proposal Notepad – Date 

This field maps to the Proposal Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that can be 

selected. 

Proposal Notepad – Author 

This field maps to the Proposal Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that can be 

selected. 

Rating 

Rating fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or changes from the 

source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in configuration.  

Rating fields are available to users without the RE:Search module. 

 

 Category 

 Date 

 Description 

 Notes 

 Source 

Membership 

Membership fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or changes 

from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in configuration. 
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 Activity Date 

 Benefits Notes 

 Category 

 Comment 

 Dues 

 Expires on 

 Given By: Constituent ID 

 Given By: Constituent Import ID 

 Import ID 

 Life Time Membership 

 Membership ID 

 Notes 

 Print Renewals 

 Program 

 Reason 

 Renewal type (acceptable values for this field are “Same”, “Upgrade”, “Downgrade”) 

 Send Benefits To 

 Send Notice To 

 Solicitor Constit ID or RE User Name 

 Solicitor System ID 

 Special Message 

 Subcategory 

 Total Children 

 Total Members 

 Type (acceptable values for this field are “Joined”, “Renewal”, “Upgrade”, “Downgrade”, “Dropped”, 

“Rejoin”; if not specified, then type “Joined” is assumed) 

 Waive Benefits 

Membership Attribute – Category 

Membership Attribute - Category fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 

Membership Attribute – Description 

The Value Type drop-down is populated with all values from your Membership Attributes 

Descriptions. Select the correct description from the list for all the values in this column.  If you 

have included a Membership Attribute – Category column in your data file, then select the Field 

number found at the bottom of this list which corresponds to the matching Membership 

Attribute – Category column. 
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If the attribute is configured in The Raiser’s Edge as data type Constituent Name, the description 

column in your file must contain either the System Record IDs or the Import IDs of the target 

constituents. 

Membership Attribute – Comments 

This field maps to the Membership Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value 

that can be selected. 

Membership Attribute – Date 

This field maps to the Membership Attribute – Description Field number, which is the only value 

that can be selected. 

Membership Benefit 

Membership Benefit fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation or 

changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

 Benefit 

 Comment 

 Count 

 Sent 

 Total benefit value 

 Unit cost 

Membership – Non-joint Member Card 

Membership Card/Joint Member fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 

 Address to print 

 Card expires 

 Card type 

 Config Add Sal ID (add/sal formula ID as defined in RE Configuration; will follow RE business rules if the 

constituent is an organization) 

 Constit Add Sal ID (additional add/sal type from member’s constituent record; will follow RE business 

rules if the add/sal type does not exist for this constituent or if the constituent is an organization) 

 Date last printed 

 Editable 

 Joint member 

 Membership Card’s Import ID 

 Name on card 

 Number to print 
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 Status 

 Valid from date 

 Valid to date 

RG Amendment 

Recurring Gift Amendment fields map directly to their specified field without any manipulation 

or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table Entry rule set in 

configuration. 

Recurring Gift Amendments import directly to the target gift and can not be added to a gift batch. 

 

 Acknowledge 

 Acknowledge date 

 Amount 

 Appeal 

 Authorization code 

 Bank: Account Holder Name 

 Bank: Account Name (UK use only) 

 Bank: Account Number 

 Bank: BIC (UK use only; must be on RE 7.93 patch 4 or later) 

 Bank: Branch Name 

 Bank: Financial Institution (UK: Bank Name) 

 Bank: IBAN (UK use only; must be on RE 7.93 patch 4 or later) 

 Bank: Primary Bank Information 

 Bank: Sort Code 

 Bank: Transit/Routing no. 

IOM will update existing financial relationships when importing recurring gift amendments if 

the following fields all match when mapped as RG Amendment fields: bank name, routing 

number, branch (if defined in either the relationship or in the file), account number, and account 

holder name.  Otherwise, new financial relationships will be created. 

 

 Campaign 

 Cardholder name 

 Check date 

 Check number 

 Credit card number 

 Credit type 
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 Date 

 Date 1st Pay 

 EFT? 

 Expires on 

 Fund 

 Gift ID 

 Gift Import ID 

 Gift status 

 Gift subtype 

 Installment frequency 

 Letter code 

 Notes 

 Package 

 Pay method 

 Reference date 

 Reference number 

 Schedule day of month 

 Schedule day of month 2 

 Schedule ending date 

 Schedule month 

 Schedule monthly day of week 

 Schedule monthly ordinal 

 Schedule monthly type 

 Schedule semi-monthly day type 1 

 Schedule semi-monthly day type 2 

 Schedule spacing 

 Schedule weekly day of week 

 Send prenotification 

 Send prenotification units 

 Solicitor Constit ID or RE User Name 

 Solicitor Import ID 

 Solicitor System ID 

RG Amendment Notepad – Type 

RG Amendment Notepad - Type fields map directly to their specified field without any 

manipulation or changes from the source file.  Any Table Entry fields will abide by the Table 

Entry rule set in configuration. 
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RG Amendment Notepad – Title 

This field maps to the RG Amendment Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that 

can be selected. 

RG Amendment Notepad – Description 

This field maps to the RG Amendment Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that 

can be selected. 

RG Amendment Notepad – Notes 

This field maps to the RG Amendment Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that 

can be selected. 

RG Amendment Notepad – Date 

This field maps to the RG Amendment Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that 

can be selected. 

RG Amendment Notepad – Author 

This field maps to the RG Amendment Notepad - Type Field number, which is the only value that 

can be selected.  
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APPENDIX B - THE OMATIC DATA AND ADDRESS SERVICE  

The Omatic data and address service provides name variants and address formatting for use in 

duplicate searching when selected in Constituents - Duplicate Search and address formatting for 

address standardization when selected in Addresses.  Name variants/address formatting for use 

in duplicate searching simply makes the duplicate search more comprehensive and does not alter 

the data that is being imported.  Address formatting will change the imported data to conform to 

USPS data standards (US and Canadian addresses only). 

The Omatic data and address service is “in the cloud” and does not require any additional 

software to be installed. 

Internet access is required to utilize the Omatic data and address service.  A browser is 

required to view usage. 

 

 

SERVICE SUBSCRIPTION 

All organizations receive 3000 free uses or “hits” to the service annually.  Your annual 

subscription starts on the date of your first usage and renews on the next anniversary date.  For 

subscription questions or to increase your subscription level, contact your Omatic Software 

account manager at Sales@OmaticSoftware.com or 888-662-8426, option 1. 

 

 

USING THE SERVICE 

You can elect to use the service by selecting the option Use the Omatic Service to find name variants 

for duplicate searching in Constituents - Duplicate Search or by selecting the option Format 

addresses using the Omatic Service in Addresses.  If either option is selected the message Omatic 

data and address service in use is displayed in both the profile (all screens) and in the import dialog. 
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HOW USAGE IS COUNTED 

Each row that contains first name or address data and calls the service for name variants/address 

formatting for duplicate search purposes or that contains address data and calls the service for 

address formatting counts as one use.  If a profile is configured for both name variants and 

address formatting and a row calls the service for both name variants/address formatting for 

duplicate search purposes and for address formatting, usage is counted as a single use even 

though it is using the service twice for the row.  If a row does not use the service or if it generates 

an exception prior to using the service it does not count as a use.  Usage is counted for each row 

using the service even if the import is not committed.  In summary: 

Usage is counted when: 

 Name variants is selected and the import data contains first name or a US or Canadian address and 

IOM performs a duplicate search 

 Address formatting is selected and the import data contains a US or Canadian address 

 Both name variants and address formatting are selected and the import data contains a first name 

or a US or Canadian address and IOM performs a duplicate search (counts as one use, not two) 

 The service is called for a row prior to the row causing an exception 

 The service is called but the import is not committed 

Usage is not counted when: 

 Name variants and address formatting are not selected 

 Name variants is selected and IOM does not perform a duplicate search  

file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/Word - latest versions/Similarity Simulator
file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/Word - latest versions/Similarity Simulator
file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/Word - latest versions/View Usage
file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/Word - latest versions/View Usage
file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/Word - latest versions/View Usage
file://STORAGE/Shared/Docs/Word - latest versions/View Usage
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 Name variants is selected and the import data does not contain first name or a US or Canadian 

address and IOM performs a duplicate search 

 Address formatting is selected and the import data does not contain a US or Canadian address 

 An exception occurs on a row prior to the service being called 

 

 

VIEW USAGE 

When the Omatic data and address formatting service is in use, a View Usage link is accessible 

next to the Omatic data and address service is in use message.  Clicking the link opens a browser 

window and displays the current usage for your organization. 

 

 

 

HOW IT WORKS: NAME VARIANTS 

The name variants service assists in duplicate searching in two ways: name search is augmented 

by the ability to search on variants of the first name and address search is refined by the ability to 

compare data that has been converted to a prescribed format. 
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Name variants 

If the data file contains a first name, it is submitted to the service and all common variations are 

returned.  For example, if the data file contains the name Robert, that name is submitted and 

variants such as Bob, Rob, Bobby, Robby, etc are returned.  Then Robert and each of the variants 

are used when performing the duplicate search in order to find all potential matches. 

Address formatting 

If the data file contains an address, it is submitted to the service and is formatted per USPS 

standards.  For example, if the data file contains the address 123 North Main Street, that address 

is submitted and the standardized format 123 N. Main St. is returned.  Then this address is used 

when performing the duplicate search. 

The duplicate search compares the standardized address from the import file against your 

Raiser’s Edge data as is – it does not standardize each potential match from the RE database.   

 

Only US and Canadian addresses are standardized. 

  

The name variants option obtains first name variants and standardized address information 

for duplicate searching purposes only.  It does not alter the values of the data that are being 

imported. 

 

 

HOW IT WORKS: ADDRESS FORMATTING 

The address formatting service cleans up incoming data by converting address information to 

prescribed standards.  

If the data file contains an address, it is submitted to the service and is formatted per USPS 

standards.  For example if the data file contains an address, that address line is submitted and the 

standardized format is returned along with ZIP+4 information.  Then this address is used for 

importing. 
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In the example above, the address in the data file has improper casing, incorrect street 

information, improper apartment formatting, incorrect city, long state name, and the wrong ZIP 

code.  IOM will import the standardized address returned by the Omatic service. 

If the Omatic data and address service is unable to resolve the address provided (for example, the 

address does not actually exist), then it will return the address information as is. 

 

Only US and Canadian addresses are standardized. 

 

The address formatting option obtains standardized address information and alters the 

values of the data that are being imported.  However, the import file itself is unchanged. 

 

 

DATA PRIVACY 

No information other than first name and/or address is submitted to the Omatic Data and 

Address Service.   All data is transmitted through a 2048-bit SSL secure connection.   Omatic 

Software maintains a subscription usage count for your organization but does not retain, store, 

or utilize any constituent data submitted to the service. 
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APPENDIX C – STEP BY STEP IMPORT EXAMPLES 

The following examples show common import tasks that require a few extra steps or more in-

depth explanations of how to perform them.   

 

MAPPING A FULL NAME FIELD USING ODS AND VIRTUAL FIELDS 

Suppose you need to import a file that has this format: 

 

Rather than manipulating the file to create separate title, first name, middle name, last name, 

and suffix columns for each spouse you can use the Omatic Data Service to parse the field into its 

components for you. 

 

Indicate which field needs to be parsed 

1) In Field Mapping, map the full name field to record type Constituent Field and value type ODS Fullname 

for parsing 

 

 

 

Map the import fields 

2) In Virtual Fields, add rows for each field within the full name field that will be imported.  In this 

example, add ten fields by right clicking in the mapping area. 
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3) Add the record types and value types as if you had separate fields.   

4) In the Function column, select the ODS field that indicates where within the full name to take the value 

from.  Use Main fields for the first name in the full name field and Secondary for the second name in the 

full name field.  

5) In the Seed field, select which column in the import file it needs to refer to – in this case, which of the 

columns contains the full name. 

 

 

 

Enable Data Services 

6) Turn on access to Data Services by either selecting Use the Omatic Data Service to find variants for 

duplicate searching in the Duplicate Search screen or Format addresses using the Omatic Data Service in 

the Addresses screen. 
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Test a small file 

7) Import a file with a handful of rows to ensure you are getting the expected results. 

 

The service can parse common full name formats such as Mr. Bob Smith and Mr. Robert C. Jones 

and Dr. Maria Saez.  However, it may not be able to parse all formats so testing with a small file 

prior to importing is highly recommended. 

 

 

 

PROMOTING A NON-CONSTITUENT SPOUSE TO A FULL CONSTITUENT 

If a non-constituent spouse is selected as a match in the duplicate search results form, only the 

bio information on the non-constituent spouse record is updated.  Other information including 

gifts, memberships, event participation, actions, etc are written to the full-constituent spouse 

record. 

If you wish to have gifts, etc on the selected non-constituent spouse record rather than the full-

constituent spouse, you will need to first promote the non-constituent to a full constituent and 

then select that record as the match.   

For example, Michael is in RE as a full constituent and Cathy is the non-constituent spouse.  

Cathy has given a gift and you wish to record this gift on Cathy’s record rather than on Michael’s. 
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If you have the List Management module and Cathy’s record is in a LM list, her record will 

automatically be promoted to a full constituent when matching via a non-LM import.  In this 

case, the gift information will be written to Cathy’s record and you do not need to manually 

promote her.  

If you have the List Management module and Cathy’s record is not in an LM list, follow the steps 

outlined below to manually promote her record. 

 

Promote the non-constituent spouse to full constituent 

1) Select the non-constituent spouse record in the duplicate search results form.  This record has the 

wedding rings icon. 

 

 

2) Double click to open the constituent record. 

3) Click the Spouse button to open the spouse record. 

4) In the toolbar, click the Add this individual as a Constituent option under Relationship. 
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5) Save (don’t close) the new constituent record.  Note the new constituent id. 

6) Save and close both spouse records. 

Add the new record to the duplicate search results 

Now that the spouse has been promoted to a full constituent, you must be sure to match the data 

to the new record.  Do NOT select the row that is already displayed in the duplicate search results, 

as this will simply import the data to original constituent spouse. 

7) Use the Search for a Record button and search for the new constituent record that you created above.  

Searching by constituent id is the most efficient. 
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8) Select the record from the search results.  It will now be added to the IOM duplicate search results. 

 

Match the import data to the new constituent record 

Now that the new record is in the search results grid, you can select it as a match. 

9) Select the added record and click the Match to Selected Record button.  The imported gifts, etc will 

write to this record. 
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IMPORTING PAYMENT SCHEDULES 

When importing a new pledge or recurring gift, you will also need to import the associated 

payment schedule.  The fields used in your data file and import profile are based on the frequency 

with which payments will be made.  For example, monthly gifts are going to have different 

parameters than weekly or quarterly gifts.  Therefore, when importing pledge or recurring gift 

installment schedules, it's important to start by determining your frequency as the other fields 

used in the import file and profile will be based on that frequency field.  If you have gifts with 

multiple frequencies in your file, you will need to include all applicable fields in your file and 

populate the appropriate fields in each gift row.  Refer to the screen shot and import example 

below to see how an installment schedule for a gift with a frequency of monthly would be 

imported.  Keep in mind that the fields required in the import file and profile will change based 

on the frequency selected.  Refer to the grid at the end of the import example for a complete list of 

installment schedule fields and when they are used. 

 

Import a payment schedule 

As an example, you receive a new recurring gift of $50 to be paid on the 15th of every other 

month, beginning in April. 

1) Map your file.  Include the gift info along with the payment schedule.  Refer to the grid below for 

further information on the highlighted fields. 
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2) Run the import. The gift and payment schedule are created. 

 

 

Allowed import values 

Use the following grid to determine which fields are needed in the import, and their allowed 

values, for the particular frequency you wish to import.   

Raiser's Edge 

Import Header 

ImportOmatic 

Value Type* 

Definition Allowed Values Used for 

which 

frequencies? 

GFType Type Is this a recurring gift 

or a pledge? 

Recurring Gift, 

Pledge 

All 

GFInsNumPay Number of 

installments 

How many payments 

will be made on the 

pledge/recurring gift? 

Numeric (1,2,3 etc) All (required for 

pledges, optional 

for recurring gifts) 

GFInsStartDate Date 1st Pay Date of first payment Date All 
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GFInsEndDate Schedule ending 

date 

Use if the recurring 

gift is not open ended 

Date All (not required) 

GFInsFreq Installment 

frequency 

The frequency with 

which payments will 

be made 

Annually, Semi-

annually, Quarterly, 

Bimonthly, Monthly, 

Semi-Monthly, 

Biweekly, Weekly, 

Irregular, Single 

Installment 

All 

 

GFInsFreqOption Schedule monthly 

type 

Will the payment be 

made on a specific 

date of the month 

(i.e. the 15th) or a set 

day of the month (i.e. 

the second Monday)? 

Specific day, User 

defined day 

Semi-annually, 

Quarterly, 

Bimonthly, 

Monthly 

GFInsMonthName Schedule month Which month of the 

year will the payment 

be made? 

January, February, 

March, April, May, 

June, July, August, 

September, October, 

November, December 

Annually 

GFinsNumDay Schedule day of 

month 

Date for the payment Numeric from 1-31 Annually, Semi-

annually, 

Quarterly, 

Bimonthly, 

Monthly, Semi-

monthly (only 

when day type is 

Specific day) 

GFInsOrdDay Schedule monthly 

ordinal 

Week of the payment First, Second, Third, 

Fourth, Last 

Semi-annually, 

Quarterly, 

Bimonthly, 

Monthly (used in 

conjunction with 

Schedule monthly 

day of week when 

day type is user 

defined day) 

GFInsDayName Schedule monthly 

day of week 

Day of the payment Sunday, Sun, 

Monday, Mon, 

Tuesday, Tue, 

Wednesday, Wed, 

Thursday, Thu, 

Friday, Fri,  

Saturday, Sat 

Semi-annually, 

Quarterly, 

Bimonthly, 

Monthly (used in 

conjunction with 

Schedule monthly 

ordinal when day 

type is user 

defined day) 
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GFInsOrdDay1 Schedule semi-

monthly day type 

1 

Will the payment be 

made on a specific 

day of the month 

(15th) or the first or 

last day? 

First, Last, Specific 

Day 

Semi-monthly (if 

Specific day is 

selected, need 

Schedule day of 

month) 

GFInsOrdDay2 Scheduled semi-

monthly day type 

2 

Will the payment be 

made on a specific 

day of the month 

(15th) or the first or 

last day? 

First, Last, Specific 

Day 

Semi-monthly (if 

specific day is 

selected, need 

Schedule day of 

month) 

GFInsNumDay2 Schedule day of 

month 2 

Date of the payment  Numeric from 1-31 Semi-monthly 

(when day type is 

Specific day) 

Sunday, Monday, 

Tuesday, 

Wednesday, 

Thursday, Friday, 

Saturday 

Schedule weekly 

day of week 

Day of the payment Sunday, Sun, 

Monday, Mon, 

Tuesday, Tue, 

Wednesday, Wed, 

Thursday, Thu, 

Friday, Fri,  

Saturday, Sat 

Weekly, Biweekly 

Spacing Schedule spacing Used to indicate how 

frequently the 

installment will 

repeat (i.e. every 1 

month) 

Numeric values 

(usually 1) 

Monthly, Semi-

monthly, Weekly 

*All fields will have a Record Type of Gift. 

 

 

IMPORTING GIFTS OF MEMBERSHIP 

If gift information is imported at the same time as the membership, the gift record will be on the 

member’s constituent record.   

If you wish to have the gift record on the donor’s constituent record and your file contains both 

the member’s information and the donor’s information, you will need to perform two imports.  

The first import will import the members and their Memberships.  The second import will import 

the donors and their gifts and link the gifts to the Memberships created in the first pass.  Follow 

the steps outlined in Importing members and memberships followed by Importing donors and 

linking their gifts to existing memberships. 
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IMPORTING MEMBERS AND MEMBERSHIPS 

To import memberships and their associated transactions when they are given by a different 

donor, you will have to perform two imports.  The first import will import the Members as 

constituents, build the Membership and transaction records, and import Gift Of information 

such as special messages.  The second import will import the donors and their gifts, link the 

Membership information to the gifts, and set the donor as the Gift of Membership donor.   

Assuming all of your information is in a single file, the process is as follows: 

 

Map the membership and member fields for import 

1) Set all donor and gift-related information to Ignore. 

2) Map member information fields to constituent fields. 

3) Map joint member information fields (if any) as relationships. 

a) Include the field Individual Joint Member/Card with value type Joint member with a value of “Yes” 

for each relationship in the data file that is to have joint membership so that these relationship 

records will be marked as joint members. 

b) OR, select the Treat ALL Individual relationships as Joint Members profile parameter if all 

mapped relationships are also joint members. 

4) Map the membership fields including benefits and cards. 
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Select whether to display the Membership Processing form 

5) Select whether to pop up the membership processing form for new and existing memberships. 

a) If the file does not contain transaction information for existing memberships, such as whether 

the transaction is a renewal-same, renewal-upgrade, etc, be sure to select the membership 

processing form. 

 

Set IOM to add the import IDs of the memberships to your file 

In order to later link the gifts to the memberships that you are importing now, you will need the 

import IDs of the membership records.  Set IOM to automatically do this for you on the Output - 

Files screen. 

 

 

View Usage
View Usage
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6) Check the box Include the Import ID for all matched or added Memberships in the output file.  The 

output file will be an exact copy of the file you are importing, but will include a column containing 

the import IDs of the membership records.  This ID will be used to link the Memberships to the 

gifts. 

 

 

 

Run the import 

7) Save the profile and import the records.  

 

This import will generate an Updates file (created in the same location as Exceptions files and Error 

logs) that will be used to perform the second import.  

 

 

 

 

View Usage
View Usage
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IMPORTING DONORS AND LINKING THEIR GIFTS TO EXISTING MEMBERSHIPS 

Once the memberships are created in RE and the import IDs of the membership records are in the 

file, you will now import the gifts. 

 

Map the donor and gift fields for import 

1) Create a new profile using the Updates file created by the membership import as the base file.  

2) Set all membership (except membership import ID), member, and joint member fields to Ignore. 

3) Map all donor fields to constituent-related fields.  

4) Map the membership import ID field (column 1) to the Gift field called Membership Import ID.  

5) Map all remaining gift fields as usual.  

 

 

 

 

View Usage
View Usage
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Mark donor as Gift of Membership donor 

8) On the Memberships – Gift Linking screen, ensure that the Mark as Gift of Membership for linked 

Gifts from other donors checkbox is selected. 

 

 

9) Set any other profile parameters, such as awarding the member soft credit for the gift, etc if 

desired. 

 

Run the import 

10) Save the profile and run the import using the Updates file created by the membership import. Your 

import is now completed. 

 

View Usage
View Usage
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IMPORTING MEMBERSHIP DUES OVERAGES AS TWO GIFTS 

If a gift linked to a membership has a gift amount that exceeds the membership dues amount, 

you may choose to link the entire gift amount to the membership, link only the dues amount to 

the membership, or create two gifts – one for the dues amount linked to the membership and one 

for the overage amount that is not linked to the membership.   

In order to create two gifts, you must first define the gift fields that will be used for the second 

gift.  The gift linked to the membership will use the values as defined in the data file and profile 

parameters. 

 

Define gift record fields for the second gift 

Create Gift Default Sets for each type of overage gift.   

1) In RE, select the Organize/Create Defaults option under Tools. 

 

 

 

2) In the Defaults list, select Gifts and either open an existing default set or add a new one. 
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3) Define all necessary fields for the overage gifts. 

 

 

 

4) Create additional default sets if necessary.  For example, you may need different fund ids for 

overages on gifts that came in thru a direct mail appeal than those that came in during an open 

house – in this case, simply create two default sets. 
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Define which data value in the import file corresponds to which default set 

5) In IOM, create a dictionary that maps a field value in the data file (campaign, fund, appeal, or 

package) in the Values to match on column to the appropriate gift default set name in the 

Replacement values column.  For example, if the data file contains appeals with values DIRECT MAIL 

and OPEN HOUSE, map those values to the appropriate gift default set names. 

 

 

 

Assign the dictionary to the profile 

6) Select the Create a separate overpayment gift for amount above total amount of Membership Dues 

option in the Memberships – Gift Linking screen. 

7) Enter the dictionary that maps the values in the data to the appropriate gift default sets, which you 

created in step 5). 

8) Enter which field in the data file was used in the dictionary’s Values to match on (campaign, fund, 

appeal, or package). 
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Run the import 

9) Save the profile and run the import.   

 

When the import is run and a gift is for an amount greater than the membership dues amount, 

IOM will note the value of the appeal for that data row.  It will then refer to the indicated 

dictionary and find the default set assigned to this appeal value.  It will then use that default set 

when creating the overage gift. 

 

IMPORTING SPONSORING PLEDGES ON EVENT PARTICIPANTS 

Many organizations put on events in which the registrants solicit pledges from their friends based 

on their participation in the event.   

As an example, your organization holds an annual Walk-a-thon; Brian Mulcahy signs up to 

participate in the walk and recruits his friends to sponsor him.   

View Usage
View Usage
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The Raiser’s Edge tracks this information by recording Brian as an event participant (either as a 

full constituent or as a non-constituent).  Brian’s friends are recorded as full constituents 

(donors).  Each friend has a pledge linked to Brian’s participant record as a sponsoring pledge.  

Gifts are then linked to these pledges. 

Importing registrants, sponsoring pledges, and gifts will require multiple imports.  Event 

registrants are imported and their participation records are created when they sign up.  Later as 

their friends’ pledges come in, it will be necessary to run 2 imports: the first to create the 

sponsoring pledges and the second to apply the gifts to those pledges.  

Follow the steps outlined below. 

 

 

RAISER’S EDGE EVENT SETUP 

1) In The Raiser’s Edge, ensure that the event has the category Sporting Event.  This is required in order to 

link sponsoring pledges from other donors to event registrants. 

 

 

 

 

IMPORT EVENT REGISTR ANTS 

Event participants are imported as usual – it is not necessary to do multiple imports for this file. 

 

Map the participant fields for import 

2) Map constituent name, address, and other biographical fields. 

3) Map the participant fields – be sure to include the event id so that IOM knows which event to link the 

participants to. 

4) If you wish to make the participants non-constituents, include a column with the value No mapped to 

Record Type = Participant and Value Type = Participant is a Constituent. 
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Run the import 

5) Save the profile and import the records.  

 

 

IMPORTING SPONSORING PLEDGES ON THE PARTI CIPANTS 

Once the participants are imported, sponsoring pledges/gifts from their friends can be imported.  

You will need to do this in two imports: the first import will import the donor’s information and a 

sponsoring pledge on the participant’s record.  The second import will apply a payment to the 

pledge created in the first pass.   

 

Ensure your file has the necessary fields 

In order to successfully link the sponsoring pledge to the participant and to link the gift to the 

sponsoring pledge, be sure your import file contains the following fields. 

 

6) The participant import ID.  This is needed in order to link the sponsoring pledge to the correct 

participant. Alternately, your file can contain the participant’s constituent ID if you also have a 

dictionary that maps the constituent ID to the participant import ID. 
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7) Gift type field with a value = pledge.  If your file does not contain this field, you may use a gift default set 

or a virtual field. 

 

Map the donor and pledge fields for import 

8) Map donor name, address, and other biographical fields. 

9) Map sponsoring pledge fields - be sure to map the gift type as pledge.  If your file does not contain this 

field, you may use a gift default set or a virtual field. 

10) Link the sponsoring pledge to the participant by mapping the participant import ID to Record Type = 

Gift Field and Value Type = Sponsoring Pledge Participant Import ID. 

 

 

 

Import the pledges directly to the donor’s record 

11) On the Gifts screen, do not import into a batch.   

 

If you import the pledges into a gift batch, IOM will not be able to output the gift import ID which 

is required for the next import.   
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Link the gift as a sponsoring pledge 

12) On the Participants – Gift Linking screen, select Link Gift information to Participant record as 

Sponsoring Pledge. 

 

Edit...
Edit...
View Usage
View Usage
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Set IOM to add the import IDs of the pledges to your file 

13) On the Output – Files screen, select Include the Import ID of all gifts in the output file.  The output file 

will be an exact copy of the file you are importing, but will include a column containing the import 

IDs of the pledge records.  This ID will be used in the next import to link the gifts to the pledges. 

 

 

View Usage
View Usage
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Run the import 

14) Save the profile and import the records. 

 

This import will generate an Updates file (created in the same location as Exceptions files and Error 

logs) that will be used to perform the next import. 

 

 

APPLY GIFTS TO THE SPONSORING PLEDGES  

Once the sponsoring pledges are imported, gifts can be linked to the pledges.  You will use the 

Updates file created during the previous import. 

 

Map the donor and gift fields for import 

15) Create a new profile using the Updates file created by the pledge import.  

16) Map the pledge import ID field (column 1) to the Gift field called Apply to Pledge Import ID.  

View Usage
View Usage
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17) Map the gift fields.  Set the participant import ID and payment type to Ignore.   

18) Map all remaining gift fields as usual.  

. 
 

 
 

Run the import 

19) Save the profile and import the records.    

 

The sponsoring pledges linked to the participant records are now paid in full and the gifts are 

linked to the participants. 
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IMPORTING REGISTRATION FEE OVERAGES AS TWO GIFTS 

If a gift linked to registration fees has a gift amount that exceeds the fee amount, you may choose 

to link the entire gift amount to the registration, link only the fee amount to the registration, or 

create two gifts – one for the fee amount linked to the registration and one for the overage 

amount that is not linked to the registration.  This second gift may or may not be linked as an 

“other donation”.   

In order to create two gifts, you must first define the gift fields that will be used for the second 

gift.  The gift linked to the registration will use the values as defined in the data file and profile 

parameters. 

 

Define gift record fields for the second gift 

Create Gift Default Sets for each type of overage gift.   

1) In RE, select the Organize/Create Defaults option under Tools. 
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2) In the Defaults list, select Gifts and either open an existing default set or add a new one. 

 

 

 

3) Define all necessary fields for the overage gifts. 
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4) Create additional default sets if necessary.  For example, you may need different fund ids for 

overages on gifts that are for the Afternoon Tea event than for those that are for the Annual Auction 

event – in this case, simply create two default sets. 

 

Define which data value in the import file corresponds to which default set 

5) In IOM, create a dictionary that maps a field value in the data file (campaign, fund, appeal, or 

event) in the Values to match on column to the appropriate gift default set name in the Replacement 

values column.  For example, if the data file contains events with values AFTERNOON TEA and 

AUCTION, map those values to the appropriate gift default set names. 
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Assign the dictionary to the profile 

6) In the Participants – Gift Linking screen, select the Link Gift information to Participant record as 

Registration Fees. 

7) Select the Create a separate overpayment gift for amount above total amount of Registration Fees 

option. 

8) Enter the dictionary that maps the values in the data to the appropriate gift default sets, which you 

created in step 5). 

9) Enter which field in the data file was used in the dictionary (campaign, fund, appeal, or event). 

10) Indicate whether the overage gifts should be linked to the event as other donations. 
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Run the import 

11) Save the profile and run the import.   

 

When the import is run and a gift is for an amount greater than the registration fee amount, IOM 

will note the value of the event for that data row.  It will then refer to the indicated dictionary and 

find the default set assigned to this event value.  It will then use that default set when creating the 

overage gift. 

 

 

IMPORTING TRIBUTES AND TRIBUTE GIFTS 

Sometimes a file contains gifts that all honor the same honoree or tributee.  For example, a well 

known person may have passed away and all gifts in your file are for a memorial to that person, or 

all gifts may be honoring a special occasion.  In this case, simply create the tribute in RE and add 

View Usage
View Usage
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its import id to each row of the file or define it using a virtual field.  Then follow the steps outlined 

in Importing Donors and Linking Gifts to Existing Tributes. 

More frequently, each row in the file honors a different tributee or honoree.  For example, you 

may hold a Find the Cure Walk-a-Thon where each gift is in honor of or in memory of someone 

designated by the donor.  In this case, you will run two separate imports of the file – the first 

import to create the tributes and the second to link the gifts to the tributes created in the first 

pass.  Follow the steps outlined in Importing New Tributes and Acknowledgees followed by 

Importing Donors and Linking Gifts to Existing Tributes. 

 

 

IMPORTING NEW TRIBUTES AND ACKNOWLEDGEES 

To import new Tribute gifts and their associated data when each row contains a gift is for a 

different honoree, you will have to perform two imports. The first import will import the 

Tributees as constituents, build the Tribute records, and import Acknowledgee information.  The 

second import will import the donors and their gifts and link the Tribute information to the gifts.   

The process is as follows: 

 

Map the tribute and acknowledgee fields for import 

1) Set all donor and gift-related information to Ignore. 

2) Map tributee information fields as constituent fields. 

3) Map acknowledgee information fields as relationships. 

4) Include the field Tribute - Relationship is an Acknowledgee with a value of Yes for each relationship in 

the data file so that these relationship records will be marked as acknowledgees. 

5) Map the tribute type or other tribute fields such as description, default fund, date from, date to, etc 

if contained in the file.   
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Indicate that this is a tribute import 

In the Tributes section in the Profile, you will indicate that this is a Tribute import profile. 

6) Select the Tribute Profile checkbox to indicate that this profile is for importing tribute information. 

7) Select the Match to existing Tribute using Tribute Type checkbox if you wish to update existing 

tributes, if any.  Leave it blank if you wish to create all new tributes. 

8) Review and set the tribute default options if they are appropriate for your import. 
 

View Usage
View Usage
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Set IOM to add the import IDs of the new tributes to your file 

In order to later link the gifts to the tributes that you are importing now, you will need the import 

IDs of the tribute records.  Set IOM to automatically do this for you on the Output - Files screen. 

9) Check the box to Include the Import ID of all matched or added Tributes in the output file.  The output 

file will be an exact copy of the file you are importing, but will include a column (column 1) 

containing the import IDs of the newly-created Tribute records.  These ID will be used to link the 

gifts to the tributes. 
 

View Usage
View Usage
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Run the import 

10) Save the profile and import the records. 

 

This import will generate an Updates file (created in the same location as Exceptions files and Error 

logs) that will be used to perform the second import.  

 

 

IMPORTING DONORS AND LINKING THEIR GIFTS TO EXISTING TRIBUTES 

Once the tributes are created in RE and the import IDs of the tribute records are in the file, you 

will now import the gifts. 

 

Map the donor and gift fields for import 

11) Create a new profile. If you followed the steps outlined in Importing New Tributes and 

Acknowledgees, use the Updates file created by that import as the base file.  

View Usage
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12) Set all tribute (except tribute import ID), tributee, and acknowledgee fields to Ignore. 

13) Map all donor fields to constituent-related fields.  

14) Map the tribute import ID field to record type Gift Field with value type Tribute: Import ID.  

15) Map all remaining gift fields as usual.  

 

 

 

View Usage
View Usage
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Review remaining profile settings 

16) On the Tributes screen, ensure that the Tribute Profile checkbox is NOT selected. 

 

 

 

17) On the Tributes – Gift Linking screen, set whether the gift fund should default from the tribute, and 

whether the tribute link’s acknowledged date should default from the gift acknowledged date. 

18) Set any other profile parameters, such as default gift notepad values, etc if desired. 
 

Run the import 

19) Run the import using the Updates file created by the tributee import. 

 

Your import is now completed. 
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USING FOLLOW UP VALUES 

The follow up values feature was added in an early version of ImportOmatic to provide a means to 

query on records that needed additional attention by designating a field in the data file as a follow 

up value which in turn was mapped to an attribute.  IOM now has the ability to automatically 

create these queries.  In addition, IOM  has the ability to import attributes defined in the data file 

and can even add attributes (and other fields) not contained in the data file.  If you are a new 

client, you do not need to use the follow up values fields.  However, follow up value 

functionality is presented here for long time clients who may still have profiles that use them. 

 

Follow up values are for imported files that either require an action subsequent to processing or 

additional manual processing by creating attributes with a category that is designated for follow 

up.  After an import, the user can query for this attribute, then easily access and modify those 

records as needed. 

For instance, consider an organization that is offering brick inscriptions for a memorial walkway 

on its website.  The organization imports all of its online gifts through ImportOmatic, but only 

some of the gifts are walkway gifts which contain the donor’s requested brick inscription.  The 

organization could import the gifts, then manipulate the source file and remove non-walkway 

gifts to get a list of brick inscriptions. It prefers a more automated way to keep track of which 

bricks have been ordered, so it opts to make the brick inscription a Follow Up Value in IOM, so 

that the data can be queried and tracked in RE.  To do so, first it must create a gift attribute 

category of “Follow Up” (or similar).  This category must be a table-entry data type, and the table 

would typically be called “Gift follow up reasons.”  

 

 

This attribute category would then be selected in the “Gift Attribute Type” setting in the “Follow 

Up Values” section. 

The follow up reason of “Brick inscription” would be added to the Gift Follow Up Reasons table. 
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Finally, the field in the profile would be mapped as a Gift Follow Up record type with the reason 

“Brick inscription” selected. 

 

With this established, any non-empty field value in the inscription column in the source data will 

cause an attribute to be created with the attribute category of “Follow Up”, the attribute 

description of “Brick inscription”, and the value from the source data will be imported into the 

attributes comments field.  In this manner follow up field values can be queried separately by 

type.  Progress on follow up can be tracked by either adding an attribute date when the follow up 

is performed (in this case example perhaps then the orders from this month have been exported 

and sent to the company providing the bricks) or by changing the attribute category.  Please note 

that the Raiser’s Edge can only accommodate 50 characters in the attribute comments field, so 

this method may not be reliable if you expect to receive values over 50 characters long.  
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